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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201810796374.7 filed with the CNIPA on Jul.
19, 2018, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relates to, but is not limited to, the field of communications and, in
particular, relates to, but is not limited to, a signal transmission method and apparatus, a device, and a storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0003] To increase coverage and reduce the deployment costs of operators, an integrated access and backhaul (IAB)
node (which may also be referred to as a relay node) is introduced in the related art. There is no wired connection
between the IAB node and a core network, and the IAB node is connected to the core network through a wireless
backhaul link. The IAB node not only needs to communicate with an upper-level node through the wireless backhaul
link but also needs to communicate with a user equipment (UE) under its coverage through a wireless access link or
with a lower-level IAB node through another wireless backhaul link. A node with a wired connection to the core network
may be referred to as an IAB donor node. To increase spectral efficiency and reduce a delay, a signal over the backhaul
link and a signal over the access link are allowed to adopt a spatial division multiplex (SDM) mode at the IAB node. The
SDM refers to that signals over two links may occupy the same time/frequency domain resource and are distinguished
by beams in spatial domain. The significant features of the SDM are a high spectrum utilization rate and a small delay,
but interference cannot be avoided. Therefore, how to reduce the interference between two links through reasonable
interference measurement is a problem to be solved.

SUMMARY

[0004] The embodiments of the present invention provide a signal transmission method and apparatus, a device, and
a storage medium, which mainly solve the problem of how to reduce interference between links of a communication
node that adopt space-division multiplexing.
[0005] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for sending a
measurement reference signal, which includes: determining parameter information of the measurement reference signal
according to received first signaling information and/or a pre-negotiated first parameter determination rule; and sending
the measurement reference signal according to the parameter information.
[0006] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for receiving a
measurement reference signal, which includes: sending first signaling information, where the first signaling information
includes parameter information of the measurement reference signal; and receiving the measurement reference signal
according to the parameter information.
[0007] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a method for sending
a measurement reference signal, which includes steps described below. A first communication node determines a
resource of at least one type of measurement reference signal according to second signaling information received from
a second communication node and/or a second parameter determination rule pre-negotiated with the second commu-
nication node. The first communication node sends the at least one type of measurement reference signal on the
determined resource of the at least one type of measurement reference signal; where the at least one type of measurement
reference signal includes a first type of measurement reference signal for interference measurement.
[0008] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for receiving a
measurement reference signal, which includes steps described below. A second communication node sends second
signaling information to a first communication node, where the second signaling information includes information about
resources of P types of measurement reference signals. The second communication node receives the P types of
measurement reference signals on the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals. The resources of
the P types of measurement reference signals include a resource of a measurement reference signal for interference
measurement, and P is a positive integer.
[0009] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a method for receiving
a measurement reference signal, which includes a step described below. A first communication node receives third
signaling information sent by a second communication node, where the third signaling information includes information
about an interference measurement resource. The first communication node receives signals sent by one or more third
communication nodes on the interference measurement resource determined according to the information about the
interference measurement resource, and/or an intersection between a parameter type included in the information about
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the interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference signal pattern is non-
empty, and/or the first communication node does not receive a downlink measurement reference signal on the interference
measurement resource.
[0010] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a method for receiving
a measurement reference signal, which includes a step described below. A second communication node sends third
signaling information to a first communication node, where the third signaling information includes information about an
interference measurement resource. The third signaling information is used for instructing the first communication node
to receive signals sent by one or more third communication nodes on the interference measurement resource determined
according to the information about the interference measurement resource, and/or an intersection between a parameter
type included in the information about the interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an
uplink reference signal pattern is non-empty, and/or the second communication node does not send a downlink signal
on the interference measurement resource.
[0011] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a signal transmission
method, which includes steps described below. A correspondence between U resource sets and Q objects is determined
according to transmitted fifth signaling information and/or a third parameter determination rule, where the objects are
one of the following: spatial transmit filtering parameter sets, quasi co-location reference signal sets, sets of combinations
of spatial transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference signals, frequency domain resource sets, reference
signal sets, frequency domain resource divisions of A links, power parameter sets, multiplexing mode sets of B links, or
sets of combinations of C reference signals over C links. A channel or signal is transmitted according to the correspond-
ence. U and Q are positive integers greater than or equal to 1, A, B and C are positive integers greater than 1, and a
resource includes at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency domain resource, or a reference signal resource.
[0012] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a signal sending
method, which includes: determining a first-type time-frequency resource according to received sixth signaling information
or a fourth parameter determination rule; and sending a channel or signal according to the determined first-type time-
frequency resource; where the channel or signal is unable to occupy the first-type time-frequency resource.
[0013] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a channel or signal
receiving method, which includes: determining a second-type time-frequency resource according to received seventh
signaling information or a fifth parameter determination rule; and receiving a channel or signal according to the determined
second-type time-frequency resource; where the channel or signal does not occupy the second-type time-frequency
resource.
[0014] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a signaling information
transmission method, which includes steps described below. A first communication node sends eighth signaling infor-
mation to a second communication node and/or the first communication node receives ninth signaling information sent
by the second communication node. The eighth signaling information and/or the ninth signaling information include at
least one of: information about a first signal set including a reference signal or information about a second signal set
including a reference signal. A first channel or signal and at least one signal in the first signal set satisfy a quasi co-
location relationship with respect to one or more channel large-scale characteristic parameters; and/or a spatial transmit
filtering parameter of a second channel or signal is obtained according to at least one signal in the second signal set;
where the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication node to one or more third
communication nodes, and the second channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by one or more third communication
nodes to the first communication node.
[0015] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus for
sending a measurement reference signal, which includes a first parameter determination module and a first signal
sending module. The first parameter determination module is configured to determine parameter information of the
measurement reference signal according to received first signaling information and/or a pre-negotiated first parameter
determination rule. The first signal sending module is configured to send the measurement reference signal according
to the parameter information.
[0016] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus for
receiving a measurement reference signal, which includes a second parameter determination module and a third signal
receiving module. The second parameter determination module is configured to determine parameter information of the
measurement reference signal according to received first signaling information and/or a pre-negotiated first parameter
determination rule. The third signal receiving module is configured to receive the measurement reference signal according
to the parameter information.
[0017] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus for
sending a measurement reference signal, which is applied to a first communication node and includes a first resource
determination module and a second signal sending module. The first resource determination module is configured to
determine resources of P types of measurement reference signals according to second signaling information received
from a second communication node and/or a second parameter determination rule pre-negotiated with the second
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communication node. The second signal sending module is configured to send the P types of measurement reference
signals on the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals. The resources of the P types of measurement
reference signals include a resource of a measurement reference signal for interference measurement, and P is a positive
integer.
[0018] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus for
receiving a measurement reference signal, which is applied to a second communication node and includes a fourth
resource determination module and a fourth signal receiving module. The fourth resource determination module is
configured to determine resources of P types of measurement reference signals according to second signaling information
sent to a first communication node and/or a second parameter determination rule pre-negotiated with the first commu-
nication node. The fourth signal receiving module is configured to receive the P types of measurement reference signals
on the determined resources of the P types of measurement reference signals. The resources of the P types of meas-
urement reference signals include a resource of a measurement reference signal for interference measurement, and P
is a positive integer.
[0019] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus for
receiving a measurement reference signal, which is applied to a first communication node and includes a first information
receiving module and a first signal receiving module. The first information receiving module is configured to receive third
signaling information sent by a second communication node, where the third signaling information includes information
about an interference measurement resource. The first signal receiving module is configured to receive signals sent by
one or more third communication nodes on the interference measurement resource determined according to the infor-
mation about the interference measurement resource, and/or an intersection between a parameter type included in the
information about the interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference
signal pattern is non-empty.
[0020] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus for
receiving a measurement reference signal, which is applied to a second communication node and includes a third
information sending module. The third information sending module is configured to send third signaling information to
a first communication node, where the third signaling information includes information about an interference measurement
resource. The third signaling information is used for instructing the first communication node to receive signals sent by
one or more third communication nodes on the interference measurement resource determined according to the infor-
mation about the interference measurement resource, and/or an intersection between a parameter type included in the
information about the interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference
signal pattern is non-empty, and/or the second communication node does not send a downlink signal on the interference
measurement resource.
[0021] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a signal transmission
apparatus, which includes a determination module and a transmission module. The determination module is configured
to determine a correspondence between U resource sets and Q objects according to transmitted fifth signaling information
and/or a third parameter determination rule, where the objects are one of the following: spatial transmit filtering parameter
sets, quasi co-location reference signal sets, sets of combinations of spatial transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-
location reference signals, frequency domain resource sets, reference signal sets, frequency domain resource divisions
of A links, power parameter sets, or multiplexing mode sets of B links. The transmission is configured to transmit a
channel or signal according to the correspondence. U and Q are positive integers greater than or equal to 1, A and B
are positive integers greater than 1, and a resource includes at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency domain
resource, or a reference signal resource.
[0022] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a signal sending
apparatus, which includes a second resource determination module and a third signal sending module. The second
resource determination module is configured to determine a first-type time-frequency resource according to received
sixth signaling information or a fourth parameter determination rule. The third signal sending module is configured to
send a channel or signal according to the determined first-type time-frequency resource. The channel or signal is unable
to occupy the first-type time-frequency resource.
[0023] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a channel or signal
receiving apparatus, which includes a third resource determination module and a second signal receiving module. The
third resource determination module is configured to determine a second-type time-frequency resource according to
received seventh signaling information or a fifth parameter determination rule. The second signal receiving module is
configured to receive a channel or signal according to the determined second-type time-frequency resource. The channel
or signal does not occupy the second-type time-frequency resource.
[0024] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a signaling information
transmission apparatus, which is applied to a first communication node and includes a second information sending
module and/or a second information receiving module. The second information sending module is configured to send
eighth signaling information to a second communication node. The second information receiving module is configured
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to receive ninth signaling information from the second communication node. The eighth signaling information and/or the
ninth signaling information include at least one of: information about a first signal set including a reference signal or
information about a second signal set including a reference signal. A first channel or signal and at least one signal in
the first signal set satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to one or more channel large-scale characteristic
parameters; and/or a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a second channel or signal is obtained according to at least
one signal in the second signal set; where the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication
node to one or more third communication nodes, and the second channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by one
or more third communication nodes to the first communication node.
[0025] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a communication
node device, which includes a processor, a memory, and a communication bus. The communication bus is configured
to implement a communication connection between the processor and the memory. The memory is configured to store
one or more first programs, and the processor is configured to perform the one or more first programs to implement
steps of the method for sending a measurement reference signal described above. Alternatively, the memory is configured
to store one or more second programs, and the processor is configured to perform the one or more second programs
to implement steps of the method for receiving a measurement reference signal described above. Alternatively, the
memory is configured to store one or more third programs, and the processor is configured to perform the one or more
third programs to implement steps of the method for sending a measurement reference signal described above. Alter-
natively, the memory is configured to store one or more fourth programs, and the processor is configured to perform the
one or more fourth programs to implement steps of the method for receiving a measurement reference signal described
above. Alternatively, the memory is configured to store one or more fifth programs, and the processor is configured to
perform the one or more fifth programs to implement steps of the method for receiving a measurement reference signal
described above. Alternatively, the memory is configured to store one or more sixth programs, and the processor is
configured to perform the one or more sixth programs to implement steps of the method for receiving a measurement
reference signal described above. Alternatively, the memory is configured to store one or more seventh programs, and
the processor is configured to perform the one or more seventh programs to implement steps of the signal transmission
method described above. Alternatively, the memory is configured to store one or more eighth programs, and the processor
is configured to perform the one or more eighth programs to implement steps of the signal sending method described
above. Alternatively, the memory is configured to store one or more ninth programs, and the processor is configured to
perform the one or more ninth programs to implement steps of the channel or signal receiving method described above.
Alternatively, the memory is configured to store one or more tenth programs, and the processor is configured to perform
the one or more tenth programs to implement steps of the signaling information transmission method described above.
[0026] To solve the preceding problem, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer-readable
storage medium. The computer-readable storage medium is configured to store one or more first programs, where the
one or more first programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the method for sending a
measurement reference signal described above. Alternatively, the computer-readable storage medium is configured to
store one or more second programs, where the one or more second programs are executable by one or more processors
to implement steps of the method for receiving a measurement reference signal described above. Alternatively, the
computer-readable storage medium is configured to store one or more third programs, where the one or more third
programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the method for sending a measurement
reference signal described above. Alternatively, the computer-readable storage medium is configured to store one or
more fourth programs, where the one or more fourth programs are executable by one or more processors to implement
steps of the method for receiving a measurement reference signal described above. Alternatively, the computer-readable
storage medium is configured to store one or more fifth programs, where the one or more fifth programs are executable
by one or more processors to implement steps of the method for receiving a measurement reference signal described
above. Alternatively, the computer-readable storage medium is configured to store one or more sixth programs, where
the one or more sixth programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the method for receiving
a measurement reference signal described above. Alternatively, the computer-readable storage medium is configured
to store one or more seventh programs, where the one or more seventh programs are executable by one or more
processors to implement steps of the signal transmission method described above. Alternatively, the computer-readable
storage medium is configured to store one or more eighth programs, where the one or more eighth programs are
executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the signal sending method described above. Alternatively,
the computer-readable storage medium is configured to store one or more ninth programs, where the one or more ninth
programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the channel or signal receiving method
described above. Alternatively, the computer-readable storage medium is configured to store one or more tenth programs,
where the one or more tenth programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the signaling
information transmission method described above.
[0027] The present application has the following beneficial effects: according to the signal transmission method and
apparatus, the device, a system, and the storage medium provided by the embodiments of the present invention, the
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parameter information of the measurement reference signal may be determined according to received signaling infor-
mation and/or a pre-negotiated parameter determination rule, and the measurement reference signal is sent according
to the determined parameter information to perform the measurement. In some examples, the measurement reference
signal, which includes, but is not limited to, the first type of measurement reference signal for interference measurement,
may be sent for effectively measuring the interference between links of the communication node that adopt the space-
division multiplexing, so that the communication node can send or receive signals on resources with low interference in
a space-division multiplexing mode, thereby reducing the mutual interference between links that adopt the space-division
multiplexing and ensuring a communication quality.
[0028] Other features of the present application and the corresponding beneficial effects are set forth later in the
description, and it is to be understood that at least part of the beneficial effects become apparent from the description
of the present application.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0029]

FIG. 1-1 is a structural diagram illustrating connections of a relay node according to embodiment one of the present
application;

FIG. 1-2 is a schematic diagram one of a detail sketch of FIG. 1-1;

FIG. 1-3 is a schematic diagram two of a detail sketch of FIG. 1-1;

FIG. 2-1 is a flowchart of a method for sending a measurement reference signal according to embodiment one of
the present application;

FIG. 2-2 is a flowchart of a method for receiving a measurement reference signal according to embodiment one of
the present application;

FIG. 3-1 is a flowchart of a method for sending a measurement reference signal according to embodiment two of
the present application;

FIG. 3-2 is a flowchart of a method for receiving a measurement reference signal according to embodiment two of
the present application;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram in which an uplink interference measurement resource and an uplink channel meas-
urement resource are introduced according to embodiment three of the present application;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram one in which an uplink measurement report corresponds to multiple channel meas-
urement resources and one interference measurement resource according to embodiment three of the present
application;

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram two in which an uplink measurement report corresponds to multiple channel meas-
urement resources and one interference measurement resource according to embodiment three of the present
application;

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a configuration process in which an uplink measurement report corresponds to multiple
channel measurement resources and one interference measurement resource according to embodiment three of
the present application;

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a connection between an IAB donor node/gNB and a UE according to embodiment
three of the present application;

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a connection between an IAB donor node/gNB and a UE according to embodiment
three of the present application;

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating that an uplink measurement reference signal and an uplink channel are
located at different PRBs in one OFDM according to embodiment five of the present application;
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FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating that an uplink measurement reference signal and an uplink channel are
located at one PRB in one OFDM according to embodiment five of the present application;

FIG. 12 is a flowchart of a method for receiving a measurement reference signal according to embodiment six of
the present application;

FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a signal transmission method according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of beam allocation according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 15-1 is a schematic diagram illustrating that different time domain resources correspond to different spatial
transmit filtering parameter sets according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 15-2 is a schematic diagram illustrating that different time domain resources correspond to different frequency
domain resource divisions according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 15-3 is a schematic diagram of different frequency domain resource divisions of A links according to embodiment
seven of the present application;

FIG. 15-4 is a schematic diagram illustrating that different time domain resources correspond to different available
frequency domain resource sets over UB/DB according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 15-5 is a schematic diagram illustrating that different time domain resources correspond to different available
reference signal sets over UB/DB according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 15-6 is a schematic diagram illustrating that M time domain resources appear in turn according to embodiment
seven of the present application;

FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram illustrating that spatial transmit filtering parameter sets are associated with reference
signal sets according to embodiment seven of the present application;

FIG. 17 is a flowchart of a signal sending method according to embodiment eight of the present application;

FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of a CSI-RS pattern occupied by a reserved resource or a rate matching resource
over a UB link according to embodiment eight of the present application;

FIG. 19 is a flowchart of a channel or signal receiving method according to embodiment nine of the present application;

FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of an SRS pattern occupied by a reserved resource or a rate matching resource
over a DB link according to embodiment nine of the present application;

FIG. 21-1 is a schematic diagram one in which a resource type is determined according to a relationship between
a predetermined threshold and an interval between a resource and a control channel closest to the resource according
to embodiment eleven of the present application;

FIG. 21-2 is a schematic diagram two in which a resource type is determined according to a relationship between
a predetermined threshold and an interval between a resource and a control channel closest to the resource according
to embodiment eleven of the present application;

FIG. 21-3 is a schematic diagram of different resource divisions of A links corresponding to different resource types
according to embodiment eleven of the present application;

FIG. 22-1 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for sending a measurement reference signal according to embod-
iment fourteen of the present application;

FIG. 22-2 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal according to em-
bodiment fourteen of the present application;
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FIG. 23-1 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for sending a measurement reference signal according to embod-
iment fifteen of the present application;

FIG. 23-2 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal according to em-
bodiment fifteen of the present application;

FIG. 24-1 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal according to em-
bodiment sixteen of the present application;

FIG. 24-2 is a structural diagram of another apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal according to
embodiment sixteen of the present application;

FIG. 25 is a structural diagram of a signal transmission apparatus according to embodiment seventeen of the present
application;

FIG. 26 is a structural diagram of a signal sending apparatus according to embodiment eighteen of the present
application;

FIG. 27 is a structural diagram of a channel or signal receiving apparatus according to embodiment nineteen of the
present application;

FIG. 28 is a structural diagram of a signaling information transmission apparatus according to embodiment twenty
of the present application; and

FIG. 29 is a structural diagram of a communication node device according to embodiment twenty-one of the present
application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0030] Embodiments of the present invention are described below in detail in conjunction with the drawings and specific
implementations. It is to be understood that the embodiments described herein are merely intended to explain the present
application and not to limit the present application.

Embodiment one

[0031] In the related art, interference exists between two links of a communication node that adopt space division
multiplexing (SDM). For example, as shown in FIG. 1-1, a relay node 1 (IAB node 1) or a relay transmission node (IAB
donor node) is connected to a relay node 2 (IAB node 2), and the relay node 2 is connected to a relay node 3 (IAB node
3) or a UE under the relay node 2. As shown in FIG. 1-1, an SDM mode may be used between an uplink backhaul (UB)
signal and a downlink access (DA) signal, and the SDM mode may also be used between a downlink backhaul (DB)
signal and an uplink access (UA) signal. The significant features of the SDM are a high spectrum utilization rate and a
small delay, but the interference cannot be avoided. How to reduce the interference between the two links (e.g., UB and
DA, or DB and UA) through reasonable interference measurement is a problem that can be solved in the embodiment.
Moreover, considering that a channel environment between two IAB nodes of backhaul links is mainly a direct path,
optionally, this embodiment may also improve the spectrum utilization rate by a scheme of enhancing a reference signal
pattern.
[0032] In FIG. 1-1, an access link includes a communication link between the IAB node 2 and the IAB node 3 and may
also include a communication link between the IAB node 2 and the UE covered by the IAB node 2. For example, FIG.
1-1 may be decomposed into FIG. 1-2 and FIG. 1-3. The communication link between the IAB node 2 and the IAB node
3 is referred to as the backhaul link, and the communication link between the IAB node 2 and the UE is referred to as
the access link. For ease of description and understanding, the following description in this embodiment adopts the
manner in FIG. 1-1, where the backhaul link is for the communication between an IAB node and an upper-level com-
munication node, and the access link is for the communication between the IAB node and a lower-level communication
node or a UE covered by the IAB node. Optionally, in FIG. 1-1, the scheduling of the UB/DB link may be controlled by
the IAB node 1/IAB donor node, and the scheduling of the UA and DA links may be controlled by the IAB node 2.
[0033] In view of the problem of the interference between links of the communication node that adopt the SDM, this
embodiment provides a method for sending a measurement reference signal. As shown in FIG. 2-1, the method includes
steps described below.
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[0034] In S201, parameter information of a measurement reference signal is determined according to received first
signaling information and/or a pre-negotiated first parameter determination rule.
[0035] In S202, the measurement reference signal is sent according to the determined parameter information, to
perform the corresponding measurement.
[0036] Correspondingly, this embodiment may further include a method for receiving a measurement reference signal.
As shown in FIG. 2-2, the method includes steps described below.
[0037] In S203, first signaling information is sent. The first signaling information includes parameter information of a
measurement reference signal.
[0038] In S204, the measurement reference signal is received according to the parameter information.
[0039] In this embodiment, when interference measurement needs to be performed, the measurement signal generated
and sent according to the process shown in FIG. 2-1 in some application examples may include a measurement reference
signal for interference measurement, which may also be referred to as an interference measurement reference signal.
Optionally, the interference measurement reference signal may be an uplink interference measurement reference signal
which is used for effectively measuring the interference between links of the communication node that adopt SDM, so
that the communication node can send or receive signals on resources with low interference in the SDM mode, thereby
reducing the mutual interference between links that adopt the SDM and ensuring a communication quality.
[0040] In this embodiment, optionally, channel measurement may also be performed as needed in addition to the
interference measurement. Therefore, in some application examples, the measurement signal generated and sent ac-
cording to the process shown in FIG. 2-1 may include a measurement reference signal for channel measurement, which
may also be referred to as a channel measurement reference signal. Which types of measurement reference signals
are included may be flexibly configured as needed.
[0041] In some application examples, the measurement reference signal, which includes but is not limited to the
measurement reference signal for interference measurement, may be sent to be used for effectively measuring the
interference between the links of the communication node that adopt the SDM, so that the communication node can
send or receive signals on the resources with low interference in the SDM mode, thereby reducing the mutual interference
between links that adopt the SDM and ensuring the communication quality.
[0042] Optionally, in order to improve the spectrum utilization rate, this embodiment may also improve the spectrum
utilization rate by configuring a pattern of the measurement reference signal. Therefore, the parameter information
determined in the above step may include, but is not limited to, at least one of: a lowest subcarrier index or a highest
subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by the measurement reference signal in one physical
resource block; a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups
of time domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal in one time unit; information about a code division
multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal; density information ρ of the measurement reference
signal; information about a physical resource block set corresponding to the measurement reference signal; information
about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group included in the meas-
urement reference signal; a multiplexing length of one code division multiplexing group, included in the measurement
reference signal, in time domain; a multiplexing length of one code division multiplexing group, included in the meas-
urement reference signal, in frequency domain; the number of ports of the measurement reference signal; a total number
of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal; a comb offset corresponding to the measurement reference
signal; a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set included in the parameter information and a parameter
type set required for determining a pattern of a downlink measurement reference signal; the number of time domain
symbols included in one group of time domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal; a parameter
about a sequence group hopping or a sequence number hopping; or parameter information for sequence hopping. M
and N are positive integers.
[0043] To facilitate the confirmation and selection of a parameter, the parameter information in this embodiment may
also include selection information of a parameter type set. The parameter type set includes at least one of a first parameter
type set or a second parameter type set. The first parameter type set includes parameter information required for
determining a pattern of a first-type measurement reference signal, and the second parameter type set includes parameter
information required for determining a pattern of a second-type measurement reference signal.
[0044] It is to be understood that the first-type measurement reference signal and the second-type measurement
reference signal in this embodiment may adopt the same pattern or different patterns, which may be specifically and
flexibly selected according to application scenarios.
[0045] In an example, the second-type measurement reference signal adopts a channel state information reference
signal (CSI-RS) pattern, and thus the second parameter type set may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the
following parameters: a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers
occupied by an uplink measurement reference signal in one physical resource block, where each group of the M groups
of subcarriers may include consecutive subcarriers or may be a group of code division multiplexed subcarriers; a lowest
time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time domain symbols
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occupied by an uplink measurement reference signal in one time unit, where each group of the N groups of time domain
symbols may include consecutive time domain symbols or may be a group of code division multiplexed time domain
symbols; information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of an uplink measurement reference signal; density
information of an uplink measurement reference signal; information about a physical resource block set corresponding
to an uplink measurement reference signal; or the number of ports of an uplink measurement reference signal.
[0046] In another example, the first-type measurement reference signal adopts a sounding reference signal (SRS)
pattern, and thus the first parameter type set may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the following parameters:
a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by an uplink
measurement reference signal in one physical resource block, where each group of the M groups of subcarriers may
include consecutive subcarriers or may be a group of code division multiplexed subcarriers; a lowest time domain symbol
index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time domain symbols occupied by an uplink
measurement reference signal in one time unit, where each group of the N groups of time domain symbols may include
consecutive time domain symbols or may be a group of code division multiplexed time domain symbols; the number of
ports of an uplink measurement reference signal; the total number of combs corresponding to an uplink measurement
reference signal; a comb offset corresponding to an uplink measurement reference signal; a multiplexing length of one
code division multiplexing group, included in an uplink measurement reference signal, in time domain; or a multiplexing
length of one code division multiplexing group, included in an uplink measurement reference signal, in frequency domain.
[0047] In an example of this embodiment, when the preceding parameter information includes the following information,
and the following information may satisfy at least one of the following characteristics that: the information about the code
division multiplexing type includes at least one of: no code division multiplexing; code division multiplexing with a frequency
domain length of 2; code division multiplexing with a frequency domain length of 2, a time domain length of 2, and a
total length of 4; or code division multiplexing with a frequency domain length of 2, a time domain length of 4, and a total
length of 8; the density information ρ represents an average number of subcarriers occupied by each port of the meas-
urement reference signal in each physical resource; the density information ρ represents that the pattern of the meas-
urement reference signal is repeated once in the frequency domain every 1/ρ physical resource blocks; the density
information ρ includes {0.5, 1, 3}; each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of subcarriers corresponding to
one code division multiplexing group in the frequency domain; each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of
subcarriers consecutive in the frequency domain; subcarriers in each group of the M groups of subcarriers are distributed
at equal intervals; the number of subcarriers included in each group of the M groups of subcarriers belongs to {1, 2};
each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain symbols corresponding to one code
division multiplexing group in the time domain; each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time
domain symbols consecutive in the time domain; time domain symbols in each group of the N groups of time domain
symbols are distributed at equal intervals; the information about the physical resource block set corresponding to the
measurement reference signal includes information about a starting physical resource index and the number of physical
resource blocks; the physical resource block set corresponding to the measurement reference signal includes non-
consecutive physical resource blocks; the measurement reference signal occupies physical resource blocks in the
physical resource block set at equal intervals; the total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference
signal belongs to {1, 2, 4, 8, 12, a∗12, b∗4}, where a and b are positive integers; or a maximum value of the comb offset
corresponding to the measurement reference signal belongs to {0, 1, 3, 7, 11, a∗12-1, b∗4-1}.
[0048] In an example, the pattern of the first-type measurement reference signal may also be an uplink reference
signal pattern. An uplink reference signal in this embodiment includes, but is not limited to, at least one of an uplink
measurement reference signal, an uplink demodulation reference signal, an uplink phase-tracking reference signal
(PTRS), or an uplink preamble sequence. In an example, the pattern of the second-type measurement reference signal
may be a downlink reference signal pattern. A downlink reference signal in this embodiment includes, but is not limited
to, at least one of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation reference signal, a downlink
phase-tracking reference signal (PTRS), or a downlink synchronization signal.
[0049] In some application examples, the first-type measurement reference signal may be a measurement reference
signal received by a first communication node over an uplink and sent by one or more third communication nodes, and
the second-type measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal sent by the first communication node
to one or more third communication nodes over a downlink. Alternatively, the first-type measurement reference signal
may be a measurement reference signal received by a second communication node over an uplink and sent by one or
more fourth communication nodes, and the second-type measurement reference signal may be a measurement reference
signal sent by the second communication node to one or more fourth communication nodes over a downlink.
[0050] In some examples, a determination result of whether the measurement reference signal is an uplink reference
signal over a backhaul link is associated with the selection information of the parameter type set. For example, in response
to determining that the measurement reference signal is the uplink reference signal over the backhaul link, the pattern
of the uplink reference signal adopts the CSI-RS pattern, and generally, an uplink reference signal over an access link
adopts the SRS pattern. Alternatively, in response to determining that the measurement reference signal is the uplink
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reference signal over the backhaul link, the pattern of the uplink reference signal may be selected between the CSI-RS
pattern and the SRS pattern. Here, the backhaul link refers to a wireless link between two base stations and the access
link refers to a link between a base station and a terminal.
[0051] A port number set, to which information about a number of ports included in the measurement reference signal
belongs, is associated with the selection information of the parameter type set. In a case where the parameter type set
is selected as a parameter set required for determining the CSI-RS pattern, the number of ports of the uplink measurement
reference signal may be greater than 4. In a case where the parameter type set is selected as a parameter set required
for determining the SRS pattern, the number of ports of the uplink measurement reference signal cannot be greater than 4.
[0052] The selection information of the parameter type set is associated with information about a sequence type used
by the measurement reference signal. For example, in a case where the parameter type set is a parameter set required
for determining the CSI-RS pattern, all sequence types of an uplink measurement reference signal are PN sequences;
in a case where the parameter type set is a parameter set required for determining the SRS pattern, all sequence types
of an uplink measurement reference signal are ZC sequences. The PN sequence and the ZC sequence may refer to a
pseudo-random sequence in protocol 38.211, or the ZC sequence may refer to the ZC sequence in protocol 38.211.
[0053] The number of physical resource blocks occupied by the measurement reference signal is associated with the
selection information of the parameter type set.
[0054] In this embodiment, an association between two pieces of information includes, but is not limited to, that one
piece of information (referred to as second information) may be obtained according to the other piece of information
(referred to as first information), and/or that the first information may be obtained according to the second information,
and/or that a specific value of the first information and a specific value of the second information cannot appear at the
same time, etc.
[0055] The first communication node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal, and the
second communication node is a communication node that sends the first signaling information. For example, in an
example, the first communication node may be an IAB node 2 in FIG. 1-1, the second communication node may be an
IAB node 1 or an IAB donor node in FIG. 1-1, the third communication node may be an IAB node 3 or a UE in FIG. 1-1,
and the fourth communication node may also be the IAB node 3 or the UE in FIG. 1-1.
[0056] In an example of this embodiment, the first communication node determines the parameter information of the
measurement reference signal according to the first signaling information sent by the second communication node and/or
the first parameter determination rule pre-negotiated with the second communication node; and the first communication
node sends the measurement reference signal to the second communication node; where the parameter information
determined by the first communication node includes at least one of: parameter information required for determining a
pattern of a first-type reference signal or type selection information of a first-type reference signal. Optionally, a type of
a reference signal in this embodiment may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the downlink demodulation
reference signal, the downlink measurement reference signal, the downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or the
downlink synchronization signal. The first-type reference signal satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: the
first-type reference signal is a reference signal sent by the second communication node; the first-type reference signal
is a reference signal sent by the first communication node; or the first-type reference signal is a reference signal sent
by the second communication node or the first communication node over a downlink.
[0057] In an example of this embodiment, the sent measurement reference signal may satisfy at least one of the
following characteristics: the sent measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal sent over an uplink;
a time domain symbol where the sent measurement reference signal is located is one or more time domain symbols in
one time unit; the pattern of the sent measurement reference signal is the CSI-RS pattern; the pattern of the sent
measurement reference signal is the downlink reference signal pattern; a resource of the sent measurement reference
signal occupies X groups of consecutive subcarriers in one physical resource block; the number of subcarriers occupied
by a port of the sent measurement reference signal in one physical resource block includes {0.5, 1, 2}; or the number
of ports of the measurement reference signal included in a resource of the sent measurement reference signal belongs
to {1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32}; where X is a positive integer.
[0058] Optionally, in an example, the sent measurement reference signal may satisfy at least one of the following
characteristics: the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal (i.e., a first channel or a first signal)
occupy different subcarriers on the same time domain symbol; in a case where the measurement reference signal and
a first channel or signal occupy the same time domain symbol, the first channel or signal is unable to occupy a subcarrier
occupied by the measurement reference signal; or in a case where a subcarrier occupied by the measurement reference
signal overlaps with a subcarrier occupied by a first channel or signal, a priority between the measurement reference
signal and the first channel or signal may be determined according to the first signaling information and/or the pre-
negotiated first parameter determination rule. The first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first commu-
nication node, and the first communication node in this embodiment may be the communication node that sends the
measurement reference signal.
[0059] In this embodiment, the first channel includes, but is not limited to, at least one of a control channel or a data
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channel, and the first signal includes, but is not limited to, at least one of a reference signal or a random access signal.
[0060] Optionally, in an example of this embodiment, at least one of the following information is associated with whether
the first channel or signal and the measurement reference signal are able to be simultaneously sent on the same time
domain symbol: the first signaling information; whether the pattern of the measurement reference signal belongs to a
predetermined pattern type (which, for example, includes, but is not limited to, the CSI-RS pattern or the SRS pattern);
whether transform precoding is enabled in response to sending the measurement reference signal and/or the first channel
or signal, where for example, the enabled transform precoding adopts a transmit waveform of discrete Fourier transform-
spread-OFDM (DFT-SC-OFDM) and the disabled transform precoding may adopt a transmit waveform of cyclic prefix-
OFDM (CP-OFDM); whether the measurement reference signal is the uplink reference signal over the backhaul link;
whether the measurement reference signal occupies subcarriers at equal intervals in one physical resource block; the
sequence type used by the measurement reference signal; whether the measurement reference signal is the measure-
ment reference signal for interference measurement or the measurement reference signal for channel measurement;
or whether a use of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined use set, where for example, a use
in the use set includes, but is not limited to, "beam management", "antenna switching", "a code book", and "a non code
book". The first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication node, and the first communication
node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal.
[0061] Optionally, the first channel may include at least one of a control channel or a data channel, and the first signal
may include at least one of a reference signal or a random access signal.
[0062] For ease of understanding, this embodiment is described below by using a specific application scenario as an
example.
[0063] In an example of this application scenario, the uplink reference signal pattern includes a downlink CSI-RS
pattern. For example, the uplink reference signal may be a CSI-RS pattern in New-Radio (NR), where the CSI-RS pattern
may be obtained according to the following formula (1) in an example: 

[0064] Optionally, k’,l’,l,k,ρ in formula (1) are obtained according to the following Table 1, k’ represents a local subcarrier
index in a group of subcarriers occupied by a CSI-RS, l’ represents a local time domain symbol index in a group of time
domain symbols occupied by the CSI-RS, l represents a subcarrier index of a starting subcarrier in the group of subcarriers
occupied by the CSI-RS in one PRB, k represents a time domain symbol index of a starting time domain symbol in the
group of time domain symbols occupied by the CSI-RS in one slot, and ρ represents density information of the CSI-RS.
In this example, the density information of the CSI-RS may represent the average number of resource elements (REs)
occupied by each CSI-RS port in each PRB, and/or the density information represents that the CSI-RS pattern is repeated
once every 1/ρ PRBs, and/or the density information represents that the CSI-RS has an RE in one PRB every 1/ρ PRB

groups.  represents the number of subcarriers included in one PRB, and βCSI-RS represents power of the CSI-RS.
wt(l’), wf(k’) represent an orthogonal code of time domain code division multiplexing and an orthogonal code of frequency
domain code division multiplexing, respectively. wt(l’), wf(k’) corresponding to different code division multiplexing types
indicated in Table 1 may be obtained by referring to Table 2 to Table 5. It is to be understood that the manner of obtaining
parameter values in the above example is only an example, and it is not limited to the description in the above example.
[0065] Therefore, in this embodiment, to determine the CSI-RS pattern, the base station may notify the following
parameters via Radio Resource Control (RRC) signaling (or another signaling): frequencyDomainAllocation (for acquiring
{ k0, k1, k2, k3, k4, k5 } in Table 1), nrofPorts (the number of ports of the CSI-RS), firstOFDMSymbolInTimeDomain (for
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notifying l0 in Table 1), firstOFDMSymbolInTimeDomain2 (for notifying l1, in Table 1), cdm-Type (the code division
multiplexing type in Table 1), density (for notifying the density information in Table 1), freqBand (a set of consecutive
physical resource blocks (PRBs) corresponding to the CSI-RS, where the CSI-RS occupies REs in all PRBs in the PRB
set, or the CSI-RS occupies REs in PRBs distributed at equal intervals in the PRB set).
[0066] In Row1 of Table 1, the CSI-RS occupies a group of subcarriers distributed at equal intervals, that is, {k0, k0
+4,k0 +8}. In Row6 of Table 1, the CSI-RS occupies four groups of subcarriers, where a first group is {k0, k0 +1}, a
second group is {k1, k1 +1}, a third group is {k2, k2 +1}, and a fourth group is {k3 , k3 +1}.

Table 1

Row 
(Pattern 
index)

Ports X 
(Number 
of ports of 
the CSI-

RS)

Density ρ  
(Average 
number of 

REs occupied 
by each port 
in each PRB)

CDMtypecdm-
Type (Port 

multiplexing 
type)

(k, l (Index of a starting subcarrier 
in the group of subcarriers 

occupied by the CSI-RS, index of 
a starting time domain symbol in 
the group of time domain symbols 

occupied by the CSI-RS)

CDM 
group 
index j 
(Index 
of the 
CDM 

group)

k’ l’

1 1 3 No CDM (k0, l0) , (k0 + 4,l0), (k0 +8,l0) 0, 0, 0 0 0

2 1 1,0.5 No CDM (k0,l0) 0 0 0

3 2 1,0.5 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0) 0 0, 
1

0

4 4 1 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k0+ 2,l0) 0, 1 0, 
1

0

5 4 1 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0) ,(k0,l0 +1) 0, 1 0, 
1

0

6 8 1 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k3,l0) 0, 1, 2, 3 0, 
1

0

7 8 1 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k0,l0+1),(k1,l0+1) 0, 1, 2, 3 0, 
1

0

8 8 1 CDM4 (FD2, 
TD2)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0) 0, 1 0, 
1

0, 
1

9 12 1 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k3,l0),(k4,l0),
(k5,l0)

0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5

0, 
1

0

10 12 1 CDM4 (FD2, 
TD2)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0) 0, 1, 2 0, 
1

0, 
1

11 16 1, 0.5 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k3,l0), (k0,
l0+1),(k1,l0+1),(k2,l0+1),(k3,l0+1)

0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5,

0, 
1

0

6, 7

12 16 1, 0.5 CDM4 (FD2, 
TD2)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k3,l0), 0, 1, 2, 3 0, 
1

0, 
1

13 24 1, 0.5 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k0,l0+1),(k1,
l0+1),(k2,l0+1), (k0,l1),(k1,l1),(k2,
l1),(k0,l1+1),(k1,l1+1),(k2,l1+1)

0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 

11

0, 
1

0

14 24 1, 0.5 CDM4 (FD2, 
TD2)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k0,l1),(k1,l1),
(k2,l2)

0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5

0, 
1

0, 
1

15 24 1, 0.5 CDM8 (FD2, 
TD4)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0) 0, 1, 2 0, 
1

0, 
1, 
2, 
3
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[0067] Table 2 shows sequences wf(k’) and wt(l’) when cdm-Type is "no CDM".

[0068] Table 3 shows the sequences wf(k’) and wt(l’) when cdm-Type is "FD-CDM2".

[0069] Table 4 shows the sequences wf(k’) and wt(l’) when cdm-Type is "CDM4".

(continued)

Row 
(Pattern 
index)

Ports X 
(Number 
of ports of 
the CSI-

RS)

Density ρ  
(Average 
number of 

REs occupied 
by each port 
in each PRB)

CDMtypecdm-
Type (Port 

multiplexing 
type)

(k, l (Index of a starting subcarrier 
in the group of subcarriers 

occupied by the CSI-RS, index of 
a starting time domain symbol in 
the group of time domain symbols 

occupied by the CSI-RS)

CDM 
group 
index j 
(Index 
of the 
CDM 

group)

k’ l’

16 32 1, 0.5 FD-CDM2 (k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k3,l0), (k0,
l0+1),(k1,l0+1),(k2,l0+1),(k3,l0+1), 

(k0,l1),(k1,l1),(k2,l1),(k3,l1), (k0,
l1+1),(k1,l1+1),(k2,l1+1),(k3,l1+1)

0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 
11, 12, 
13, 14, 

15

0, 
1

0

17 32 1, 0.5 CDM4 (FD2, 
TD2)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),((k3,l0),(k0,l1),
(k1,l1),(k2,l1),(k3,l1)

0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 

6, 7

0, 
1

0, 
1

18 32 1, 0.5 CDM8 (FD2, 
TD4)

(k0,l0),(k1,l0),(k2,l0),(k3,l0) 0, 1, 2, 3 0, 
1

0, 
1, 
2, 
3

Table 2

Index wf(k’) wt(l’)

0 1 1

Table 3

Index wf(k’) wt(l’)

0 [+1 +1] 1

1 [+1 -1] 1

Table 4

Index wf(k’) wt(l’)

0 [+1 +1] [+1 +1]

1 [+1 -1] [+1 +1]

2 [+1 +1] [+1 -1]

3 [+1 -1] [+1 -1]
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[0070] Table 5 shows the sequences wf(k’) and wt(l’) when cdm-Type is "CDM8".
[0071] Therefore, optionally, to enable the uplink reference signal to adopt the CSI-RS pattern, configuration information
of the uplink reference signal (that is, the measurement reference signal) may include one or more of the following
parameter information: frequencyDomainAllocation (information about a subcarrier index of a starting subcarrier, in each
group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by the uplink measurement reference signal, in one PRB, that is, the lowest
subcarrier index in each group of the M groups of subcarriers occupied by the uplink measurement reference signal in
one physical resource block), nrofPorts (the number of ports of the uplink reference signal which may be, for example,
any one of {1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24}), firstOFDMSymbolInTimeDomain (a time domain symbol index of a starting time
domain symbol, in one group of time domain symbols occupied by the uplink reference signal, in one slot, that is, l0 in
Table 1), firstOFDMSymbolInTimeDomain2 (a time domain symbol index of a starting time domain symbol, in another
group of time domain symbols occupied by the uplink reference signal, in one slot, that is, l1, in Table 1), cdm-Type (a
multiplexing type of a port of the uplink reference signal), density (density information of the uplink reference signal), or
freqBand (a PRB set of consecutive PRBs corresponding to the uplink reference signal; the uplink reference signal
occupies REs in all PRBs in the PRB set, or the uplink reference signal occupies REs in PRBs distributed at equal
intervals in the PRB set).
[0072] Optionally, as analyzed above, in some examples, the uplink reference signal (i.e., the measurement reference
signal) may select from the SRS pattern and the CSI-RS pattern so that the configuration information of the uplink
reference signal includes selection information of a reference signal pattern. In response to selecting the SRS pattern,
the configuration information of the uplink reference signal includes the following parameter information: nrofSRS-Ports
(the number of ports of the uplink reference signal), transmissionComb (a comb-shaped offset corresponding to the
uplink reference signal, which includes the total number of combs and the comb offset), startPosition (an index of a
starting time domain symbol in the group of time domain symbols occupied by the uplink reference signal), nrofSymbols
(the number of time domain symbols included in the group of time domain symbols occupied by the uplink reference
signal), repetitionFactor (a time domain unit of frequency-hopping or a repetition factor of the uplink reference signal,
that is, a frequency domain position occupied by the uplink reference signal hops once every repetitionFactor time
domain symbols), freqDomainPosition (information about a starting PRB occupied by the uplink reference signal), freq-
DomainShift (position information of a starting PRB of a bandwidth corresponding to a root in a tree structure occupied
by the uplink reference signal, or an offset of the bandwidth, corresponding to the root in the tree structure occupied by
the uplink reference signal, relative to a predetermined frequency domain position), freqHopping (a parameter related
to frequency-hopping), groupOrSequenceHopping (a parameter of a sequence group hopping or a sequence number
hopping), or sequenceld (information about a sequence hopping parameter).
[0073] The selection information of the reference signal pattern described above may also be referred to as the selection
information of the parameter type set. For example, it can be seen according to the above example that in an example,
the first parameter type set includes the parameters required for determining the CSI-RS pattern {frequencyDomainAl-
location, nrofPorts, firstOFDMSymbolInTimeDomain, firstOFDMSymbolInTimeDomain2, cdm-Type, density, freqBand},
and the second parameter type set includes the parameters for determining the SRS pattern {nrofSRS-Ports, transmis-
sionComb, startPosition, nrofSymbols, repetitionFactor, freqDomainPosition, freqDomainShift, freqHopping, groupOrSe-
quenceHopping, sequenceld}, where an intersection between the two parameter type sets is non-empty, for example,
the two parameter type sets both include information about the number of ports. It is to be understood that, in some
application examples, an empty intersection between the two parameter type sets is not excluded. For example, the
same parameter type in the two parameter sets is directly notified as a common item and not included in the two parameter
type sets.

Table 5

Index wf(k’) wt(l’)

0 [+1 +1] [+1 +1 +1 +1]

1 [+1 -1] [+1 +1 +1 +1]

2 [+1 +1] [+1 -1 +1 -1]

3 [+1 -1] [+1 -1 +1 -1]

4 [+1 +1] [+1 +1 -1 -1]

5 [+1 -1] [+1 +1 -1 -1]

6 [+1 +1] [+1 -1 -1 +1]

7 [+1 -1] [+1 -1 -1 +1]
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[0074] In the case where the pattern of the uplink reference signal (i.e., the measurement reference signal) may be
selected between an SRS and the CSI-RS, optionally, another implementation of this embodiment is that information
about the number of ports of the uplink reference signal included in a resource(s) of the uplink reference signal is
associated with the selection information of the reference signal pattern.
[0075] As illustrated above, an association between two pieces of information in this embodiment may represent that
one piece of information may be obtained according to the other piece of information or that a specific value of one piece
of information and a specific value of the other piece of information cannot appear at the same time. For example, it is
agreed that, in a case where the number of ports of the uplink reference signal is less than a predetermined value (for
example, 4), the uplink reference signal adopts the SRS pattern; otherwise, the CSI-RS pattern is adopted; and/or in a
case where the number of ports belongs to a predetermined set, the CSI-RS pattern cannot be adopted, and in a case
where the number of ports does not belong to the predetermined set, a selection may be made between the CSI-RS
pattern and the SRS pattern. A specific association (that is, the determination rule) may be flexibly determined according
to specific application scenarios.
[0076] Optionally, In a case where the uplink reference signal can adopt the CSI-RS pattern, whether a sequence
used by the uplink reference signal is the pseudo-random sequence or a low-PAPR sequence needs to be determined.
The generation of these two sequences, may specifically refer to protocol 38.211. In an example, one manner is to adopt
the pseudo-random sequence permanently, and another manner may be that the base station or the IAB node 1/IAB
donor node in FIG. 1-1 notifies the UE which sequence should be used via signaling.
[0077] Optionally, in a case where the number of PRBs occupied by the uplink measurement reference signal is
associated with the selection information of the parameter type set, for example, the number of PRBs occupied by the
uplink measurement reference signal is less than a predetermined value, only the SRS pattern can be adopted; otherwise,
a selection may be made between the SRS pattern and the CSI-RS pattern.
[0078] In an example of this application scenario, in a case where the uplink reference signal (i.e., the measurement
reference signal which may specifically be the uplink measurement reference signal in this case) may select between
the CSI-RS pattern and the SRS pattern, optionally, an association between pattern selection information of the uplink
reference signal and sequence selection information of the uplink reference signal may be established. For example,
the uplink reference signal is the SRS pattern adopting the low-PAPR sequence; the uplink reference signal is the CSI-
RS pattern adopting the pseudo-random sequence permanently; it is agreed that the uplink reference signal is the SRS
pattern not adopting the pseudo-random sequence; or the uplink reference signal is the CSI-RS pattern, and a selection
may be made between the two sequences.
[0079] In another example of this application scenario, it may be set that whether the uplink reference signal is uplink
backhaul reference is associated with the pattern selection information of the uplink reference signal. For example, in
a case where the uplink reference signal is an uplink reference signal over the access link (in this case, the access link
may refer to the link between the base station and the terminal in FIG. 1-3 or may be the link between the IAB node 2
and the IAB node 3/UE in FIG. 1-1), only the SRS pattern can be adopted; in a case where the uplink reference signal
is the uplink reference signal over the backhaul link (here the backhaul link may refer to the link between IAB nodes in
FIG. 1-2 or may be the link between the IAB node 2 and the upper-level node, i.e., the IAB donor/IAB node 1 in FIG.
1-1), only the CSI-RS pattern can be adopted or a selection may be made between the CSI-RS pattern and the SRS
pattern; and the like. A specific association rule may also be flexibly selected according to specific application scenarios.
[0080] In addition, it is to be understood that only the CSI-RS pattern in NR is used as an example of the above-
mentioned pattern of the downlink measurement reference signal, but it is to be understood that the pattern is not limited
to the CSI-RS pattern in NR and may also be CSI-RS patterns in Long Term Evolution (LTE) or other systems.
[0081] The manner illustrated in the above example is that the pattern of the uplink reference signal (i.e., the uplink
measurement reference signal) may adopt the pattern of the downlink measurement reference signal. However, it is to
be understood that this embodiment does not exclude that the pattern of the uplink measurement reference signal may
be the downlink reference signal pattern, where the downlink reference signal includes, but is not limited to, one or more
of the downlink measurement reference signal, the downlink demodulation reference signal, the downlink synchronization
signal, or the downlink phase-tracking signal.

Embodiment two

[0082] For ease of understanding, this embodiment is described below based on sending the measurement reference
signal illustrated in embodiment one described above and by using an example in which an interference measurement
reference signal included in the measurement reference signal is sent. An exemplary method for sending a measurement
reference signal includes steps described below, as shown in FIG. 3-1.
[0083] In S301, a first communication node determines resources of P types of measurement reference signals ac-
cording to second signaling information received from a second communication node and/or a second parameter de-
termination rule pre-negotiated with a second communication node.
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[0084] In S302, the first communication node sends the corresponding P types of measurement reference signals on
the determined resources of the P types of measurement reference signals.
[0085] In this embodiment, P is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1. In this embodiment, the first communication
node determines a resource of at least one type of measurement reference signal according to the second signaling
information received from the second communication node and/or the second parameter determination rule pre-nego-
tiated with the second communication node. For example, a resource of a measurement reference signal for interference
measurement is at least determined in this embodiment. The P types of measurement reference signals sent in S302
include the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.
[0086] Correspondingly, this embodiment may further include a method for receiving a measurement reference signal.
As shown in FIG. 3-2, the method includes steps described below.
[0087] In S303, a second communication node sends second signaling information to a first communication node,
where the second signaling information includes information about resources of P types of measurement reference
signals.
[0088] In S304, the second communication node receives the P types of measurement reference signals on the
resources of the P types of measurement reference signals.
[0089] As illustrated above, the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals may include the resource
of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.
[0090] Optionally, in an example of this embodiment, the method for receiving the measurement reference signal may
further include that: the second communication node sends channel state report information to the first communication
node; and/or the second communication node sends resource information to the first communication node, where the
resource information is information about a resource occupied by channel state report information.
[0091] Optionally, the channel state report information may satisfy, but is not limited to, at least one of the following
characteristics: the channel state report information is obtained based on the P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information includes a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR); the channel state report
information includes information about a performance difference between two types of the P types of measurement
reference signals; the channel state report information is feedback information for an uplink channel state; a correspond-
ence exists between the channel state report information and the P types of measurement reference signals; or the
channel state report information is sent by the second communication node to the first communication node on a downlink
channel or signal.
[0092] Optionally, in an example of this embodiment, the determined resources of the P types of measurement reference
signals may also include a resource of a measurement reference signal for channel measurement, and the first com-
munication node may also send the measurement reference signal for channel measurement on the determined resource
of the measurement reference signal for channel measurement.
[0093] For example, in an example, the first communication node may send request information to the second com-
munication node, and the request information may include the measurement reference signal for interference measure-
ment and/or the measurement reference signal for channel measurement, so as to perform the interference and/or
channel measurement.
[0094] Through the interference measurement, the second communication node may know the interference caused
by a signal, which is sent by the first communication node, over a DA link, to a signal on a UB link, so as to coordinate
a multiplexing mode and a resource division between the UB link and the DA link. For example, the UB link and the DA
link may occupy resources in an SDM mode on resources with low interference. Alternatively, the second communication
node notifies the first communication node of a measurement result so that the first communication node decides how
to match and combine SDM beam pairs of UB and DA, so as to reduce the mutual interference of UB and DA that adopt
SDM.
[0095] In this example, the P types of measurement reference signals satisfy at least one of the following characteristics:
the P types of measurement reference signals further include the measurement reference signal for channel measure-
ment, where the resource of the measurement reference signal for channel measurement is used for the channel
measurement; the P types of measurement reference signals correspond to a same spatial receive filtering parameter;
the P types of measurement reference signals correspond to different spatial transmit filtering parameters; each type of
the P types of measurement reference signals has corresponding configuration information of a spatial transmit filtering
parameter; information about spatial transmit filtering parameters of the P types of measurement reference signals is
associated with type information of the P types of measurement reference signals; or the P types of measurement
reference signals are uplink measurement reference signals.
[0096] In an example of this embodiment, the measurement reference signal for interference measurement satisfies
at least one of the following characteristics: configuration information of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement carries no configuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter; a signal between the first
communication node and the second communication node carries no spatial filtering parameter of the interference
measurement reference signal; a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference meas-
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urement cannot be acquired according to a signal between the first communication node and the second communication
node; an intersection between a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference meas-
urement and spatial filtering parameters in a predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is empty, where each of the
spatial filtering parameters in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is associated with one signal between
the first communication node and the second communication node; a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement is obtained according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first
reference signal sent by the first communication node to one or more third communication nodes; parameter information
of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same as parameter information of a second
reference signal sent by the first communication node to one or more third communication nodes; a parameter type for
determining the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same as a parameter type for
determining a third reference signal sent by the first communication node to one or more third communication nodes;
the first communication node sends a fourth reference signal to one or more third communication nodes on the resource
of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement is used for measuring interference of a signal, which is sent by the first communication node to one or
more third communication nodes, reaching the second communication node; the measurement reference signal for
interference measurement is used by the second communication node to measure interference; or the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node to measure interference of
a first-type signal, which is sent by the first communication node, reaching the second communication node. A control
channel resource group where control signaling for scheduling the first-type signal is located and a control channel
resource group where the second signaling information is located are two different control channel resource groups,
and/or a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency domain bandwidth where
the second signaling information is located are two different frequency domain bandwidths, and/or a frequency domain
bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency domain bandwidth where a channel or signal scheduled
by the second signaling information is located are two different frequency domain bandwidths.
[0097] Each of the first reference signal, the second reference signal, the third reference signal and the fourth reference
signal may be at least several of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation reference signal,
a downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or a synchronization signal.
[0098] In an example of this embodiment, the first communication node may also receive channel state report infor-
mation sent by the third communication node, where a channel measurement resource of the channel state report
information includes the fourth reference signal and/or the channel measurement resource of the channel state report
information includes the resource of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.
[0099] In an example of this embodiment, the second signaling information in S301 may include at least one of the
following parameter information: a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of
subcarriers occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in one physical resource block;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time domain
symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in one time unit; information
about a physical resource block set occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement; density information ρ of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; information
about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group included in the meas-
urement reference signal for interference measurement; a multiplexing length of one code division multiplexing group
included in the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in frequency domain; a multiplexing length
of one code division multiplexing group included in the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in
time domain; information about a pattern type of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, where
the pattern type includes at least a first-type pattern and a second-type pattern; selection information of a parameter
type set corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; a total number of combs
corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; or a comb offset corresponding to
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; where M and N are positive integers.
[0100] In an example of this embodiment, when the preceding parameter information includes the following information,
the following information satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: the information about the code division
multiplexing type includes at least one of: no code division multiplexing; code division multiplexing with a frequency
domain length of 2; code division multiplexing with a frequency domain length of 2, a time domain length of 2, and a
total length of 4; or code division multiplexing with a frequency domain length of 2, a time domain length of 4, and a total
length of 8; the density information ρ represents an average number of subcarriers occupied by each port of the meas-
urement reference signal in each physical resource; the density information ρ represents that a pattern of the measure-
ment reference signal is repeated once in the frequency domain every 1/ρ physical resource blocks; the density infor-
mation ρ includes {0.5, 1, 3}; each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of subcarriers corresponding to one
code division multiplexing group in the frequency domain; each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of
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subcarriers consecutive in the frequency domain; subcarriers in each of the M groups of subcarriers are distributed at
equal intervals; the number of subcarriers included in each group of the M groups of subcarriers belongs to {1, 2}; each
group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain symbols corresponding to one code division
multiplexing group in the time domain; each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain
symbols consecutive in the time domain; time domain symbols in each group of the N groups of time domain symbols
are distributed at equal intervals; the information about the physical resource block set corresponding to the measurement
reference signal includes information about a starting physical resource index and the number of physical resource
blocks; the physical resource block set corresponding to the measurement reference signal includes non-consecutive
physical resource blocks; the measurement reference signal occupies physical resource blocks in the physical resource
block set at equal intervals; the total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal belongs to
{1, 2, 4, 8, 12, a∗12, b∗4}, where a and b are positive integers, for example, a is a positive integer greater than or equal
to 2 and b is a positive integer that makes b∗4 greater than a∗12; or a maximum value of the comb offset corresponding
to the measurement reference signal belongs to {0, 1, 3, 7, 11, a∗12-1, b∗4-1}.
[0101] In an example of this embodiment, the first-type pattern is an SRS pattern; the first-type pattern is an uplink
reference signal pattern; the second-type pattern is a CSI-RS pattern; the second-type pattern is a synchronization signal
pattern; or the second-type pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern.
[0102] In an example of this embodiment, after sending the uplink measurement reference signals to the second
communication node, the first communication node may further receive the channel state report information sent by the
second communication node.
[0103] In an example, the channel state report information may satisfy at least one of the following characteristics: the
channel state report information is obtained based on the measurement reference signals; the channel state report
information includes the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR); the channel state report information includes the
information about the performance difference between two types of the P types of measurement reference signals,
where P is a positive integer greater than 1; the channel state report information is the feedback information for the
uplink channel state; the correspondence exists between the channel state report information and the P types of meas-
urement reference signals; or the channel state report information is received by the first communication node on the
downlink channel or signal and sent by the second communication node.
[0104] In an example of this embodiment, the channel state report information sent by the second communication
node may satisfy at least one of the following characteristics: the channel state report information includes information
about a performance difference between a second measurement reference signal and the measurement reference signal
for interference measurement both of which reach the second communication node; the channel state report information
corresponds to the measurement reference signal for channel measurement and the measurement reference signal for
interference measurement, where the measurement reference signal for channel measurement includes CC measure-
ment reference signal resources, and the measurement reference signal for interference measurement includes CI
measurement reference signal resources, where CC is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1 and CI is a positive
integer less than or equal to CC; in a case where a sent measurement reference signal includes a predetermined type
in the P types, the first communication node receives channel state report information corresponding to the measurement
reference signal; in a case where a sent measurement reference signal does not include a predetermined type in the P
types, the first communication node does not receive channel state report information corresponding to the measurement
reference signal; type information of a measurement reference signal is associated with whether the first communication
node receives the channel state report information sent by the second communication node; in a case where a sent
measurement reference signal includes the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, the first com-
munication node receives the channel state report information sent by the second communication node; or in a case
where a sent measurement reference signal does not includes the measurement reference signal for interference meas-
urement, the first communication node does not receive the channel state report information sent by the second com-
munication node.
[0105] In an example of this embodiment, the method may further include that the first communication node sends
request information to the second communication node, where the request information includes information about the
measurement reference signal for interference measurement.
[0106] For example, in an example, the first communication node may be an IAB node 2 in FIG. 1-1, the second
communication node may be an IAB node 1 or an IAB donor node in FIG. 1-1, the third communication node may be
an IAB node 3 or a UE in FIG. 1-1, and the fourth communication node may also be the IAB node 3 or the UE in FIG. 1-1.

Embodiment three

[0107] For ease of understanding, this embodiment is described based on the embodiments described above in
conjunction with an exemplary measurement process in an application scenario shown in FIG. 1-1.
[0108] In this embodiment, a measurement reference signal includes an uplink measurement reference signal, and
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resources of the uplink measurement reference signal include an interference measurement resource. For example, in
FIG. 1-1, when signals over UB and DA are SDM, the method illustrated in embodiment one or two described above
needs to be adopted to measure the interference of a signal over DA on a signal over UB so that the IAB node 2 can
send the signal over DA by using an appropriate beam when UB and DA adopt SDM. For example, the IAB node 2 and
the IAB node 1/IAB donor node select a DA beam with minimum interference on UB to send the signal over DA.
Alternatively, according to a measurement result, the IAB node 1/IAB donor node allocates a transmit beam of UB and/or
a transmit beam of DA, and/or a situation of pairing between transmit beams of UB and transmit beams of DA, and/or
a multiplexing mode or a resource occupation situation of allocating between UB and DA.
[0109] In an example, as shown in FIG. 4, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates an SRS resource 1 for the IAB
donor node/IAB node 1 to measure a channel between the IAB node 2 and the IAB donor/IAB node 1 (that is, the channel
through which a signal sent by the IAB node 2 and with the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 as a target node goes, i.e., a
UB channel) and an SRS resource 2 for the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 to measure the interference between the IAB
node 2 and the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 (that is, to measure a channel through which a signal, which is sent by the
IAB node 2 to the IAB node 3/UE as the target node and reaches the IAB donor node/IAB node 1, goes, i.e., to measure
the interference caused by a DA signal, which is sent by the IAB node 2 to the IAB node 3/UE, on a UB signal. The IAB
node 2 may send a DA measurement reference signal to the IAB node 3/UE on the SRS resource 2.
[0110] On the side of the IAB donor node/IAB node 1, the SRS resource 1 is used for channel measurement, the SRS
resource 2 is used for interference measurement, and the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 may confirm the interference
between beams according to parameters such as signal strength of the received measurement reference signals.
[0111] Correspondingly, on the side of the IAB node 3/UE, the SRS resource 2 is used for channel measurement, and
the SRS resource 1 is used for interference measurement. Configuration information of the SRS resource 1 and the
SRS resource 2 may be delivered by the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 to the IAB node 3/UE or may be delivered by the
IAB node 2 to the IAB node 3/UE after the IAB node 2 receives allocation information from the IAB donor node/IAB node 1.
[0112] As illustrated in embodiment one or two, a pattern of a measurement reference signal in the SRS resource 1
may be fixed to be an SRS pattern or selected between the SRS pattern and a CSI-RS pattern.
[0113] A pattern of a measurement reference signal in the SRS resource 2 may also be fixed to be the SRS pattern
or the CSI-RS pattern, or may be selected between the SRS pattern and the CSI-RS pattern. At this time, when the IAB
node 2 allocates an interference measurement resource to the IAB node 3/UE, the IAB node 2 may indicate that a
reference signal pattern of the interference measurement resource may be the SRS pattern.
[0114] The pattern of the measurement reference signal in the SRS resource 2 may also be fixed to be the CSI-RS
pattern. At this time, an interference measurement resource allocated by the IAB donor/IAB node 1 to the IAB node 2
adopts the CSI-RS pattern.
[0115] The pattern of the measurement reference signal in the SRS resource 2 may be selected between the CSI-RS
pattern and the SRS pattern so that a selection may be made between the SRS pattern and the CSI-RS pattern when
the IAB node 2 allocates a downlink interference measurement resource to the IAB node 3/UE. As illustrated in embod-
iment one or two, a pattern selection may also be referred to as a selection of a parameter type set. When an SRS is
used as the interference measurement resource, the SRS may also be referred to as an NZP-SRS. The interference
measurement resource over an uplink (or a UB link) allocated by the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 to the IAB node 2 may
also be selected between the CSI-RS pattern and the SRS pattern.
[0116] Herein, the SDM of two links represents that time domain resources/frequency domain resources occupied by
the two links overlap, and signals over the two links are distinguished by beams in spatial domain.
[0117] In the measurement process, one piece of channel feedback information (i.e., channel state report information)
may correspond to multiple channel measurement resources and one interference measurement resource. Of course,
it may also be set as needed that one piece of channel feedback information corresponds to one channel measurement
resource and one interference measurement resource.
[0118] Optionally, in this example, it may be set that feedback information of an uplink channel corresponds to multiple
channel measurement resources and one interference measurement resource.
[0119] For example, as shown in FIG. 5, through uplink measurement, available beams for the UB link are beams in
FIG. 5. These beams may be dynamically allocated by the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 to data channel transmissions
over UB/control channel transmissions over UB/measurement reference signals over UB. When UB and DA adopt the
SDM, a beam of DA, which causes relatively small interference to all candidate beams of UB, may be selected according
to the measurement result.
[0120] Further, as shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates three channel measurement
resources {resource 1, resource 2, resource 3} and one interference measurement resource {resource 4} to the IAB
node 2. The IAB node 2 sends measurement reference signals on the three channel measurement resources over a
UB link by using candidate transmit beams of the UB link in sequence, and the IAB node 2 sends a measurement
reference signal on the interference measurement resource over the UB link by using a candidate transmit beam cor-
responding to the DA link. (The interference measurement resource over the UB link and a channel measurement
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resource over the DA link may be the same measurement resource, so it may be said that the interference measurement
resource is sent over the UB link or the DA link.) The IAB donor node/IAB node 1 obtains in sequence a channel
measurement result 1 (such as CQI1 or SINR1) corresponding to {channel measurement resource 1, interference
measurement resource 4}, a channel measurement result 2 (such as CQI2 or SINR2) corresponding to {channel meas-
urement resource 2, interference measurement resource 4}, and a channel measurement result 3 (such as CQI3 or
SINR3) corresponding to {channel measurement resource 3, interference measurement resource 4} and feeds a channel
measurement result, which is from {channel measurement result 1, channel measurement result 2, channel measurement
results 3} and satisfies a predetermined characteristic, back to the IAB node 2 over a downlink.
[0121] A configuration process, as shown in FIG. 7, includes steps described above.
[0122] In S701, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates uplink channel measurement feedback information corre-
sponding to {channel measurement resources 1 to 3, interference measurement resource 4} via downlink control sign-
aling.
[0123] In S702, the IAB node 2 sends the channel measurement resources 1 to 3 and the interference measurement
resource 4 over the uplink.
[0124] In S703, the IAB donor/IAB node 1 feeds back uplink channel measurement results over the downlink.
[0125] It is to be understood that the channel measurement result satisfying the predetermined characteristic may be
one of {channel measurement result 1, channel measurement result 2, channel measurement result 3} with the worst
performance and is fed back to the IAB node 2. For example, if the channel measurement results are CQIs, the IAB
donor node/IAB node 1 feeds back one of {CQI1, CQI2, CQI3} with the lowest performance to the IAB node 2. Alternatively,
if the channel measurement results are SINRs, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 feeds back the lowest SINR value in
{SINR1, SINR2, SINR3} to the IAB node 2. The maximum value of the multiple channel measurement results may be
notified to the IAB node 2 as needed. After obtaining these channel measurement results, the IAB node 2 knows the
situation of the interference caused by the beam of DA to the candidate beams of UB. For example, if the IAB donor/IAB
node 1 feeds back the minimum value of the multiple measurement results, the IAB node 2 knows the minimum value
of interference caused by the beam of DA to each candidate beam of UB, and then when the minimum value exceeds
a predetermined threshold, the IAB node 2 knows that the beam of DA and the UB signal(s) cannot adopt the SDM mode.
[0126] In an example, the multiple channel measurement results may be notified to the IAB node 1, an optimal value
of the channel measurement results is fed back to the IAB node 2 by an absolute value and other channel measurement
results are fed back to the IAB node 2 by relative values.
[0127] When the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates the preceding channel measurement resources [measurement
reference signal resource 1 to measurement reference resource 3 }, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 may configure
spatialRelationInfo for each measurement reference signal resource, that is, for configuring information about a spatial
transmit filtering parameter used by the IAB node 2 to send the uplink measurement reference signal. For example,
spatialRelationInfo of the SRS resource 1 may be configured to be CSI-RS/SSB sent by the IAB donor node/IAB node
1 to the IAB node 2, and the IAB node 2 obtains a spatial filtering parameter for sending the SRS resource 1 according
to a spatial receive filtering parameter of the received CSI-RS/SSB. Alternatively, the spatialRelationInfo of the SRS
resource 1 may also be configured to be an SRS resource 10 sent by the IAB node 2 to the IAB donor node/IAB node
1, and the IAB node 2 obtains a spatial transmit filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal on the SRS
resource 1 according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter for sending the SRS resource 10. In this embodiment, one
spatial filtering parameter is obtained according to another spatial filtering parameter in a way that the two spatial filtering
parameters are the same or in another way that one spatial filtering parameter may be obtained according to the other
spatial filtering parameter which may be not the same or may be slightly adjusted according to a specific application
scenario.
[0128] In this embodiment, the method for determining a spatial filtering parameter of the preceding interference
measurement resource 4 includes, but is not limited to, several examples described below.
[0129] Determination method one: The IAB node 2 and the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 agree (i.e., negotiate) that
when a type of the uplink measurement reference signal is the interference measurement resource, the IAB node 2 itself
decides the spatial filtering parameter for sending the uplink measurement reference signal.
[0130] Determination method two: The IAB node 2 and the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 agree that when the type of
the uplink measurement reference signal is the interference measurement resource, the IAB node 2 cannot send the
uplink measurement reference signal using spatial filtering parameter that is the same as any one of spatial filtering
parameters in a predetermined spatial filtering parameter set, where the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set
includes at least one of: a spatial filtering parameter configured in a Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH), a spatial
filtering parameter associated with an SRS resource in an SRS set that is used for a code book and associated with a
Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH), a spatial filtering parameter associated with an SRS resource in an SRS set
that is used for a non-code book and associated with a PUSCH, or a spatial filtering parameter configured in a PUSCH.
Each spatial filtering parameter in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set corresponds to one SSB/CSI-RS/SRS,
that is, each spatial filtering parameter in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is associated with one reference
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signal between the IAB node 2 and the IAB donor/IAB node 1.
[0131] Determination method three: When the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 configures an uplink interference meas-
urement reference signal resource for the IAB node 2, spatialRelationInfo (the specific meaning of this parameter may
refer to the description of protocol 38.331 or protocol 38.214) of the uplink interference measurement reference signal
resource is configured to be a downlink reference signal sent by the IAB node 2 to the IAB node 3/UE. In an embodiment,
information about the downlink reference signal may be notified by the IAB node 2 to the IAB donor node/IAB node 1.
[0132] Determination method four: When the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 configures the uplink interference measure-
ment reference signal resource for the IAB node 2, the spatialRelationInfo of the uplink interference measurement
reference signal resource is configured to be a type of reference signal rather than a specific reference signal. This type
of reference signal is downlink reference signals sent by the IAB node 2 to the IAB node 3/UE over the DA link, and
specifically which downlink reference signal sent by the IAB node 2 to the IAB node 3/UE is used is an implementation
of the IAB node 2.
[0133] Determination method five: The IAB donor node/IAB node 1 and the IAB node 2 agree that when the IAB donor
node/IAB node 1 configures the uplink interference measurement reference signal resource for the IAB node 2, the
spatialRelationInfo of the uplink interference measurement reference signal resource is a type of reference signal rather
than a specific reference signal. This type of reference signal is the downlink reference signals sent by the IAB node 2
to the IAB node 3/UE over the DA link, and specifically which downlink reference signal sent by the IAB node 2 to the
IAB node 3/UE is used is an implementation of the IAB node 2.
[0134] When the IAB node 2 sends measurement reference signals on {resource 1 ∼ resource 4}, for the IAB node
3/UE in FIG. 1-1 (that is, a user under the coverage of the IAB node 2 or a user who accesses the IAB node 2, i.e., a
third communication node), one piece of downlink channel state feedback information corresponds to one channel
measurement resource and three interference measurement resources, that is, the channel measurement resource is
the resource 4 and the interference measurement resources are {resource 1 ∼ resource 3}. The IAB node 3/UE obtains
three downlink channel measurement results {downlink measurement result 1, downlink measurement result 2, downlink
measurement result 3} in sequence based on {channel measurement resource 4, interference measurement resource
1}, {channel measurement resource 4, interference measurement resource 2}, and {channel measurement resource 4,
interference measurement resource 3} and feeds back a downlink measurement result satisfying a predetermined char-
acteristic among three downlink measurement results to the IAB node 2 in an uplink channel or feeds back all the three
downlink measurement results to the IAB node 2. In an embodiment, a maximum value may be fed back using an
absolute value and other values are fed back using relative values.
[0135] UB may also be referred to as an uplink backhaul wireless link herein. Since wireless resources between the
IAB donor node/IAB node 1 and the IAB node 2 in FIG. 1-1 are controlled and scheduled by the IAB donor node/IAB
node 1, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 controls and schedules UB/DB resources occupied by the IAB node 2.
[0136] One piece of uplink feedback information may also be referred to as an uplink report setting. The above method
in which one piece of uplink channel feedback information corresponds to multiple channel measurement resources and
one interference measurement resource is also applicable to uplink channel measurement between the IAB donor and
the common UE, as shown in FIG. 8; and/or the above method in which one piece of downlink channel feedback
information corresponds to multiple interference measurement resources and one channel measurement resource is
also applicable to the method for one interference measurement resource and downlink channel measurement between
the IAB donor node and the common UE.
[0137] It is to be understood that the IAB donor node in this embodiment may also be a gNB.
[0138] Similarly, in an application scenario of transmission of multi-transmission reception point (multi-TRP) shown in
FIG. 9, if there is no ideal backhaul between two TRPs, each TRP may independently schedule the UE. Then, the mutual
interference between a beam 1 sent by a terminal to TRP1 on an antenna panel 1 and a beam 2 sent by the terminal
to TRP2 on a panel 2 may be measured by the following method. For example, TRP1 sends second signaling information
to instruct the terminal to send an uplink measurement reference signal for interference measurement on an SRS
resource 3; the uplink measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by TRP1 to measure inter-
ference of a first-type signal which is sent by the terminal and reaches TRP1, where a control channel resource group
where control signaling for scheduling the first-type signal is located and a control channel resource group where the
second signaling information is located are two different control channel resource groups, and/or a frequency domain
bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency domain bandwidth where the second signaling information
is located are two different frequency domain bandwidths, and/or the frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type
signal is located and a frequency domain bandwidth where a channel or signal scheduled by the second signaling
information is located are two different frequency domain bandwidths. Through these limitations, the terminal knows
that the uplink measurement reference signal is sent on the SRS resource 3 by using the beam 2 as a transmit beam.
The beam 2 is a beam used by an uplink signal sent by the terminal to TRP2. The first-type signal corresponds to the
uplink signal sent by the terminal to TRP2. As shown in FIG. 9, a signal sent by the terminal to TRP1 is scheduled by
TRP1, and a signal sent by the terminal to TPR2 is scheduled by TRP2, where TRP1 corresponds to one or two in
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CORESET1/BWP1 and TRP2 corresponds to one or two in CORESET2/BWP2.

Embodiment four

[0139] For ease of understanding, a configuration of a measurement reference signal is exemplarily described below
in this embodiment in conjunction with a specific application scenario.
[0140] In this embodiment, an IAB donor node/gNB may allocate an uplink measurement reference signal resource
to an IAB node/UE through signaling information. The signaling information may include type information of the uplink
measurement reference signal resource which, for example, may include, but is not limited to, a first-type uplink meas-
urement reference signal resource and a second-type uplink measurement reference signal resource. The first-type
uplink measurement reference signal resource is an uplink measurement reference signal for interference measurement,
and the second-type uplink measurement reference signal resource is an uplink measurement reference signal for
channel measurement.
[0141] When an uplink measurement reference signal is the uplink measurement reference signal for channel meas-
urement, the IAB node/UE may not receive channel state information for an uplink channel (that is, a channel measurement
result) which is sent by the IAB donor node/gNB on a downlink channel; and/or a spatial filtering parameter for sending
the uplink measurement reference signal will be configured to be a downlink reference signal over DB or an uplink
reference signal over UB between the IAB donor node/gNB and the IAB node/UE.
[0142] When an uplink measurement reference signal is the uplink measurement reference signal for interference
measurement, the IAB node/UE receives channel state information for the uplink channel (that is, an interference meas-
urement result) which is sent by the IAB donor node/gNB on the downlink channel; and/or a spatial filtering parameter
for sending the uplink measurement reference signal cannot be configured to be the downlink reference signal or the
uplink reference signal between the IAB donor node/gNB and the IAB node/UE.
[0143] Alternatively, when the measurement reference signal is configured to include two types of measurement
reference signals: a reference signal for channel measurement and a reference signal for interference measurement,
the IAB node/UE receives the channel state information for the uplink channel which is sent by the IAB donor node/gNB
on the downlink channel. Alternatively, when the measurement reference signal includes only the reference signal for
channel measurement, the IAB node/UE may not receive the channel state information for the uplink channel which is
sent by the IAB donor node/gNB on the downlink channel, and the IAB donor node/gNB does not send the channel state
information corresponding to the uplink channel on the downlink channel either.
[0144] It can be seen that, in this embodiment, the uplink measurement reference signal at least includes one type of
uplink measurement reference signal for channel measurement and another type of measurement reference signal for
channel measurement.

Embodiment five

[0145] In this embodiment, optionally, an uplink measurement reference signal and an uplink channel may be simul-
taneously sent on the same time domain symbol.
[0146] As shown in FIG. 10, the uplink measurement reference signal and the uplink channel are located on different
PRBs of one OFDM symbol, where the uplink measurement reference signal and the uplink channel are located on
different PRBs in one band width part (BWP) or different PRBs on different component carriers.
[0147] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 11, the uplink measurement reference signal and the uplink channel are located
on different carriers of 12 subcarriers included in one PRB of one OFDM. In an embodiment, the uplink channel performs
rate matching on subcarriers occupied by the uplink measurement reference signal.
[0148] Optionally, in this embodiment, it may be determined whether the uplink measurement reference signal and
the uplink channel may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol according to at least one of the following
information:

received signaling information, for example, an IAB node/UE determines whether the uplink measurement reference
signal and the uplink channel may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol according to signaling
information sent by a gNB/IAB node;

whether a pattern of a measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined pattern type, for example, in a
case where a pattern type of the uplink measurement reference signal is a CSI-RS pattern, the uplink measurement
reference signal and the uplink channel may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol, and in a
case where a pattern type of an uplink reference signal is an SRS pattern, the uplink measurement reference signal
and the uplink channel cannot be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol;
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whether transform precoding is enabled when the measurement reference signal and/or the uplink channel are sent,
for example, it can be seen by referring to protocol 38.21 that: enabling the transform precoding is to use a transmit
waveform of DFT-SC-OFDM and the power of a terminal is generally limited so that the uplink reference signal and
the uplink channel cannot be sent on the same time domain symbol, and disabling the transform precoding is to
use a transmit waveform of CP-OFDM and the power of the terminal is generally higher so that the uplink reference
signal and the uplink channel may be sent on the same time domain symbol;

whether the measurement reference signal is an uplink reference signal on a backhaul link, for example, in a case
where the measurement reference signal is the uplink measurement reference signal on the backhaul link, a sending
node is the IAB node and there is no problem with transmit power so that the uplink measurement signal and the
uplink channel may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol, and in a case where the measurement
reference signal is an uplink measurement reference signal on an access link, the uplink measurement signal and
the uplink channel cannot be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol;

whether the measurement reference signal occupies subcarriers at equal intervals in one PRB, for example, in a
case where the measurement reference signal occupies the subcarriers at equal intervals, the uplink measurement
signal and the uplink channel cannot be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol, or otherwise the
uplink measurement signal and the uplink channel can be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol;

a sequence type used by the measurement reference signal, for example, in a case where the sequence type is a
pseudo-random sequence in protocol 38.211, the uplink measurement signal and the uplink channel can be simul-
taneously sent on the same time domain symbol, and in a case where the sequence type is a low-PAPR sequence
in protocol 38.211, the uplink measurement signal and the uplink channel cannot be simultaneously sent on the
same time domain symbol;

whether the measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal for interference measurement or a
measurement reference signal for channel measurement, where in a case where the measurement reference signal
is the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, the uplink measurement signal and the uplink
channel can be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol, and in a case where the measurement
reference signal is the measurement reference signal for channel measurement, the uplink measurement signal
and the uplink channel cannot be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol. For example, the meas-
urement reference signal for interference measurement over a UB link in FIG. 5 and the uplink channel over the UB
link may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol, but the measurement reference signal for channel
measurement over the UB link in FIG. 5 and the uplink channel over the UB link cannot be simultaneously sent on
the same time domain symbol. This is because the measurement reference signal for interference measurement
over UB generally causes relatively small interference to the uplink channel over the UB link, while the measurement
reference signal for channel measurement over UB causes relatively large interference to the uplink channel over
the UB link; or

whether use of the measurement reference signal belongs to {"beam management", "antenna switching" or {"code
book", "non-code book"}, the former indicates that the uplink measurement reference signal and the uplink channel
may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol, and the latter indicates that the uplink measurement
reference signal and the uplink channel cannot be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol.

[0149] Of course, it is to be understood that the above manners of determining whether the uplink measurement
reference signal and the uplink channel may be simultaneously sent on the same time domain symbol are only several
examples, and which manner or manners are specifically selected may be flexibly set according to application scenarios.

Embodiment six

[0150] Correspondingly, in a measurement process, this embodiment further includes a method for receiving a meas-
urement reference signal described below. As shown in FIG. 12, the method includes steps described below.
[0151] In S1201, a first communication node receives third signaling information sent by a second communication node.
[0152] The third signaling information includes information about an interference measurement resource.
[0153] In S 1202, the first communication node receives a signal sent by one or more third communication nodes on
the interference measurement resource determined according to the information about the interference measurement
resource; and/or an intersection between a parameter type included in the information about the interference measure-
ment resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference signal pattern is non-empty, and/or the first
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communication node does not receive a downlink measurement reference signal on the interference measurement
resource.
[0154] In S1202 the signal, received by the first communication node and sent by the one or more third communication
nodes on the interference measurement resource includes one or more of a reference signal or a random access signal.
[0155] Correspondingly, this embodiment may also include a method for receiving a measurement reference signal,
which includes a step described below. A second communication node sends third signaling information to a first com-
munication node. The third signaling information includes information about an interference measurement resource. The
third signaling information is used for instructing the first communication node to receive a signal sent by one or more
third communication nodes on the interference measurement resource determined according to the information about
the interference measurement resource, and/or a non-empty intersection between a parameter type included in the
information about the interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference
signal pattern, and/or the second communication node not to send a downlink signal on the interference measurement
resource.
[0156] As illustrated above, optionally, in an example of this embodiment, at least one of the following may also be
included: the signal sent by the third communication node is an uplink signal; the interference measurement resource
is an interference measurement resource corresponding to channel state report information sent by the first communi-
cation node to the second communication node; the interference measurement resource is a NZP-CSI-RS interference
measurement resource; the interference measurement resource and a channel measurement resource do not satisfy
a quasi co-location relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter, where the interference measurement
resource and the channel measurement resource correspond to same channel state report information; a quasi co-
location reference signal of the interference measurement resource with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter
is a first quasi co-location reference signal, and a quasi co-location reference signal of a channel measurement resource
with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter is a second quasi co-location reference signal, where the interference
measurement resource and the channel measurement resource correspond to same channel state report information;
a pattern of the interference measurement resource is a CSI-RS pattern; a pattern of the interference measurement
resource is an SRS pattern; the first communication node does not receive on the interference measurement resource
a downlink measurement reference signal sent by the second communication node; the first communication node does
not receive the downlink measurement reference signal on the interference measurement resource; or an intersection
between a resource occupied by the interference measurement resource and a resource occupied by a measurement
reference signal between the first communication node and the second communication node is empty.
[0157] The channel state report information is sent by the first communication node to the second communication node.
[0158] In an example, the first communication node sends the channel state report information to the second com-
munication node, where the channel state report information may correspond to CC1 channel measurement resources
and CI1 interference measurement resources, where CC1 is a positive integer less than or equal to CI1.
[0159] In an example, the third signaling information in S1201 includes at least one of: type information of the inter-
ference measurement resource which at least includes a first-type interference measurement resource and a second-
type interference measurement resource; type information of a non-zero power (NZP)-interference measurement re-
source which at least includes a first-type NZP-interference measurement resource and a second-type NZP-interference
measurement resource; pattern type selection information corresponding to the interference measurement resource;
information about a group of time domain symbols occupied by the interference measurement resource in one time unit;
information about a repetition factor of the interference measurement resource; a frequency-hopping parameter of the
interference measurement resource; or information about a multi-level bandwidth structure of the interference measure-
ment resource.
[0160] In an example, the first-type interference measurement resource satisfies at least one of the following charac-
teristics that: the first communication node does not receive on the first-type interference measurement resource an
uplink signal sent by the one or more third communication nodes; an intersection between a resource occupied by the
first-type interference measurement resource and a resource occupied by a signal sent by the one or more third com-
munication nodes to the first communication node is empty, that is, the intersection of resources occupied by the first-
type interference measurement resource and resources occupied by the signal sent by the one or more third commu-
nication nodes to the first communication node is empty; the first-type interference measurement resource includes a
downlink measurement reference signal resource; the first communication node receives on the first-type interference
measurement resource the downlink measurement reference signal sent by the second communication node; or the
first communication node receives a downlink measurement reference signal on the first-type interference measurement
resource. Alternatively, the second-type interference measurement resource satisfies at least one of the following char-
acteristics that: the first communication node receives on the second-type interference measurement resource an uplink
signal sent by the one or more third communication nodes; the first communication node receives an uplink measurement
reference signal on the second-type interference measurement resource; the second-type interference measurement
resource corresponds to an uplink measurement reference signal resource; the second-type interference measurement
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resource is a NZP-CSI-RS interference measurement resource; the second-type interference measurement resource
is a NZP-SRS interference measurement resource; the downlink measurement reference signal sent by the second
communication node is not received on the second-type interference measurement resource; a downlink signal is not
received on the second-type interference measurement resource; or an intersection between a resource occupied by
the second-type interference measurement resource and a resource occupied by a signal between the first communi-
cation node and the second communication node is empty. And/or the pattern type selection information corresponding
to the interference measurement resource is used for indicating a selection between an uplink measurement reference
signal pattern and a downlink measurement reference signal pattern. And/or the first-type NZP-interference measurement
resource is an NZP-CSI-RS, and the second-type NZP-interference measurement resource is an NZP-SRS.
[0161] Optionally, in an example of this embodiment, the method may also include that the first communication node
sends fourth signaling information to the third communication node. The fourth signaling information is used for instructing
the third communication node to send a second signal. The second signal includes one or more of a data channel signal,
a control channel signal, a demodulation reference signal, a measurement reference signal, or a phase-tracking reference
signal. Optionally, the second signal may also be an uplink signal, and an intersection between a resource occupied by
the second signal and the resource occupied by the interference measurement resource is non-empty.
[0162] The resource in this example may include at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency domain resource,
a code domain resource, or a spatial domain resource.
[0163] In an example of this embodiment, a parameter type set included in the third signaling information may include
at least one of: the number of ports, a comb offset, information about a time domain symbol in one time unit, information
about a time domain unit of frequency-hopping, frequency domain information, a frequency domain offset in a multi-
level bandwidth structure, information about frequency-hopping, information about a sequence group hopping or a
sequence number hopping, a sequence generation parameter, or selection information of a pattern type of an interference
measurement reference signal.
[0164] The pattern type may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the uplink reference signal pattern or a
downlink reference signal pattern.
[0165] In this embodiment, the third communication node satisfies at least one of the following characteristics that:
the third communication node is a communication node that accesses the first communication node; the third commu-
nication node is a communication node in a connected state and under the coverage of the first communication node;
the first communication node sends downlink control signaling to the third communication node; the first communication
node sends dedicated downlink control signaling information to the third communication node; or the third communication
node receives the third signaling information and sends the measurement reference signal to the first communication
node on the interference measurement resource.
[0166] For example, in the application scenario shown in FIG. 1-1, when DB and UA adopt SDM, the interference
caused by UA to DB needs to be measured. Referring to FIG. 1-1, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates the interference
measurement resource to the IAB node 2, so that the IAB node 2 is instructed to receive on the interference measurement
resource a UA signal sent by the IAB node 3/UE, and/or the pattern of the interference measurement resource may be
the uplink reference signal pattern, and/or the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 instructs the IAB node 2 not to receive on the
interference measurement resource a downlink signal from the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 over a downlink.
[0167] Optionally, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates channel state feedback information, such as a report
setting, to the IAB node 2, where a channel measurement resource associated with the report setting is a DB downlink
measurement reference signal and an interference measurement resource associated with the report setting is the
preceding interference measurement resource, i.e., a UA uplink measurement reference signal.
[0168] Optionally, the channel measurement resource and the interference measurement resource do not satisfy the
quasi co-location relationship with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter, for example, a quasi co-location
reference signal of the channel measurement resource DB with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter is
another DB reference signal, and a quasi co-location reference signal of the interference measurement resource with
respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter is a UA reference signal, that is, a receive filtering parameter of the
interference measurement resource is obtained according to or the same as a receive filtering parameter adopted by
the UA reference signal at the IAB node 2. Alternatively, the channel measurement resource and the interference
measurement resource satisfy the quasi co-location relationship with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter
so that the IAB node 2 simply measures the interference caused by a UA signal, which is with the same receive beam
as the channel measurement resource DB, to the DB, so as to measure the interference caused by UA to DB.

Embodiment seven

[0169] This embodiment provides a signal transmission method. In the transmission method, a signal and/or channel
is received and sent based on a correspondence between a resource and a communication parameter set. An exemplary
signal transmission method, as shown in FIG. 13, includes steps described below.
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[0170] In S1301, a correspondence between U resource sets and Q objects is determined according to transmitted
fifth signaling information and/or a third parameter determination rule. The objects are one of the following: spatial
transmit filtering parameter sets, quasi co-location reference signal sets, sets of combinations of spatial transmit filtering
parameters and quasi co-location reference signals, frequency domain resource sets, reference signal sets, frequency
domain resource divisions of A links, power parameter sets, multiplexing mode sets of B links, or sets of combinations
of C reference signal of C links; where U and Q are positive integers greater than or equal to 1, and A, B and C are
positive integers greater than 1.
[0171] In this embodiment, optionally, the correspondence may be established based on measurement results in the
embodiments described above or other results or configurations.
[0172] In S 1302, a channel or signal is transmitted according to the determined correspondence. Correspondingly,
the transmission includes, but is not limited to, sending or receiving the channel or signal on a corresponding resource.
[0173] In this embodiment, a resource in S1301 includes, but is not limited to, at least one of a time domain resource,
a frequency domain resource, or a reference signal resource.
[0174] In this embodiment, the transmission includes sending or receiving.
[0175] In this embodiment, S1302 in which a channel or signal is sent or received on a resource according to the
determined correspondence includes, but is not limited to, not expecting to receive configuration information that does
not satisfy at least one of the following characteristics that: a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first channel or
signal on the resource belongs to a spatial filtering parameter set corresponding to the resource; a second channel or
signal on the resource and at least one quasi co-location reference signal in a quasi co-location reference signal set
corresponding to the resource satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter;
a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first channel or signal on the resource is obtained according to a spatial transmit
filtering parameter, where the spatial transmit filtering parameter is in at least one combination in a set of combinations
of spatial transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference signals, and the set of combinations corresponds
to the resource; a second channel or signal on the resource and a quasi co-location reference signal satisfy a quasi co-
location relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter, where the quasi co-location reference signal is
in at least one combination in a set of combinations of spatial transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference
signals, and the set of combinations corresponds to the resource; a set corresponding to the channel or signal on the
resource belongs to one set, which corresponds to the resource, of Q sets; or frequency domain resources occupied by
channels or signals over the A links on the resource satisfy a frequency domain resource division of the A links corre-
sponding to the resource.
[0176] Optionally, the first channel or signal and the second channel or signal may satisfy at least one of the following
characteristics that: the first channel or signal and the second channel or signal are simultaneously sent by a first
communication node; the first channel or signal and the second channel or signal are simultaneously received by a first
communication node; a time domain resource occupied by the first channel or signal overlaps with a time domain resource
occupied by the second channel or signal; a frequency domain resource occupied by the first channel or signal overlaps
with a frequency domain resource occupied by the second channel or signal; the first channel or signal is a channel or
signal between a first communication node and a second communication node; or the second channel or signal is a
channel or signal between a first communication node and a third communication node. The second communication
node sends scheduling information about the first channel or signal to the first communication node, and the first com-
munication node sends scheduling information about the second channel or signal to the third communication node;
and/or the first communication node is a communication node that receives the fifth signaling information, the second
communication node is a communication node that sends the third signaling information, and the third communication
node receives control signaling sent by the first communication node.
[0177] In an example of this embodiment, the step of determining the correspondence between the U resource sets
and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency
domain resource sets, where a frequency domain resource occupied by a channel or signal in one time unit is a subset
of one of the Q frequency domain resource sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the
one time unit belongs. And/or, the step of determining the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q
objects includes determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q reference signal sets,
where a reference signal corresponding to a channel or signal in one time unit is a subset of one of the Q reference
signal sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the one time unit belongs. And/or, the
step of determining the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a corre-
spondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource divisions of the A links, which
satisfies at least one of the following characteristics that: a frequency domain resource occupied by a channel or signal
in one time unit is a subset of a frequency domain resource set corresponding to a link to which the channel or signal
belongs in one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets
to which the one time unit belongs, or frequency domain resources occupied by channels or signals over the A links in
one time unit satisfy one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to one of the U time domain
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resource sets to which the one time unit belongs. And/or, the step of determining the correspondence between the U
resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q
power parameter sets, which satisfies at least one of the following characteristics that: a power parameter set corre-
sponding to a channel or signal in one time unit is one of the Q power parameter sets corresponding to one of the U
time domain resource sets to which the one time unit belongs, the Q power parameter sets include the same power
parameter type, or the Q power parameter sets are Q configuration values for the same type of parameter set. And/or,
the step of determining the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a
correspondence between the U resource sets and Q multiplexing mode sets, where one multiplexing mode includes a
multiplexing mode of the B links, and a multiplexing mode set of the B links in one resource belongs to one of the Q
multiplexing mode sets corresponding to the one resource. And/or, the step of determining the correspondence between
the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q
reference signal combinations, where one of the Q reference signal combinations includes a reference signal corre-
sponding to each of the C links, and a combination of reference signals over the C links in one resource belongs to a
set of combinations of reference signals over the C links corresponding to the one resource.
[0178] Optionally, S1302 in which the channel or signal is transmitted according to the correspondence may include:
not sending or not receiving the channel or signal on the resource in response to receiving configuration information
that does not satisfy at least one of the following characteristics that: a spatial filtering parameter of the channel or signal
on the resource belongs to the spatial filtering parameter set corresponding to the resource; a quasi co-location reference
signal of the channel or signal, on the resource, with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter belongs to the
quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the resource; the channel or signal on the resource and at least
one quasi co-location reference signal in the quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the resource satisfy
a quasi co-location relationship with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter; the set corresponding to the channel
or signal on the resource belongs to one set, which corresponds to the resource, of the Q sets; or the frequency domain
resources occupied by the channels or signals over the A links on the resource satisfy the frequency domain resource
division of the A links corresponding to the resource.
[0179] Optionally, in some embodiments, the step of determining the correspondence between the U resource sets
and the Q objects includes at least one of: determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q sets;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q SRS resource sets used for a code book; determining
a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q SRS resource sets used for a non-code book; determining a
correspondence between the U resource sets and Q transmission configuration indicator (TCI) state pools; or determining
a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q sets of reference signal combinations, where one reference signal
combination includes C reference signals over the C links. Each of the Q SRS resource sets corresponds to one spatial
filtering parameter set, and each resource in an SRS resource set corresponds to a range of spatial filtering parameters;
and each of the Q TCI state pools corresponds to one quasi co-location reference signal set, and each TCI state in a
TCI state pools includes one quasi co-location reference signal; where P is a positive integer and Q is a positive integer
less than or equal to P.
[0180] Optionally, in some examples of this embodiment, the resource satisfies at least one of the following charac-
teristics that: each resource in the U resources has a correspondence with one of the Q sets; each resource in the U
resources has a correspondence with one of Q divisions; one channel or signal only falls within one resource; one
channel or signal is unable to fall within more than one resource; or a range of spatial transmit filtering parameters
corresponds to one reference signal.
[0181] Optionally, in the resource in S1301, the U resource sets may satisfy at least one of the following characteristics
that: an intersection between different resources is an empty set; different resources belong to one frequency domain
band width part (BWP); a union of the U resource sets includes no non-consecutive resources; U time domain resources
appear in turn; a difference set between different resources is non-empty; one resource includes non-consecutive re-
sources; one resource includes resources periodically in time domain; or one resource includes resources periodically
in frequency domain.
[0182] In this embodiment, the empty intersection between different resources includes, but is not limited to, the
following cases: a difference set between spatial filtering parameter sets corresponding to different resources is a non-
empty set; a difference set between quasi co-location reference signal sets corresponding to different resources is a
non-empty set; an intersection between spatial filtering parameter sets corresponding to different resources is a non-
empty set; and an intersection between quasi co-location reference signal sets corresponding to different resources is
a non-empty set.
[0183] In an example of this embodiment, each of the frequency domain resource sets includes I frequency domain
resources, and each of the I frequency domain resources is one of a BWP, a frequency domain bandwidth included in
a component carrier, a physical resource block, or a subcarrier; where I is a non-negative integer.
[0184] In an example of this embodiment, optionally, at least one of the following characteristics may also be satisfied:
Q is a positive integer less than or equal to U; a difference set between the Q sets is non-empty; Q divisions are different
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divisions; the fifth signaling information is physical layer dynamic control information; the fifth signaling information
includes switching indication information of the Q objects; information about the Q objects is included in higher-layer
signaling information; the agreed rule includes initiating switching indication information of the Q objects at agreed time;
a difference set between a set corresponding to a first time domain resource and a set corresponding to a second time
domain resource is non-empty; or a frequency domain resource division corresponding to a first time domain resource
is different from a frequency domain resource division corresponding to a second time domain resource; where a first
time domain resource set and a second time domain resource set belong to the U time domain resource sets.
[0185] In an example of this embodiment, the non-empty difference set between the set corresponding to the first time
domain resource and the set corresponding to the second time domain resource includes, but is not limited to: a non-
empty difference set between a first frequency domain resource set corresponding to the first time domain resource set
and a second frequency domain resource set corresponding to the second time domain resource set, a non-empty
difference set between a first reference signal set corresponding to the first time domain resource set and a second
reference signal set corresponding to the second time domain resource set, a non-empty difference set between a first
power parameter set corresponding to the first time domain resource set and a second reference signal set corresponding
to the second time domain resource set, or a non-empty difference set between a first multiplexing mode set corresponding
to the first time domain resource set and a second multiplexing mode set corresponding to the second time domain
resource set.
[0186] The frequency domain resource division corresponding to the first time domain resource being different from
the frequency domain resource division corresponding to the second time domain resource includes, but is not limited
to, that a first frequency domain resource division corresponding to the first time domain resource set is different from
a second frequency domain resource division corresponding to the second time domain resource set.
[0187] For ease of understanding, this embodiment is further described based on the preceding content by using an
example in which a correspondence between resources and spatial filtering parameter sets is established.
[0188] In this example, the correspondence between resources and spatial filtering parameter sets is established, and
a channel or signal may be sent on a resource according to the established correspondence. The application scenario
shown in FIG. 1-1 is also used as an example below.
[0189] As shown in FIG. 14, through measurement (or according to a pre-configuration, etc.), candidate transmit
beams on a UB link between an IAB node 2 and an IAB donor node/IAB node 1 are {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit
beam 2, UB transmit beam 3}, and candidate transmit beams on a DA link are {DA transmit beam 1, DA transmit beam
2}. Assuming that only {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2} and {DA transmit beam 1} may adopt an SDM mode,
when a UB signal adopts one or more of {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2}, a DA signal adopts {DA transmit
beam 1}, and a time-frequency resource occupied by the UB signal overlaps with a time-frequency resource occupied
by the DA signal, the DA signal causes relatively small interference to the UB signal on the side of the IAB donor node/IAB
node 1 and the UB signal causes relatively small interference to the DA signal on the side of an IAB node 3/UE. However,
if the UB signal adopts one or more of {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2}, the DA signal adopts {DA transmit
beam 2}, and the time-frequency resource occupied by the UB signal overlaps with the time-frequency resource occupied
by the DA signal, the DA signal causes relatively large interference to the UB signal on the side of the IAB donor node/IAB
node 1 and/or the UB signal causes relatively large interference to the DA signal on the side of the IAB node 3/UE. {UB
transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2} and {DA transmit beam 2} cannot adopt the SDM. Similarly, {UB transmit beam
3} and {DA transmit beam 2} may adopt the SDM.
[0190] Assuming that all UB resources adopt the same spatial filtering parameter set, for example, the spatial filtering
parameter set is {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2, UB transmit beam 3}, and the IAB donor node/IAB node 1
dynamically allocates one or more of {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2, UB transmit beam 3} to be the transmit
beam(s) of a PUSCH/PUCCH on the UB link, the IAB node 2 cannot invoke the DA signal on all the resources occupied
by UB, that is, the UB signal and the DA signal cannot adopt the SDM.
[0191] In this example, one transmit beam may also be referred to as a range of transmit spatial filters or a range of
spatial transmit filter parameters or a range of transmit spatial filter parameters. One transmit beam is expressed by one
reference signal, that is, spatialRelationInfo is configured when an uplink reference signal is configured in protocol
38.331. One reference signal in the spatialRelationInfo is associated with one transmit beam, and a spatial transmit
filtering parameter of the uplink reference signal is obtained according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a
reference signal configured in the spatialRelationInfo.
[0192] Therefore, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 may send configuration information to the IAB node 2 and/or pre-
agree a rule with the IAB node 2 to determine the correspondence between spatial transmit filtering parameter sets and
resources. As shown in FIG. 15-1, it is assumed that a time domain resource 1 corresponds to {UB transmit beam 1,
UB transmit beam 2} and a time domain resource 2 corresponds to {UB transmit beam 3}. Assuming that it is agreed
that on the time domain resource 1 a transmit spatial filter that is allocated by the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 to the IAB
node 2 for sending a UB channel or signal can only belong to {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2}, the IAB node
2 may invoke a DA channel or signal using {DA transmit beam 1}, where the DA channel or signal and the UB channel
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or signal are multiplexed in an SDM mode.
[0193] In another example, assuming that it is agreed that on the time domain resource 2 a transmit spatial filter that
is allocated by the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 to the IAB node 2 for sending the UB channel or signal can only belong
to {UB transmit beam 3}, the IAB node 2 may invoke the DA signal using {DA transmit beam 2}, where the DA signal
and the UB signal are multiplexed in the SDM mode.
[0194] In the preceding examples, it is agreed that the transmit spatial filtering parameter of the UB channel or signal
on the time domain resource has to belong to a spatial filtering parameter set corresponding to the time domain resource.
In another example of this embodiment, it may be further limited that a transmit spatial filtering parameter of a UB channel
or signal dynamically scheduled on a time domain resource belongs to a spatial transmit filtering parameter set corre-
sponding to the time domain resource, and a transmit spatial filtering parameter of a UB channel or signal that is not
dynamically scheduled and falls in the resource (such as a channel or signal semi-statically scheduled through Radio
Resource Control (RRC)/Medium Access Control Control Element (MAC-CE)) is not limited. Specifically, for example,
the time domain resource 1 is associated with a UB-SRS set 1 for a "non code book", and the time domain resource 2
is associated with a UB-SRS set 2 for a "non code book". Correspondingly, a transmit spatial filtering parameter of a
PUSCH that is dynamically scheduled and falls in the time domain resource 1 can only be selected from the UB-SRS
set 1, and a transmit spatial filtering parameter of a PUSCH that is dynamically scheduled and falls in the time domain
resource 2 can only be selected from the UB-SRS set 2.
[0195] In the preceding example, an intersection between the transmit spatial filtering parameter set corresponding
to the time domain resource 1 and the transmit spatial filtering parameter set corresponding to the time domain resource
2 is empty. In this embodiment, it is not excluded that an intersection between transmit spatial filtering parameters
corresponding to different time domain resources is non-empty. As shown in FIG. 15-1, a time domain resource 3 may
correspond to {UB transmit beam 1, UB transmit beam 2, UB transmit beam 3}. In an embodiment, on the time domain
resource 3, UB and DA channels or signals cannot adopt the SDM mode.
[0196] In FIG. 15-1, different time domain resources correspond to different spatial transmit filtering parameter sets.
Similarly, according to the requirements of specific application scenarios, different frequency domain resources may
correspond to different spatial filtering transmit parameter sets, different time-frequency resources correspond to different
spatial filtering transmit parameter sets, or different reference signal sets correspond to different spatial filtering parameter
sets. For example, a demodulation reference signal set {0-3} corresponds to a first spatial filtering parameter set and a
demodulation reference signal set {4-7} correspond to a second spatial filtering parameter set.
[0197] Each range of spatial transmit filtering parameters in the spatial filtering parameter set in the preceding example
is associated with one reference signal. The one reference signal may be an uplink reference signal between the IAB
donor node/IAB node 1 and the IAB node 2 or a downlink reference signal between the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 and
the IAB node 2. As shown in FIG. 16, a reference signal set associated with a spatial transmit filtering parameter set is
{CSI-RS1, CSI-RS2, SRS3}, and the spatial transmit filtering parameter set corresponds to a resource 4. Then spatial-
RelationInfo of a channel or signal on the resource 4 (or a dynamically scheduled channel or signal on the resource 4)
can only be configured to be a reference signal in the set {CSI-RS1, CSI-RS2, SRS3}, that is, a spatial transmit filtering
parameter of the channel or signal on the resource 4 (or the dynamically scheduled channel or signal on the resource
4) can only be obtained according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter corresponding to the reference signal in {CSI-
RS1, CSI-RS2, SRS3}.
[0198] In the preceding examples, a relationship between resources and spatial transmit filtering parameter sets is
established. A correspondence between resources and sets of combinations of (spatial transmit filtering parameters,
quasi co-location reference signals) or a correspondence between resources and quasi co-location reference signal
sets may also be established. For example, in FIG. 1-1, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 obtains through measurement
that: (UB transmit beam 1, DA transmit beam 1) have a relatively good beam differentiating degree and may be used
for the UB link and the DA link respectively, and signals over the two links are multiplexed in the SDM mode; (UB transmit
beam 2, DA transmit beam 2) have a relatively good beam differentiating degree and may be used for the UB link and
the DA link respectively, and signals over the two links are multiplexed in the SDM mode. Therefore, the IAB donor
node/IAB node 1 allocates to the IAB node 2 a resource 1 on which UB and DA beam pairs are {(UB transmit beam 1,
DA transmit beam 1), (UB transmit beam 2, DA transmit beam 2)}, a resource 2 all of which is occupied by a backhaul
channel and/or signal, and a resource 3 all of which is occupied by an access channel or signal.
[0199] Similarly, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 and the IAB node 2 may determine the following correspondence
through signaling or an agreed rule: a correspondence between U time domain resources and Q objects, where the Q
objects are at least one of the frequency domain resource sets, the frequency domain resource divisions of the A links,
the reference signal sets, the power parameter sets, or the multiplexing mode sets of the B links. U and Q are positive
integers greater than or equal to 1, and A and B are positive integers greater than 1.
[0200] As shown in FIG. 15-2, different time domain resources correspond to different frequency domain divisions
between UB and DA. Specifically, a frequency domain division between UB and DA corresponding to a time domain
resource i in FIG. 15-2 is a frequency domain resource division i (i = 1, 2, 3) shown in FIG. 15-3. FIG. 15-2 shows
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frequency domain divisions between two links UB and DA. This embodiment does not exclude that the time domain
resources and the frequency domain resource divisions of the A links need to be determined in response to multi-hop
backhaul links.
[0201] Different time domain resources in FIG. 15-2 correspond to different frequency domain resource sets available
for UB. The time domain resource i in FIG. 15-2 corresponds to a different frequency domain resource set in FIG. 15-4.
The frequency domain resource set includes one or more frequency domain resources, and one frequency domain
resource may be one subcarrier, one PRB, or one BWP. For example, the BWP occupied by the UB in the time domain
resource 1 may be one or more BWPs in {BWP1, BWP2}, the BWP occupied by the UB in the time domain resource 2
may be one or more BWPs in {BWP1, BWP2, BWP3}, and the BWP occupied by the UB in the time domain resource
3 may be one or more BWPs in {BWP4, BWP5, BWP7}, where the frequency domain resource sets corresponding to
the different time domain resources are only examples, and other frequency domain resource sets are not excluded.
[0202] Similarly, different time domain resources and/or different frequency domain resources correspond to different
reference signal sets of UB. For example, the time domain resource i in FIG. 15-2 corresponds to a reference signal set
i in FIG. 15-5, where i = 1, 2, 3. This is because UB and/or DA may occupy a different reference signal set in response
to a different multiplexing mode between UB and DA. For example, when UB and DA adopt SDM, UB and DA need to
occupy orthogonal reference signals, and UB and/or DA occupies a subset of all reference signals. When UB and DA
adopt time-division multiplexing and/or frequency-division multiplexing, both UB and DA may occupy all the reference
signals such as all demodulation reference signal ports.
[0203] Similarly, different time domain resources and/or different frequency domain resources correspond to different
reference signal set divisions between UB and DA.
[0204] Similarly, different time domain resources correspond to different multiplexing mode sets between UB and DA.
For example, the time domain resource i in FIG. 15-2 corresponds to an i-th multiplexing mode set. One multiplexing
mode set includes at least one of the following multiplexing modes: time-division multiplexing, frequency-division mul-
tiplexing, or space-division multiplexing. The multiplexing modes may also be extended to a multiplexing mode of the B
links, where B is a positive integer greater than or equal to 2.
[0205] Similarly, different time domain resources correspond to different power parameters of UB. For example, when
UB and DA adopt the space-division multiplexing or the frequency-division multiplexing, transmit power of UB needs to
consider transmit power of DA so that the total power cannot exceed the total transmit power at IAB. When UB and DA
adopt the time-division multiplexing, the transmit power of UB does not need to consider the transmit power of DA. On
the other hand, considering power saving and coverage, different power parameters may be configured in correspond-
ence to different time domain resources. For example, different target power P0 is configured so that the IAB node or
the UE sends uplink signals using different levels of transmit power on different time domain resources, to achieve a
compromise between power saving and coverage.
[0206] FIG. 15-2 shows three time domain resources, but it is to be understood that other values of U are not excluded
in this embodiment, i.e., there are U time domain resources, where U is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1.
The U time domain resources satisfy at least one of the following characteristics: an intersection between any two of
the U time domain resource sets is empty; a time domain resource set composed of a union of the U time domain
resource sets constitutes consecutive time domain resources; a time domain resource set composed of a union of the
U time domain resource sets does not include non-consecutive time domain resources; or the U time domain resource
sets constitute time domain resources with U periods. As shown in FIG. 15-6, the U time domain resources appear in
turn. Alternatively, other division manners of the U time domain resource sets are not excluded in this embodiment.
[0207] Further, a correspondence between U resources and Q sets or a correspondence between U resources and
Q frequency domain resource divisions may be included in control signaling, and/or the U time domain resources
correspond to a validity period of the control signaling.
[0208] The correspondence between U resources and Q sets is configured in semi-static control signaling such as
RRC. In another implementation of this embodiment, the correspondence between U resources and Q objects may be
established in dynamic signaling, or the division of the U resources is determined via the dynamic signaling, and/or
indication information of the Q objects is indicated via the dynamic signaling. When indicated new objects are different
from current objects, an object switching process is initiated. For example, the UB-SRS set 2 and the UB-SRS set 1 are
configured through RRC, and the UB-SRS set 1 is activated by default, then a base station may indicate the switching
from the UB-SRS set 1 to the UB-SRS set 2 via the dynamic signaling. In an embodiment, the switching between two
sets requires a predetermined switching delay, and the UB-SRS set 2 is always used as the activated set until new
switching signaling is received or predetermined time arrives, that is, a transmit spatial filtering parameter in the PUSCH
can only be from the UB-SRS set 2. Similarly, this may be used for the switching between other sets described above.
For example, Q objects are configured in higher-layer signaling and the indication information of the Q objects is notified
in physical layer dynamic control signaling. When the indicated Q objects are different from the current objects, the
object switching process is initiated to switch the current objects to the new objects, and the new objects are activated;
and the new objects notified in the physical layer dynamic control signaling are adopted on the time domain resources
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after the switching. Alternatively, in a manner of agreeing time, one object may be switched to another object or one
time domain resource set may be switched to another time domain resource set.

Embodiment eight

[0209] This embodiment provides a signal sending method that can implement accurate and reliable sending of a
signal. As shown in FIG. 17, the method includes steps described below.
[0210] In S1701, a first-type time-frequency resource is determined according to received sixth signaling information
or a fourth parameter determination rule.
[0211] In S 1702, a channel or signal is sent according to the determined first-type time-frequency resource.
[0212] The above channel or signal cannot occupy the first-type time-frequency resource.
[0213] In an example of this embodiment, the sixth signaling information includes at least one of the following information
about the first-type time-frequency resource: information about a physical resource block set; position information of a
time domain symbol occupied in one time unit; time behavior information which includes, but is not limited to, periodic
behavior, semi-persistent behavior, or aperiodic behavior, etc.; period information; period offset information; information
about a set of indexes of subcarriers occupied in one physical resource block; a lowest subcarrier index or a highest
subcarrier index in each group of D groups of subcarriers occupied in one physical resource block; a lowest time domain
symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of J groups of time domain symbols occupied in one
time unit; information about a downlink reference signal pattern; or selection information of a pattern type which at least
includes a first-type pattern and a second-type pattern; where D and J are positive integers.
[0214] In an example of this embodiment, the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the second-
type pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern; or the first-type pattern is an SRS pattern, and the second-type
pattern is a CSI-RS pattern.
[0215] In this embodiment, a reserved resource or a rate matching resource are configured for a data channel and/or
a control channel and/or a measurement reference signal over a UB link, which are collectively referred to as a first-type
time domain resource and/or frequency domain resource here. The data channel and/or the control channel and/or the
measurement reference signal over the UB link cannot occupy the resource occupied by the first-type time domain
resource and/or frequency domain resource, and the data channel and/or the control channel and/or the measurement
reference signal over the UB link should perform rate matching on the first-type time domain resource and/or frequency
domain resource.
[0216] Configuration information of the first-type time domain resource includes, but is not limited to, at least one of
information described below. Information one is the information about the physical resource block set, and UB channels
and/or signals cannot occupy resources in the physical resource block set, where one physical resource block is frequency
domain resources included in the one PRB. Information two is the position information of the time domain symbol
occupied in one time unit, such as time domain symbols in one slot and/or information about the number of occupied
slots and/or a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of
time domain symbols occupied in one time unit, where each group of time domain symbols includes one or more
consecutive time domain symbols, and N is a positive integer. Information three is the time behavior information, for
example, whether the first-type time domain resource and/or frequency domain resource is periodic, semi-persistent,
or aperiodic. Information four is the period information, for example, a period is P1 slots. Information five is the period
offset information, for example, when the period is the P1 slots, the period offset information indicates which slot in the
period the first-type time domain resource and/or frequency domain resource are located. Information six is the information
about the set of indexes of subcarriers occupied in one PRB, for example, a 12-bit mapping manner is used for indicating
a set of subcarriers occupied by the first-type time domain resource and/or frequency domain resource in one PRB or
indicating a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied in
one PRB, where each group of subcarriers includes one or more consecutive subcarriers, and M is a positive integer.
Information seven is the information about the downlink reference signal pattern, for example, an IAB donor node/IAB
node 1 allocates reserved/rate matching resources of UB to an IAB node 2, and the UB channels and/or signals cannot
occupy resources in the reserved/rate matching resources, where configuration information of the reserved/rate matching
resources includes information about the CSI-RS pattern so that the IAB node 2 can send DA reference signals on these
reserved resources and the orthogonality of DA and UB reference signals can be guaranteed when DA and UB adopt
SDM. For example, as shown in FIG. 18, a pattern of UB-reserved in FIG. 18 is only an example, and the pattern of
resources occupied by the UB-reserved may also be one or more of other CSI-RS patterns, such as one or more of a
pattern of a DA downlink reference signal, a pattern of a DA phase-tracking reference signal, or a pattern of a DA
synchronization signal. Information eight is the selection information of the pattern type which at least includes the first-
type pattern and the second-type pattern, where the pattern of UB-reserved may also be selected between the SRS
pattern and the CSI-RS pattern.
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Embodiment nine

[0217] This embodiment provides a channel or signal receiving method which can implement accurate and reliable
reception of a channel or signal. As shown in FIG. 19, the method includes steps described below.
[0218] In S1901, a second-type time-frequency resource is determined according to received seventh signaling infor-
mation or a fifth parameter determination rule.
[0219] In S 1902, the channel or signal is received according to the determined second-type time-frequency resource.
[0220] The above channel or signal does not occupy the second-type time-frequency resource.
[0221] Optionally, in this embodiment, the seventh signaling information includes at least one of the following infor-
mation about the second-type time-frequency resource: a number of ports; a comb offset; information about a time
domain symbol in one time unit; information about a time domain unit of frequency-hopping; information about frequency-
hopping; information about a pattern of an uplink reference signal; or selection information of a pattern type which at
least includes a first-type pattern and a second-type pattern.
[0222] Optionally, the first-type pattern may be an uplink reference signal pattern, and the second-type pattern may
be a downlink reference signal pattern; or the first-type pattern may be an SRS pattern, and the second-type pattern
may be a CSI-RS pattern.
[0223] For example, in an example of the application scenario shown in FIG. 1-1, an IAB donor node/IAB node 1
allocates reserved resources and/or rate matching resources of DB to an IAB node 2, where a pattern of the reserved
resources and/or the rate matching resources of DB which are occupied may be the SRS pattern. For example, as
shown in FIG. 20, the IAB node 2 may receive UA reference signals on these reserved resources and/or rate matching
resources so that the orthogonality of reference signals can be guaranteed when a UB link and a DA link adopt space-
division multiplexing.

Embodiment ten

[0224] This embodiment also provides a signaling information transmission method that can implement a flexible and
reliable transmission of signaling information. The method includes that: a first communication node sends eighth sig-
naling information to a second communication node, and/or the first communication node receives ninth signaling infor-
mation from the second communication node. The eighth signaling information and/or the ninth signaling information
may include, but is not limited to, at least one of: information about a first signal set including a reference signal, or
information about a second signal set including a reference signal. A first channel or signal and at least one signal in
the first signal set satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to one or more channel large-scale characteristic
parameters; and/or a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a second channel or signal is obtained according to at least
one signal in the second signal set. The first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication
node to one or more third communication nodes, and the second channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by one
or more third communication nodes to the first communication node.
[0225] In an example of this embodiment, the method may also include steps described below. The first communication
node sends tenth signaling information to the one or more third communication nodes, where the eighth signaling
information is used for instructing the one or more third communication nodes to receive a signal in the first signal set;
and/or, the first communication node sends eleventh signaling information to the one or more third communication nodes,
where the ninth signaling information is used for instructing the one or more third communication nodes to send a signal
in the second signal set.
[0226] In an example of this embodiment, the first communication node may send the signal in the first signal set over
a downlink; and the first communication node may receive the signal in the second signal set over an uplink.
[0227] For example, by still using the scenario shown in FIG. 1-1 as an example, it is assumed that an IAB donor
node/IAB node 1 determines through measurement a beam set that may be used by an IAB node 2 over an access link,
where one beam is associated with one reference signal. In an embodiment, when these beams are used for commu-
nication over the access link, a backhaul link and the access link may be space-division multiplexed so that the IAB
donor node/IAB node 1 notifies the IAB node 2 of beam information (i.e., information about a reference signal set), and
the IAB node 2 can communicate with an IAB node 3/UE over the access link by using only the beams in the beam set.
[0228] In an example, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 notifies the IAB node 2 of information about a beam set in a
UA link, i.e., the second signal set (e.g., the second signal includes a reference signal and/or a synchronization signal).
A spatial filtering parameter of a signal in the UA link has to be obtained according to one or more reference signals in
the second signal set, i.e., the signal in the UA link has to be transmitted using the beam in the notified beam set. That
the spatial filtering parameter of one signal is obtained according to one reference signal represents that: the spatial
filtering parameter of the one signal is the same as a spatial filtering parameter of the one reference signal; or the spatial
filtering parameter of the one signal is obtained according to a spatial filtering parameter of the one reference signal,
which may be slightly adjusted according to specific requirements.
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[0229] The IAB donor node/IAB node 1 may also notify the IAB node 2 of information about a beam set in a DA link,
i.e., the first signal set (e.g., the first signal includes a reference signal and/or a synchronization signal). A signal in the
DA link and one or more reference signals in the first signal set have to satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with
respect to the spatial filtering parameter. That is, the signal in the DA has to be transmitted using the beam in the notified
beam set.
[0230] The IAB node 2 may also send request information to the IAB donor node/IAB node 1, where the request
information includes the information about the first signal set and/or the information about the second signal set.
[0231] Herein, the spatial filtering parameter includes a spatial transmit filtering parameter and/or a spatial receive
filtering parameter.
[0232] Herein, that two reference signals satisfy the quasi co-location relationship with respect to the spatial filtering
parameter represents that: the spatial filtering parameter of one reference signal may be obtained from the spatial filtering
parameter of the other reference signal.
[0233] Herein, that two reference signals satisfy the quasi co-location relationship with respect to one type of channel
large-scale information represents that: the channel large-scale information of one reference signal may be obtained
from the channel large-scale information of the other reference signal. One type of channel large-scale parameter
includes at least one of: a Doppler shift, a Doppler spread, an average delay, a delay spread, or a spatial receive
parameter. The channel large-scale parameter may also be referred to as a quasi co-location parameter herein. The
IAB node 2 may also send the request information to the IAB donor node/IAB node 1, where the request information
includes the information about the first signal set and/or the information about the second signal set.

Embodiment eleven

[0234] In this embodiment, a type of a resource needs to be determined. Types of different resources are distinguished
according to a relationship between a predetermined threshold and an interval, where the interval is between a channel
or signal falling in the resource and physical layer dynamic control signaling that schedules the channel or signal.
Alternatively, types of different resources are distinguished according to a relationship between a predetermined threshold
and an interval, where the interval is between the resource and a physical layer control channel closest to the resource.
For example, in a first-type resource, the interval is greater than or equal to the predetermined threshold, and in a second-
type resource, the interval is less than or equal to the predetermined threshold.
[0235] In an example, determining the type of the resource may also be referred to as determining a type of a time
domain resource.
[0236] In an example, the physical layer control channel closest to the resource is a physical layer control channel
that needs to be detected by a terminal.
[0237] In an example, control information in the physical layer control channel may schedule the channel or signal in
the resource, for example, the physical layer control channel and the resource are in the same component carrier
(CC)/BWP, or the control information in the physical layer control channel may schedule the channel or signal in the
resource across CCs.
[0238] In an example, the physical layer control channel and the resource belong to the same component carrier or
the same bandwidth part (BWP).
[0239] In an example, the resource type is associated with at least one of a multiplexing mode of A links, a resource
division of A links, or a resource set occupied by one link.
[0240] The resource includes at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency domain resource, a reference signal
resource, a sequence resource, a port resource, or a spatial domain resource.
[0241] In an example, a union of time domain resource sets included in different resource types does not include non-
consecutive time domain resources.
[0242] In an example, time domain resources included in one resource type include non-consecutive time domain
resources.
[0243] In an example, time domain resources included in different resource types appear in turn.
[0244] In an example, a validity period of time domain resource sets included in different resource types is control
signaling.
[0245] As shown in FIG. 21-1, an IAB donor node/IAB node 1 allocates a control channel to be detected over a DB
link to the IAB node 1 every four slots and downlink control information (DCI) configured via RRC dynamically notifies
that an interval is 1 in time domain, that is, an interval between the DCI and a PDSCH/AP-CSI-RS is at most one slot.
For example, the PDSCH/AP-CSI-RS scheduled by the DCI in slotn can only fall in slotn and slotn+1. Therefore, the
IAB donor node/IAB node 1 cannot dynamically give signals on backhaul resources to the IAB node 2 on {slotn+2,
slotn+3, slotn+6, slotn+7} in FIG. 21-1; and on {slotn+2, slotn+3, slotn+6, slotn+7} an access link can occupy all frequency
domain resources and reference signal resources, or other resources on {slotn+2, slotn+3, slotn+6, slotn+7} except
resources occupied by a semi-static backhaul channel or signal may all be used as access resources. However, on
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{slotn, slotn+1, slotn+4, slotn+5 }, the IAB donor node/IAB node 1 may schedule a DB/UB channel or signal for the IAB
node 2, and a backhaul link and the access link can only semi-statically negotiate resources occupied by themselves.
For example, the backhaul link and the access link adopt frequency division or space division, and each of the backhaul
link and the access link occupies a part of reference signal resources. {slot4n+2, slot4n+3, n = 0, 1, 2, ...} is referred to
as a first-type of resources and {slot4n, slot4n+1, n = 0, 1, 2, ...} is referred to as a second-type of resources. For example,
a resource division between the backhaul link and the access link on the first-type of resources satisfies a frequency
domain resource division 2 shown in FIG. 21-3, and a resource division between the backhaul link and the access link
on the second-type of resources satisfies a frequency domain resource division 1 shown in FIG. 21-3.
[0246] In an example, the interval between the channel or signal in the resource and the physical layer dynamic control
signaling that schedules the channel or signal is a minimum value of the intervals between the channel or signal in the
resource and the physical layer dynamic control signaling. For example, as shown in FIG. 21-2, a control channel in a
search space 2 may perform scheduling on slotn+2, so that the first-type of resources is {slotn+3, slotn+7}, that is,
{slot4n+3, n = 0, 1, 2, ...}, and the second-type of resources is {slotn, slotn+1, slotn+2, slotn+4, slotn+5, slotn+6}, that
is, {slot4n, slot4n+1, slot4n+2, n = 0, 1, 2, ...}.
[0247] Similarly, on different types of time domain resources, available BWP sets for the backhaul link are different,
or available frequency domain resource sets for the backhaul link are different.
[0248] Similarly, on different types of time domain resources, the backhaul link and the access link correspond to
different reference signal divisions.
[0249] Similarly, on different types of time domain resources, available reference signal sets for the backhaul link are
different.
[0250] Similarly, on different types of time domain resource, available spatial domain resource sets for the backhaul
link are different. One spatial domain resource is associated with one reference signal, for example, a spatial filtering
transmit parameter of a spatial domain resource of an uplink signal is obtained according to a spatial transmit filtering
parameter of the reference signal, and a downlink signal and the reference signal satisfy a quasi co-location relationship
with respect to a spatial receive parameter of the spatial domain resource.
[0251] Similarly, on different types of time domain resources, the backhaul link and the access link have different
available multiplexing mode sets.

Embodiment twelve

[0252] In this embodiment, on resources where reference signals and/or control channels are located, a multiplexing
mode of A links belongs to a predetermined multiplexing mode set.
[0253] For example, when a multiplexing mode between UB and DA on a resource belongs to {time-division multi-
plexing, frequency-division multiplexing}, reference signals of UB and/or DA may be transmitted on the resource, and/or
control channels of UB and/or DA may be transmitted on the resource. When the multiplexing mode between UB and
DA on a resource is SDM, the reference signals of UB and/or DA are not transmitted on the resource, and/or the control
channels of UB and/or DA are not transmitted on the resource.
[0254] Similarly, when a multiplexing mode between DB and UA on a resource belongs to {time-division multiplexing,
frequency-division multiplexing}, reference signals of DB and/or UA may be transmitted on the resource, and/or control
channels of DB and/or UA may be transmitted on the resource. When the multiplexing mode between DB and UA on a
resource is the SDM, the reference signals of DB and/or UA are not transmitted on the resource, and/or the control
channels of DB and/or UA are not transmitted on the resource.

Embodiment thirteen

[0255] In this embodiment, the number of different elements included in a spatial domain resource set associated with
one time domain resource is associated with a set of multiplexing modes of A links, where A is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0256] For example, one spatial domain resource in DB is represented by one TCI state and one TCI state is used for
establishing a relationship between T reference signal (RS) sets and T demodulation reference signal (DMRS) groups,
where one of the T DMRS groups and one RS in one of the T RS sets satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect
to a class of quasi co-location parameter.
[0257] For example, when UB and DA adopt SDM and/or frequency-division multiplexing, an available TCI state pool
of DA can only include four TCI states and/or an SRS set for a ’code book’ (or an SRS set for a ’non code book’) of UB
includes four SRS resources. When UB and DA adopt time-division multiplexing, the available TCI state pool of DA may
include eight TCI states and/or the SRS set for the ’code book’ (or the SRS set for the ’non code book’) of UB includes
eight SRS resources.
[0258] Similarly, when DB and UA adopt the SDM and/or the frequency-division multiplexing, an available TCI state
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pool of DB can only include four TCI states and/or an SRS set for the ’code book’ (or an SRS set for the ’non code book’)
of UA includes four SRS resources. When UB and DA adopt the time-division multiplexing, the available TCI state pool
of DA may include eight TCI states and/or the SRS set for the ’code book’ (or the SRS set for the ’non code book’) of
UA includes eight SRS resources.
[0259] This is because two links need to share spatial domain resources on an IAB side in response to the SDM and/or
the frequency-division multiplexing, but the two links do not need to share the spatial domain resources on the IAB side
in response to the time-division multiplexing.
[0260] Herein, information about a multi-level bandwidth structure includes one or more of CSRS or BSRS, where for
specific meanings of CSRS and BSRS, reference may be made to protocol 38.211.

Embodiment fourteen

[0261] This embodiment provides an apparatus for sending a measurement reference signal. The apparatus may be
applied to a communication node device, which may serve as any one of the communication nodes which, for example,
include, but are not limited to, the first communication node in the embodiments described above according to application
scenarios. As shown in FIG. 22-1, the apparatus includes a first parameter determination module 2201 and a first signal
sending module 2202. The first parameter determination module 2201 is configured to determine parameter information
of a measurement reference signal according to received first signaling information and/or a pre-negotiated first parameter
determination rule. The first signal sending module 2202 is configured to send the measurement reference signal ac-
cording to the parameter information.
[0262] This embodiment further provides an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal. The apparatus
may also be applied to a communication node device according to application requirements. The communication node
device may serve as any one of the communication nodes which, for example, include, but are not limited to, the second
communication node in the embodiments described above according to application scenarios. As shown in FIG. 22-2,
the apparatus includes a second parameter determination module 2203 and a third signal receiving module 2204. The
second parameter determination module 2203 is configured to send first signaling information. The first signaling infor-
mation includes parameter information of a measurement reference signal.
[0263] The third signal receiving module 2204 is configured to receive the measurement reference signal according
to the parameter information determined by the second parameter determination module 2203.
[0264] In this embodiment, the parameter information determined by the first parameter determination module 2201
and/or the second parameter determination module 2203 includes, but is not limited to, at least one of: a lowest subcarrier
index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by the measurement reference
signal in one physical resource block; a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each
group of N groups of time domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal in one time unit; information
about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal; density information ρ of the
measurement reference signal; information about a physical resource block set corresponding to the measurement
reference signal; information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing
group included in the measurement reference signal; a multiplexing length of one code division multiplexing group,
included in the measurement reference signal in time domain; a multiplexing length of one code division multiplexing
group included in the measurement reference signal, in frequency domain; the number of ports of the measurement
reference signal; a total number of combs of the measurement reference signal; a comb offset of the measurement
reference signal; or a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set included in the parameter information and
a parameter type set required for determining a pattern of a downlink measurement reference signal; where M and N
are positive integers.
[0265] In an example of this embodiment, the parameter information determined by the first parameter determination
module 2201 and/or the second parameter determination module 2203 may include selection information of a parameter
type set. The parameter type set includes at least one of a first parameter type set or a second parameter type set. The
first parameter type set includes parameter information required for determining a pattern of a first-type measurement
reference signal, and the second parameter type set includes parameter information required for determining a pattern
of a second-type measurement reference signal.
[0266] In an example of this embodiment, the measurement reference signal sent by the first signal sending module
2202 satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: the measurement reference signal is a measurement reference
signal sent over an uplink; a time domain symbol where the measurement reference signal is located is one or more
time domain symbols in one time unit; a pattern of the measurement reference signal is a CSI-RS pattern; a pattern of
the measurement reference signal is a downlink reference signal pattern; a resource of the measurement reference
signal occupies X groups of consecutive subcarriers in one physical resource block; the number of subcarriers occupied
by a port of the measurement reference signal in one physical resource block includes {0.5, 1, 2}; or the number of ports
of the measurement reference signal included in a resource of the measurement reference signal belongs to {1, 2, 4, 8,
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12, 16, 24, 32}; where X is a positive integer.
[0267] In an example of this embodiment, the measurement reference signal sent by the first signal sending module
2202 may also satisfy at least one of the following conditions that: the measurement reference signal and a first channel
or signal occupy different subcarriers on the same time domain symbol; in a case where the measurement reference
signal and a first channel or signal occupy the same time domain symbol, the first channel or signal is unable to occupy
a subcarrier occupied by the measurement reference signal; or in a case where a subcarrier occupied by the measurement
reference signal overlaps with a subcarrier occupied by a first channel or signal, a priority between the measurement
reference signal and the first channel or signal is determined according to the first signaling information and/or the pre-
negotiated first parameter determination rule. The first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first commu-
nication node.
[0268] In an example of this embodiment, at least one of the following information is associated with whether the first
channel or signal and the measurement reference signal are able to be simultaneously sent on the same time domain
symbol: the first signaling information; whether the pattern of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predeter-
mined pattern type; whether transform precoding is enabled in response to sending the measurement reference signal
and/or the first channel or signal; whether the measurement reference signal is an uplink reference signal over a backhaul
link; whether the measurement reference signal occupies subcarriers at equal intervals in one physical resource block;
a sequence type used by the measurement reference signal; whether the measurement reference signal is the meas-
urement reference signal for interference measurement or the measurement reference signal for channel measurement;
or whether a use of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined use set. The first channel or signal
is a channel or signal sent by the first communication node. In this embodiment, the first communication node may be
a communication node that sends the preceding measurement reference signal.
[0269] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the first parameter determination module
2201 and/or the second parameter determination module 2203 determine the parameter information according to the
first signaling information and/or the first parameter determination rule and the conditions that the determined parameter
information may satisfy, reference may be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is not made in this
embodiment. For the process in which the first signal sending module 2202 sends the measurement reference signal
according to the parameter information determined by the first parameter determination module, the conditions that the
sent measurement reference signal needs to satisfy, and the process in which the third signal receiving module 2204
receives the measurement reference signal according to the parameter information determined by the second parameter
determination module 2203, etc., reference may also be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is
not made in this embodiment, either.
[0270] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the first parameter determination module 2201 and the
first signal sending module 2202 may be implemented by a processor or controller in the communication node device;
and the functions of the second parameter determination module 2203 and the third signal receiving module 2204 may
also be implemented by the processor or controller in the communication node device. This embodiment may further
provide a communication system including the apparatuses described above.

Embodiment fifteen

[0271] This embodiment provides an apparatus for sending a measurement reference signal which may, but may not
necessarily, be applied to a first communication node illustrated in the embodiments described above, and it is to be
understood that the first communication node is not limited to the cases illustrated in the embodiments described above
and may be flexibly determined according to application scenarios. The apparatus for sending the measurement reference
signal, as shown in FIG. 23-1, may include a first resource determination module 2301 and a second signal sending
module 2302. The first resource determination module 2301 is configured to determine resources of P types of meas-
urement reference signals according to second signaling information received from a second communication node and/or
a second parameter determination rule pre-negotiated with a second communication node. The second signal sending
module 2302 is configured to send the P types of measurement reference signals on the resources of the P types of
measurement reference signals. The determined resources of the P types of measurement reference signals may
include, but are not limited to, a resource of a measurement reference signal for interference measurement; and P is a
positive integer.
[0272] This embodiment further provides an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal which may, but
may not necessarily, be applied to the second communication node illustrated in the embodiments described above,
and it is to be understood that the second communication node is not limited to the cases illustrated in the embodiments
described above and may be flexibly determined according to application scenarios. In this embodiment, the apparatus
for receiving the measurement reference signal, as shown in FIG. 23-2, includes a fourth resource determination module
2303 and a fourth signal receiving module 2304. The fourth resource determination module 2303 is configured to send
second signaling information to a first communication node, where the second signaling information includes information
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about resources of P types of measurement reference signals. The fourth signal receiving module 2304 is configured
to receive the P types of measurement reference signals on the determined resources of the P types of measurement
reference signals.
[0273] As illustrated above, the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals include the resource of
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.
[0274] In an example of this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 23-2, the apparatus for receiving the measurement reference
signal may further include a fourth information sending module 2305. The fourth information sending module 2305 is
configured to send channel state report information to the first communication node, and/or cause the second commu-
nication node to send resource information to the first communication node, where the resource information is information
about a resource occupied by the channel state report information.
[0275] In an example, the channel state report information may satisfy, but is not limited to, at least one of the following
characteristics that: the channel state report information is obtained based on the P types of measurement reference
signals; the channel state report information includes a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR); the channel state
report information includes information about a performance difference between two types of the P types of measurement
reference signals; the channel state information is feedback information for an uplink channel state; a correspondence
exists between the channel state information and the P types of measurement reference signals; or the channel state
information is sent by the second communication node to the first communication node on a downlink channel or signal.
[0276] In an example of this embodiment, the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, which is
sent by the second signal sending module 2302 and/or received by the fourth signal receiving module 2304, may satisfy,
but is not limited to, at least one of the following characteristics that: configuration information of the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement carries no configuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter;
a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node carries no spatial filtering parameter
of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; for example, the spatial filtering parameter of the
measurement reference signal for interference measurement cannot be acquired according to the signal between the
first communication node and the second communication node, and a reference signal associated with the spatial filtering
parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement does not belong to a reference signal
between the first communication node and the second communication node. An intersection between a spatial filtering
parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement and spatial filtering parameters in a
predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is empty, where each of the spatial filtering parameters in the predetermined
spatial filtering parameter set is associated with one signal between the first communication node and the second
communication node; a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement
is obtained according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first reference signal sent by the first communication
node to one or more third communication nodes; parameter information of the measurement reference signal for inter-
ference measurement is the same as parameter information of a second reference signal sent by the first communication
node to one or more third communication nodes; a parameter type for determining the measurement reference signal
for interference measurement is the same as a parameter type for determining a third reference signal sent by the first
communication node to one or more third communication nodes; the first communication node sends a fourth reference
signal to one or more third communication nodes on the resource of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement; the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used for measuring interference of
a signal, which is sent by the first communication node to one or more third communication nodes, reaching the second
communication node; the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second commu-
nication node to measure interference; or the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by
the second communication node to measure interference of a first-type signal, which is sent by the first communication
node, reaching the second communication node. A control channel resource group where control signaling for scheduling
the first-type signal is located and a control channel resource group where the second signaling information is located
are two different control channel resource groups, and/or a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is
located and a frequency domain bandwidth where the second signaling information is located are two different frequency
domain bandwidths, and/or the frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency
domain bandwidth where a channel or signal scheduled by the second signaling information is located are two different
frequency domain bandwidths. Each of the first reference signal, the second reference signal, the third reference signal,
and the fourth reference signal may be at least one of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation
reference signal, a downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or a synchronization signal.
[0277] In an example of this embodiment, the second signaling information received from the second communication
node may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the following parameter information: a lowest subcarrier index or
a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by the measurement reference signal for
interference measurement in one physical resource block; a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain
symbol index in each group of N groups of time domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal for
interference measurement in one time unit; information about a physical resource block set occupied by the measurement
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reference signal for interference measurement; information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the
measurement reference signal for interference measurement; density information ρ of the measurement reference signal
for interference measurement; information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division
multiplexing group included in the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; a multiplexing length
of one code division multiplexing group included in the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in
frequency domain; a multiplexing length of one code division multiplexing group included in the measurement reference
signal for interference measurement in time domain; information about a pattern type of the measurement reference
signal for interference measurement, where the pattern type includes at least a first-type pattern and a second-type
pattern; selection information of a parameter type set corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement; a total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measure-
ment; or a comb offset corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; where M and
N are positive integers.
[0278] In an example of this embodiment, the P types of measurement reference signals sent by the second signal
sending module 2302 may satisfy, but are not limited to, at least one of the following characteristics that: the P types of
measurement reference signals further include a measurement reference signal for channel measurement; the P types
of measurement reference signals correspond to a same spatial receive filtering parameter; the P types of measurement
reference signals correspond to different spatial transmit filtering parameters; each type of the P types of measurement
reference signals has corresponding configuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter; information about
spatial transmit filtering parameters of the P types of measurement reference signals is associated with type information
of the P types of measurement reference signals; or the P types of measurement reference signals are uplink measure-
ment reference signals.
[0279] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the first resource determination module
2301 determines the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals according to the second signaling
information and/or the second parameter determination rule, the process in which the fourth resource determination
module 2303 determines the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals according to the second
signaling information sent to the first communication node and/or the second parameter determination rule pre-negotiated
with the first communication node, and the conditions that the determined resources of the P types of measurement
reference signals may satisfy, etc., reference may be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is not
made here. The process in which the second signal sending module 2302 sends the P types of measurement reference
signals on the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals, the conditions that the sent P types of
measurement reference signals need to satisfy, and the process in which the fourth signal receiving module 2304 receives
the P types of measurement reference signals on the determined resources of the P types of measurement reference
signals, etc., reference may also be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is not made here, either.
[0280] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the first resource determination module 2301 and the
second signal sending module 2302 may be implemented by a processor or controller in a communication node device;
and the functions of the fourth resource determination module 2303 and the fourth signal receiving module 2304 may
be implemented by the processor or controller in the communication node device. This embodiment may further provide
a communication system including the apparatuses described above.

Embodiment sixteen

[0281] This embodiment further provides an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal which may, but
may not necessarily, be applied to a first communication node illustrated in the embodiments described above, and it is
to be understood that the first communication node is not limited to the cases illustrated in the embodiments described
above and may be flexibly determined according to application scenarios. The apparatus for receiving the measurement
reference signal, as shown in FIG. 24-1, includes a first information receiving module 2401 and a first signal receiving
module 2402. The first information receiving module 2401 is configured to receive third signaling information sent by a
second communication node, and the third signaling information includes information about an interference measurement
resource. The first signal receiving module 2402 is configured to receive at least one signal sent by one or more third
communication nodes on the interference measurement resource determined according to the information about the
interference measurement resource; and/or an intersection between a parameter type included in the information about
the interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference signal pattern is non-
empty, and/or the first communication node does not receive a downlink measurement reference signal on the interference
measurement resource.
[0282] This embodiment further provides an apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal which may, but
may not necessarily, be applied to the second communication node illustrated in the embodiments described above,
and it is to be understood that the second communication node is not limited to the cases illustrated in the embodiments
described above and may be flexibly determined according to application scenarios. The apparatus for receiving the
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measurement reference signal, as shown in FIG. 24-2, includes a third information sending module 2404. The third
information sending module 2404 is configured to send third signaling information to a first communication node, and
the third signaling information includes information about an interference measurement resource. The third signaling
information is used for instructing the first communication node to receive a signal sent by one or more third communication
nodes on the interference measurement resource determined according to the information about the interference meas-
urement resource, and/or a non-empty intersection between a parameter type included in the information about the
interference measurement resource and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference signal pattern, and/or the
second communication node not to send a downlink signal on the interference measurement resource.
[0283] In an example of this embodiment, the preceding signal or resource satisfies, but is not limited to, at least one
of the following conditions: the signal sent by the third communication node is an uplink signal; the interference meas-
urement resource is an interference measurement resource corresponding to channel state report information, where
the channel state information is channel state information sent by the first communication node to the second commu-
nication node; the interference measurement resource and a channel measurement resource do not satisfy a quasi co-
location relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter, where the interference measurement resource
and the channel measurement resource correspond to same channel state report information; a quasi co-location ref-
erence signal of the interference measurement resource with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter is a first
quasi co-location reference signal, and a quasi co-location reference signal of the channel measurement resource with
respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter is a second quasi co-location reference signal, where the interference
measurement resource and the channel measurement resource correspond to same channel state report information;
a pattern of the interference measurement resource is a CSI-RS pattern; a pattern of the interference measurement
resource is an SRS pattern; the first communication node does not receive on the interference measurement resource
a downlink measurement reference signal sent by the second communication node; the first communication node does
not receive the downlink measurement reference signal on the interference measurement resource; or an intersection
between a resource occupied by the interference measurement resource and a resource occupied by a measurement
reference signal between the first communication node and the second communication node is empty.
[0284] The channel state information is channel state information sent by the first communication node to the second
communication node.
[0285] In an embodiment of this embodiment, the third signaling information received by the first information receiving
module 2401 may include, but is not limited to, at least one of: type information of the interference measurement resource
which at least includes a first-type interference measurement resource and a second-type interference measurement
resource; type information of a non-zero power (NZP)-interference measurement resource which at least includes a
first-type NZP-interference measurement resource and a second-type NZP-interference measurement resource; pattern
type selection information corresponding to the interference measurement resource; information about one group of
time domain symbols occupied by the interference measurement resource in one time unit; information about a repetition
factor of the interference measurement resource; a frequency-hopping parameter of the interference measurement
resource; or information about a multi-level bandwidth structure of the interference measurement resource.
[0286] As shown in FIG. 24-1, in an example of this embodiment, the apparatus for receiving the measurement
reference signal further includes a first information sending module 2403. The first information sending module 2403 is
configured to send fourth signaling information to the third communication. The fourth signaling information is used for
instructing the third communication node to send a second signal. An intersection between a resource occupied by the
second signal and the resource occupied by the interference measurement resource is non-empty, and the occupied
resource includes at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency domain resource, a code domain resource, or a
spatial domain resource.
[0287] In an example of this embodiment, a parameter type set included in the third signaling information received by
the first information receiving module 2401 includes, but is not limited to, at least one of: the number of ports, a comb
offset, information about a time domain symbol in one time unit, information about a time domain unit of frequency-
hopping, frequency domain information, a frequency domain offset in a multi-level bandwidth structure, information about
frequency-hopping, information about a sequence group hopping or a sequence number hopping, a sequence generation
parameter, or selection information of a pattern type of an interference measurement reference signal. The pattern type
includes, but is not limited to, at least one of an uplink reference signal pattern or a downlink reference signal pattern.
[0288] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the first information receiving module
2401 receives the third signaling information, the process in which the third information sending module 2404 sends the
third signaling information to the first communication node, the content that may be included in the third signaling
information, and the conditions that the third signaling information may satisfy, etc., reference may be made to the
embodiments described above and repetition is not made here. For the process in which the first signal receiving module
2402 receives the at least one signal sent by one or more third communication nodes on the interference measurement
resource determined according to the information about the interference measurement resource, the content and type
of the received signal, and the conditions that the received signal may satisfy, etc., reference may be made to the
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embodiments described above, and repetition is not made here. The manner in which the first information sending
module 2403 sends the fourth signaling information to the third communication node and the content that may be included
in the fourth signaling information, etc. may also be flexibly set according to application scenarios.
[0289] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the first information receiving module 2401, the first signal
receiving module 2402, and the first information sending module 2403 may be implemented by a processor or controller
in a communication node device; and the function of the third information sending module 2404 may be implemented
by the processor or controller in the communication node device. This embodiment may further provide a communication
system including the apparatuses described above.

Embodiment seventeen

[0290] This embodiment provides a signal transmission apparatus, which may be applied to various devices at com-
munication nodes. As shown in FIG. 25, the apparatus includes a determination module 2501 and a transmission module
2502. The determination module 2501 is configured to determine a correspondence between U resource sets and Q
objects according to transmitted fifth signaling information and/or a third parameter determination rule. The objects are
one of: spatial transmit filtering parameter sets, quasi co-location reference signal sets, sets of combinations of spatial
transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference signals, frequency domain resource sets, reference signal
sets, frequency domain resource divisions of A links, power parameter sets, multiplexing mode sets of B links, or sets
of combinations of C reference signals over C links. The transmission module 2502 is configured to transmit a channel
or signal according to the correspondence. In this embodiment, a transmission includes sending or receiving. U and Q
are positive integers greater than or equal to 1, A and B are positive integers greater than 1, and a resource includes at
least one of a time domain resource, a frequency domain resource, or a reference signal resource.
[0291] In an example of this embodiment, the operation in which the determination module 2501 determines the
correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence between U
time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource sets. A frequency domain resource occupied by a channel
or signal in one time unit is a subset of one of the Q frequency domain resource sets corresponding to one of the U time
domain resource sets to which the one time unit belongs. And/or, the operation in which the determination module 2501
determines the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes that the determination module
2501 determines a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q reference signal sets, where a reference
signal corresponding to a channel or signal in one time unit is a subset of one of the Q reference signal sets corresponding
to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the one time unit belongs. And/or, the operation in which the
determination module 2501 determines the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes
determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource divisions of the
A links, which satisfies at least one of the following characteristics that: a frequency domain resource occupied by a
channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of a frequency domain resource set corresponding to a link to which the
channel or signal belongs in one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to one of the U time
domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs; or frequency domain resources occupied by channels or signals
over the A links in a time unit satisfy one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to one of the U
time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs. And/or, the operation in which the determination module 2501
determines the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence
between U time domain resource sets and Q power parameter sets, which satisfies at least one of the following char-
acteristics that: a power parameter set corresponding to a channel or signal in one time unit is one of the Q power
parameter sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs, the Q power
parameter sets include the same power parameter type, or the Q power parameter sets are Q configuration values for
the same type of parameter set. And/or, the operation in which the determination module 2501 determines the corre-
spondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence between the U
resource sets and Q multiplexing mode sets, where one multiplexing mode includes a multiplexing mode of the B links,
and a multiplexing mode set of the B links in one resource belongs to one of the Q multiplexing mode sets corresponding
to the one resource. And/or, the operation in which the determination module 2501 determines the correspondence
between the U resource sets and the Q objects includes determining a correspondence between the U resource sets
and Q reference signal combinations, where one of the Q reference signal combinations includes a reference signal
corresponding to each of the C links, and a combination of reference signals over the C links in one resource belongs
to a set of combinations of reference signals over the C links corresponding to the one resource.
[0292] In an application scenario of this embodiment, the operation in which the determination module 2501 determines
a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q sets includes at least one of: determining a correspondence
between the U resource sets and the Q sets; determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q SRS
resource sets used for a code book; determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q SRS resource
sets used for a non-code book; determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q TCI state pools; or
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determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q sets of combinations (of first reference signals and
quasi co-location reference signals). Each of the Q SRS resource sets corresponds to one spatial filtering parameter
set, each resource in an SRS resource set corresponds to a range of spatial filtering parameters; each of the Q TCI
state pools corresponds to one quasi co-location reference signal set, and each TCI state in a TCI state pool includes
one quasi co-location reference signal; where P is a positive integer and Q is a positive integer less than or equal to P.
[0293] In an example of this embodiment, the operation in which the transmission module 2502 transmits the channel
or signal according to the correspondence includes: not sending or not receiving a channel or signal on the resource in
response to receiving configuration information that does not satisfy at least one of the following characteristics that: a
spatial filtering parameter of the channel or signal on the resource belongs to a spatial filtering parameter set corresponding
to the resource; a quasi co-location reference signal of the channel or signal, on the resource, with respect to a spatial
receive filtering parameter belongs to a quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the resource; the channel
or signal on the resource and at least one quasi co-location reference signal in a quasi co-location reference signal set
corresponding to the resource satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter;
a set corresponding to the channel or signal on the resource belongs to one set, which corresponds to the resource, of
the Q sets; or frequency domain resources occupied by channels or signals over the A links on the resource satisfy a
frequency domain resource division of the A links corresponding to the resource.
[0294] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the determination module 2501 determines
the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q objects according to the received fifth signaling information
and/or the third parameter determination rule, the content of the U resource sets, and the conditions that the U resource
sets may satisfy, etc., reference may be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is not made here.
For the process in which the transmission module 2502 transmits the channel or signal according to the correspondence,
reference may also be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is not made here.
[0295] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the determination module 2501 and the transmission
module 2502 may be implemented by a processor or controller in a communication node device. This embodiment may
further provide a communication system including the apparatuses described above.

Embodiment eighteen

[0296] This embodiment further provides a signal sending apparatus that may be applied to various devices at com-
munication nodes. As shown in FIG. 26, the apparatus includes a second resource determination module 2601 and a
third signal sending module 2602. The second resource determination module 2601 is configured to determine a first-
type time-frequency resource according to received sixth signaling information or a fourth parameter determination rule.
The third signal sending module 2602 is configured to send a channel or signal according to the determined first-type
time-frequency resource. The channel or signal is unable to occupy the first-type time-frequency resource.
[0297] In an example of this embodiment, the sixth signaling information received by the second resource determination
module 2601 may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the following information about the first-type time-frequency
resource: information about a physical resource block set; position information of a time domain symbol occupied in one
time unit; time behavior information; period information; period offset information; information about a set of indexes of
subcarriers occupied in one physical resource block; a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each
group of D groups of subcarriers occupied in one physical resource block; a lowest time domain symbol index or a
highest time domain symbol index in each group of J groups of time domain symbols occupied in one time unit; information
about a downlink reference signal pattern; or selection information of a pattern type which includes at least a first-type
pattern and a second-type pattern; where D and J are positive integers.
[0298] In an embodiment of this embodiment, the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the
second-type pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern. In another embodiment of this embodiment, the first-type
pattern is an SRS pattern, and the second-type pattern is a CSI-RS pattern. A configuration may be flexibly set according
to application scenarios.
[0299] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the second resource determination
module 2601 determines the first-type time-frequency resource according to the received sixth signaling information or
the fourth parameter determination rule, the content of the first-type time-frequency resource, and the conditions that
the first-type time-frequency resource may satisfy, etc., reference may be made to the embodiments described above
and repetition is not made here. For the process in which the third signal sending module 2602 sends the channel or
signal according to the determined first-type time-frequency resource, reference may also be made to the embodiments
described above and repetition is not made here.
[0300] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the second resource determination module 2601 and the
third signal sending module 2602 may be implemented by a processor or controller in a communication node device.
This embodiment may further provide a communication system including the apparatuses described above.
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Embodiment nineteen

[0301] This embodiment further provides a channel or signal receiving apparatus which may be applied to various
devices at communication nodes. As shown in FIG. 27, the apparatus includes a third resource determination module
2701 and a second signal receiving module 2702. The third resource determination module 2701 is configured to
determine a second-type time-frequency resource according to received seventh signaling information or a fifth parameter
determination rule. The second signal receiving module 2702 is configured to receive a channel or signal according to
the determined second-type time-frequency resource. The channel or signal does not occupy the second-type time-
frequency resource.
[0302] In an example of this embodiment, the seventh signaling information received by the third resource determination
module 2701 includes, but is not limited to, at least one of the following information about the second-type time-frequency
resource: a number of ports; a comb offset; information about a time domain symbol in one time unit; information about
a time domain unit of frequency-hopping; frequency domain information; a frequency domain offset in a multi-level
bandwidth structure; information about frequency-hopping; information about a pattern of an uplink reference signal; or
selection information of a pattern type which includes at least a first-type pattern and a second-type pattern.
[0303] In an embodiment of this embodiment, the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the
second-type pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern. In another embodiment of this embodiment, the first-type
pattern is an SRS pattern, and the second-type pattern is a CSI-RS pattern. A configuration may be flexibly set according
to application scenarios.
[0304] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the third resource determination module
2701 determines the second-type time-frequency resource according to the received seventh signaling information or
the fifth parameter determination rule, the content of the second-type time-frequency resource, and the conditions that
the second-type time-frequency resource may satisfy, etc., reference may be made to the embodiments described above
and repetition is not made here. For the process in which the second signal receiving module 2702 receives the channel
or signal according to the determined second-type time-frequency resource, reference may also be made to the em-
bodiments described above and repetition is not made here.
[0305] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the third resource determination module 2701 and the
second signal receiving module 2702 may be implemented by a processor or controller in a communication node device.
This embodiment may further provide a communication system including the apparatuses described above.

Embodiment twenty

[0306] This embodiment further provides a signaling information transmission apparatus which may, but may not
necessarily, be applied to a first communication node illustrated in the embodiments described above, and it is to be
understood that the first communication node is not limited to the cases illustrated in the embodiments described above
and may be flexibly determined according to application scenarios. The signaling information transmission apparatus,
as shown in FIG. 28, includes a second information sending module 2801 and/or a second information receiving module
2802. The second information sending module 2801 is configured to send eighth signaling information to a second
communication node. The second information receiving module 2802 is configured to receive ninth signaling information
sent by the second communication node. In some examples, the eighth signaling information and/or the ninth signaling
information include at least one of: information about a first signal set including a reference signal or information about
a second signal set including a reference signal. A first channel or signal and at least one signal in the first signal set
satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to one or more channel large-scale characteristic parameters; and/or
a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a second channel or signal is obtained according to at least one signal in the
second signal set. The first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication node to one or more
third communication nodes, and the second channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by one or more third commu-
nication nodes to the first communication node.
[0307] Optionally, in some application scenarios, the second information sending module 2801 may be further con-
figured to send tenth signaling information to the one or more third communication nodes. The eighth signaling information
is used for instructing the one or more third communication nodes to receive a signal in the first signal set. And/or, the
second information sending module 2801 is further configured to send eleventh signaling information to the one or more
third communication nodes. The ninth signaling information is used for instructing the one or more third communication
nodes to send a signal in the second signal set.
[0308] It is to be understood that in this embodiment, for the process in which the second information sending module
2801 sends the eighth signaling information to the second communication node, the content included in the eighth
signaling information, and the conditions that the eighth signaling information may satisfy, etc., reference may be made
to the embodiments described above and repetition is not made here. For the process in which the second information
receiving module 2802 receives the ninth signaling information sent by the second communication node, the content
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included in the ninth signaling information, and the conditions that the ninth signaling information may satisfy, etc.,
reference may be made to the embodiments described above and repetition is not made here, either.
[0309] In addition, it is to be understood that the functions of the second information sending module 2801 and the
second information receiving module 2802 may be implemented by a processor or controller in a communication node
device. This embodiment may further provide a communication system including the apparatuses described above.

Embodiment twenty-one

[0310] This embodiment further provides a communication node device. The communication node device may serve
as any one of the communication nodes in the embodiments described above according to application scenarios. In an
application scenario of this embodiment, a communication system including at least two devices at communication nodes
that have different roles may be provided. As shown in FIG. 29, the communication node device includes a processor
2901, a memory 2902, and a communication bus 2903. The communication bus 2903 is configured to implement a
communication connection between the processor 2901 and the memory 2902. The processor 2901 and the memory
2902 may be configured to perform at least one of functions described below. The memory 2902 is configured to store
one or more first programs, and the processor 2901 is configured to perform the one or more first programs to implement
steps of the method for sending the measurement reference signal illustrated in the embodiments described above.
Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to store one or more second programs, and the processor 2901 is configured
to perform the one or more second programs to implement steps of the method for receiving the measurement reference
signal illustrated in the embodiments described above. Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to store one or
more third programs, and the processor 2901 is configured to perform the one or more third programs to implement
steps of the method for sending the measurement reference signal illustrated in the embodiments described above.
Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to store one or more fourth programs, and the processor 2901 is configured
to perform the one or more fourth programs to implement steps of the method for receiving the measurement reference
signal described above. Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to store one or more fifth programs, and the
processor 2901 is configured to perform the one or more fifth programs to implement steps of the method for receiving
the measurement reference signal illustrated in the embodiments described above. Alternatively, the memory 2902 is
configured to store one or more sixth programs, and the processor 2901 is configured to perform the one or more sixth
programs to implement steps of the method for receiving the measurement reference signal illustrated in the embodiments
described above. Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to store one or more seventh programs, and the processor
2901 is configured to perform the one or more seventh programs to implement steps of the signal transmission method
illustrated in the embodiments described above. Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to store one or more eighth
programs, and the processor 2901 is configured to perform the one or more eighth programs to implement steps of the
signal sending method illustrated in the embodiments described above. Alternatively, the memory 2902 is configured to
store one or more ninth programs, and the processor 2901 is configured to perform the one or more ninth programs to
implement steps of the channel or signal receiving method illustrated in the embodiments described above. Alternatively,
the memory 2902 is configured to store one or more tenth programs, and the processor 2901 is configured to perform
the one or more tenth programs to implement steps of the signaling information transmission method illustrated in the
embodiments described above. s
[0311] It is to be understood that in some circumstances, the illustrated or described at least one step may be performed
in sequences different from those described in the embodiments described above.
[0312] This embodiment further provides a computer-readable storage medium. The computer-readable storage me-
dium includes volatile or nonvolatile and removable or non-removable media implemented in any method or technology
for the storage of information (such as computer-readable instructions, data structures, computer program modules, or
other data). The computer-readable storage medium includes, but is not limited to, a random access memory (RAM), a
read-only memory (ROM), an electrically erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM), a flash memory, or
other memory technologies, a compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disc (DVD) or other optical
disc storage, a magnetic cassette, a magnetic tape, disk storage, or other magnetic storage apparatuses, or any other
medium that may be used for storing desired information and accessed by a computer.
[0313] In this embodiment, the computer-readable storage medium may be configured to perform at least one of
functions described below. The computer-readable storage medium may be configured to store one or more first pro-
grams, and the one or more first programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the method
for sending the measurement reference signal described above. The computer-readable storage medium may be con-
figured to store one or more second programs, and the one or more second programs are executable by one or more
processors to implement steps of the method for receiving the measurement reference signal described above. The
computer-readable storage medium may be configured to store one or more third programs, and the one or more third
programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the method for sending the measurement
reference signal described above. The computer-readable storage medium may be configured to store one or more
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fourth programs, and the one or more fourth programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps
of the method for receiving the measurement reference signal described above. The computer-readable storage medium
may be configured to store one or more fifth programs, and the one or more fifth programs are executable by one or
more processors to implement steps of the method for receiving the measurement reference signal described above.
The computer-readable storage medium may be configured to store one or more sixth programs, and the one or more
sixth programs are executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the method for receiving the measurement
reference signal described above. The computer-readable storage medium may be configured to store one or more
seventh programs, and the one or more seventh programs are executable by one or more processors to implement
steps of the signal transmission method described above. The computer-readable storage medium may be configured
to store one or more eighth programs, and the one or more eighth programs are executable by one or more processors
to implement steps of the signal sending method described above. The computer-readable storage medium may be
configured to store one or more ninth programs, and the one or more ninth programs are executable by one or more
processors to implement steps of the channel or signal receiving method described above. The computer-readable
storage medium may be configured to store one or more tenth programs, and the one or more tenth programs are
executable by one or more processors to implement steps of the signaling information transmission method described
above.
[0314] This embodiment further provides a computer program (or computer software) which may be distributed on a
computer-readable medium and executed by a computing apparatus to implement at least one step of the methods
illustrated in at least one embodiment described above. In some circumstances, the at least one step illustrated or
described may be executed in sequences different from those described in the embodiments described above. Therefore,
the computer program in this embodiment may include at least one of the programs described above according to specific
application requirements.
[0315] It is to be understood that in some circumstances, the illustrated or described at least one step may be performed
in sequences different from those described in the embodiments described above.
[0316] This embodiment further provides a computer program product including a computer-readable apparatus on
which the computer program illustrated above is stored. The computer-readable apparatus in this embodiment may
include the computer-readable storage medium illustrated above.
[0317] It can be seen that those skilled in the art should understand that functional modules/units in all or part of the
steps of the method, the system, and the apparatus disclosed above may be implemented as software (which may be
implemented by computer program codes executable by a computing apparatus), firmware, hardware, and appropriate
combinations thereof. In the hardware implementation, the division of the functional modules/units mentioned in the
above description may not correspond to a division of physical components. For example, one physical component may
have several functions or one function or step may be performed jointly by several physical components. Some or all
physical components may be implemented as software executed by processors such as central processing units, digital
signal processors, or microcontrollers, may be implemented as hardware, or may be implemented as integrated circuits
such as application-specific integrated circuits.
[0318] In addition, as is known to those of ordinary skill in the art, a communication medium generally includes computer-
readable instructions, data structures, computer program modules, or other data in modulated data signals such as
carriers or other transmission mechanisms and may include any information delivery medium. Therefore, the present
application is not limited to any particular combination of hardware and software.
[0319] The above is a more detailed description of the embodiments of the present invention in conjunction with specific
implementations, and the specific implementations of the present application cannot be construed as being limited to
the description. For those of ordinary skill in the art to which the present application pertains, several simple deductions
or substitutions may also be made without departing from the concept of the present application and should fall within
the scope of the present application.

Claims

1. A method for sending a measurement reference signal, comprising:

determining parameter information of the measurement reference signal according to at least one of received
first signaling information or a pre-negotiated first parameter determination rule; and
sending the measurement reference signal according to the parameter information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the parameter information comprises at least one of:

a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by
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the measurement reference signal in one physical resource block, PRB;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time
domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal in one time unit;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal;
density information ρ of the measurement reference signal;
information about a PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal;
information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group
comprised in the measurement reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in time domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measurement
reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in frequency domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measure-
ment reference signal;
a number of ports of the measurement reference signal;
a total number of combs of the measurement reference signal;
a comb offset of the measurement reference signal; or
a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set comprised in the parameter information and a parameter
type set required for determining a pattern of a downlink measurement reference signal;
wherein M is a positive integer, N is a positive integer.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the parameter information satisfies at least one of following characteristics:

the information about the code division multiplexing type comprises at least one of: no code division multiplexing;
code division multiplexing with a frequency domain length of 2; code division multiplexing with a frequency
domain length of 2, a time domain length of 2, and a total length of 4; or code division multiplexing with a
frequency domain length of 2, a time domain length of 4, and a total length of 8;
the density information ρ represents an average number of subcarriers occupied by each port of the measurement
reference signal in each physical resource;
the density information ρ represents that a pattern of the measurement reference signal is repeated once in the
frequency domain every 1/ρ PRBs;
the density information ρ comprises {0.5, 1, 3};
each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of subcarriers corresponding to one code division multi-
plexing group in the frequency domain;
each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of subcarriers consecutive in the frequency domain;
subcarriers in each group of the M groups of subcarriers are distributed at equal intervals;
a number of subcarriers comprised in each group of the M groups of subcarriers belongs to {1, 2};
each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain symbols corresponding to one
code division multiplexing group in the time domain;
each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain symbols consecutive in the time
domain;
time domain symbols in each group of the N groups of time domain symbols are distributed at equal intervals;
the information about the PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal comprises a starting
physical resource index and information about a number of PRBs;
the PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal comprises non-consecutive PRBs;
the measurement reference signal occupies PRBs in the PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference
signal at equal intervals;
the total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal belongs to {1,2, 4, 8, 12, a∗12,
b∗4}, wherein a and b are positive integers; or
a maximum value of the comb offset corresponding to the measurement reference signal belongs to {0, 1, 3,
7, 11, a∗12-1, b∗4-1}.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the parameter information comprises selection information of a parameter type set;
and
wherein the parameter type set comprises at least one of a first parameter type set or a second parameter type set;
the first parameter type set comprises parameter information required for determining a pattern of a first-type meas-
urement reference signal; and the second parameter type set comprises parameter information required for deter-
mining a pattern of a second-type measurement reference signal.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein at least one of the following characteristics is satisfied:
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the pattern of the first-type measurement reference signal is a channel sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern;
the pattern of the first-type measurement reference signal is an uplink reference signal pattern;
the pattern of the second-type measurement reference signal is a channel state information reference signal,
CSI-RS, pattern;
the pattern of the second-type measurement reference signal is a downlink reference signal pattern;
the first-type measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal received by a first communication
node over an uplink and sent by a third communication node;
the second-type measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal sent by a first communication
node to a third communication node over a downlink;
the first-type measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal received by a second commu-
nication node over an uplink and sent by a fourth communication node;
the second-type measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal sent by a second commu-
nication node to a fourth communication node over a downlink;
a determination result of whether the measurement reference signal is an uplink reference signal over a backhaul
link is associated with the selection information of the parameter type set;
a port number set, to which information about a number of ports comprised in the measurement reference signal
belongs, is associated with the selection information of the parameter type set;
the selection information of the parameter type set is associated with information about a sequence type used
by the measurement reference signal; or
a number of PRBs occupied by the measurement reference signal is associated with the selection information
of the parameter type set;
wherein the first communication node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal,
and the second communication node is a communication node that sends the first signaling information.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein
a first communication node determines the parameter information of the measurement reference signal according
to at least one of: the first signaling information sent by a second communication node, or the first parameter
determination rule pre-negotiated with a second communication node; and
the first communication node sends the measurement reference signal to the second communication node;
wherein the parameter information comprises a parameter type, and the parameter type comprises at least one of:
a parameter required for determining a pattern of a first-type reference signal, or a type selection parameter of a
first-type reference signal;
wherein the first-type reference signal satisfies at least one of the following characteristics:

the first-type reference signal is a reference signal sent by the second communication node;
the first-type reference signal is a reference signal sent by the first communication node; or
the first-type reference signal is a reference signal sent by the second communication node or the first commu-
nication node over a downlink.

7. The method of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the measurement reference signal satisfies at least one of the
following characteristics:

the measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal sent over an uplink;
a time domain symbol where the measurement reference signal is located is at least one time domain symbol
in one time unit;
the pattern of the measurement reference signal is a CSI-RS pattern;
the pattern of the measurement reference signal is a downlink reference signal pattern;
a resource of the measurement reference signal occupies X groups of consecutive subcarriers in one PRB,
wherein X is a positive integer;
a number of subcarriers occupied by a port of the measurement reference signal in one PRB comprises {0.5,
1, 2}; or
a number of ports of the measurement reference signal comprised in a resource of the measurement reference
signal belongs to { 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32}.

8. The method of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the measurement reference signal satisfies at least one of following
characteristics:

the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal occupy different subcarriers on a same time
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domain symbol;
in a case where the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal occupy a same time domain
symbol, the first channel or signal is unable to occupy a subcarrier occupied by the measurement reference
signal; or
a priority between the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal is determined according to
at least one of the first signaling information or the pre-negotiated first parameter determination rule in a case
where a subcarrier occupied by the measurement reference signal overlaps with a subcarrier occupied by the
first channel or signal;
wherein the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by a first communication node, and the first
communication node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal.

9. The method of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein at least one of following information is associated with whether a
first channel or signal and the measurement reference signal are able to be simultaneously sent on a same time
domain symbol:

the first signaling information;
whether a pattern of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined pattern type;
whether transform precoding is enabled in response to sending at least one of the measurement reference
signal or the first channel or signal;
whether the measurement reference signal is an uplink reference signal over a backhaul link;
whether the measurement reference signal occupies subcarriers at equal intervals in one PRB;
a sequence type used by the measurement reference signal;
whether the measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal for interference measurement
or a measurement reference signal for channel measurement; or
whether a use of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined use set;
wherein the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by a first communication node, and the first
communication node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal.

10. A method for receiving a measurement reference signal, comprising:

sending first signaling information, wherein the first signaling information comprises parameter information of
the measurement reference signal; and
receiving the measurement reference signal according to the parameter information.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the parameter information comprises at least one of:

a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by
the measurement reference signal in one physical resource block, PRB, wherein M is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time
domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal in one time unit, wherein N is a positive integer;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal;
density information ρ of the measurement reference signal;
information about a PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal;
information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group
comprised in the measurement reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in time domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measurement
reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in frequency domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measure-
ment reference signal;
a number of ports of the measurement reference signal;
a total number of combs of the measurement reference signal;
a comb offset of the measurement reference signal; or
a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set comprised in the parameter information and a parameter
type set required for determining a pattern of a downlink measurement reference signal.

12. A method for sending a measurement reference signal, comprising:

determining, by a first communication node, resources of P types of measurement reference signals according
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to at least one of second signaling information received from a second communication node or a second pa-
rameter determination rule pre-negotiated with a second communication node; and
sending, by the first communication node, the P types of measurement reference signals on the determined
resources of the P types of measurement reference signals;
wherein the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals comprise a resource of a measurement
reference signal for interference measurement; and P is a positive integer.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the measurement reference signal for interference measurement satisfies at least
one of following characteristics:

configuration information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement carries no con-
figuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter;
a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node carries no spatial filtering
parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
an intersection between a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement and spatial filtering parameters in a predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is empty, wherein
each of the spatial filtering parameters in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is associated with
one signal between the first communication node and the second communication node;
a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is obtained
according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first reference signal sent by the first communication node
to a third communication node;
parameter information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same as
parameter information of a second reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third communication
node;
a parameter type for determining the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same
as a parameter type for determining a third reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third
communication node;
the first communication node sends a fourth reference signal to a third communication node on the resource of
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used for measuring interference of a signal,
which is sent by the first communication node to a third communication node, reaching the second communication
node;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference; or
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference of a first-type signal, which is sent by the first communication node, reaching the second
communication node, wherein the first-type signal and the second signaling information satisfy at least one of
the following: a control channel resource group where control signaling for scheduling the first-type signal is
located and a control channel resource group where the second signaling information is located are two different
control channel resource groups, a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a
frequency domain bandwidth where the second signaling information is located are two different frequency
domain bandwidths, or a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency
domain bandwidth where a channel or signal scheduled by the second signaling information is located are two
different frequency domain bandwidths;
wherein each of the first reference signal, the second reference signal, the third reference signal and the fourth
reference signal is at least one of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation reference
signal, a downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or a synchronization signal.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising: receiving, by the first communication node, channel state report infor-
mation sent by the third communication node, wherein a channel measurement resource of the channel state report
information comprises at least one of a resource of the fourth reference signal or the resource of the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein the second signaling information comprises at least one of following parameter
information:

a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in one physical resource block, PRB, wherein
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M is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time
domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in one time unit,
wherein N is a positive integer;
information about a PRB set occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement;
density information ρ of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group
comprised in the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
a multiplexing length, in frequency domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measure-
ment reference signal for interference measurement;
a multiplexing length, in time domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a pattern type of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, wherein
the pattern type at least comprises a first-type pattern and a second-type pattern;
selection information of a parameter type set corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement;
a total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; or
a comb offset corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the parameter information satisfies at least one of following characteristics:

the information about the code division multiplexing type comprises at least one of: no code division multiplexing;
code division multiplexing with a frequency domain length of 2; code division multiplexing with a frequency
domain length of 2, a time domain length of 2, and a total length of 4; or code division multiplexing with a
frequency domain length of 2, a time domain length of 4, and a total length of 8;
the density information ρ represents an average number of subcarriers occupied by each port of the measurement
reference signal in each physical resource;
the density information ρ represents that a pattern of the measurement reference signal for interference meas-
urement is repeated once in the frequency domain every 1/ρ PRBs;
the density information ρ comprises {0.5, 1, 3};
each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of subcarriers corresponding to one code division multi-
plexing group in the frequency domain;
each group of the M groups of subcarriers is a group of subcarriers consecutive in the frequency domain;
subcarriers in each group of the M groups of subcarriers are distributed at equal intervals;
a number of subcarriers comprised in each group of the M groups of subcarriers belongs to {1, 2};
each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain symbols corresponding to one
code division multiplexing group in the time domain;
each group of the N groups of time domain symbols is a group of time domain symbols consecutive in the time
domain;
time domain symbols in each group of the N groups of time domain symbols are distributed at equal intervals;
the information about the PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference meas-
urement comprises information about a number of PRBs and a starting physical resource index;
the PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement comprises non-
consecutive PRBs;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement occupies PRBs in the PRB set at equal inter-
vals;
the total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement
belongs to {1, 2, 4, 8, 12, a∗12, b∗4}, wherein a and b are positive integers; or
a maximum value of the comb offset corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference meas-
urement belongs to {0, 1, 3, 7, 11, a∗12-1, b∗4-1}.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein at least one of following characteristics is satisfied:

the first-type pattern is a channel sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern;
the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern;
the second-type pattern is a channel state information reference signal, CSI-RS, pattern;
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the second-type pattern is a synchronization signal pattern; or
the second-type pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern.

18. The method of any one of claims 12 to 17, further comprising:
receiving, by the first communication node, channel state report information sent by the second communication node.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the channel state report information satisfies at least one of following characteristics:

the channel state report information is obtained based on the P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information comprises a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, SINR;
the channel state report information comprises information about a performance difference between two of the
P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information is feedback information for an uplink channel state;
a correspondence exists between the channel state report information and the P types of measurement reference
signals; or
the channel state report information is received by the first communication node on a downlink channel or signal
and sent by the second communication node.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the channel state report information satisfies at least one of following characteristics:

the channel state report information comprises information about a performance difference between a meas-
urement reference signal for channel measurement and the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement both of which reach the second communication node;
the channel state report information corresponds to a measurement reference signal for channel measurement
and the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, wherein the measurement reference
signal for channel measurement comprises CC measurement reference signal resources, and the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement comprises CI measurement reference signal resources, wherein
CC is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1 and CI is a positive integer less than or equal to CC;
in a case where a sent measurement reference signal comprises a predetermined type of measurement refer-
ence signal in the P types of measurement reference signals, the first communication node receives channel
state report information corresponding to the measurement reference signal;
in a case where a sent measurement reference signal does not comprise a predetermined type of measurement
reference signal in the P types of measurement reference signals, the first communication node does not receive
channel state report information corresponding to the measurement reference signal;
type information of a measurement reference signal is associated with whether the first communication node
receives the channel state report information sent by the second communication node;
in a case where a sent measurement reference signal comprises the measurement reference signal for inter-
ference measurement, the first communication node receives the channel state report information sent by the
second communication node; or
in a case where a sent measurement reference signal does not comprise the measurement reference signal
for interference measurement, the first communication node does not receive the channel state report information
sent by the second communication node.

21. The method of any one of claims 12 to 17, further comprising:
sending, by the first communication node, request information to the second communication node, wherein the
request information comprises information about the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.

22. The method of any one of claims 12 to 17 or claim 20, wherein the P types of measurement reference signals satisfy
at least one of following characteristics:

the P types of measurement reference signals further comprise a measurement reference signal for channel
measurement;
the P types of measurement reference signals correspond to a same spatial receive filtering parameter;
the P types of measurement reference signals correspond to different spatial transmit filtering parameters;
each type of the P types of measurement reference signals has corresponding configuration information of a
spatial transmit filtering parameter;
information about spatial transmit filtering parameters of the P types of measurement reference signals is
associated with type information of the P types of measurement reference signals; or
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the P types of measurement reference signals are uplink measurement reference signals.

23. A method for receiving a measurement reference signal, comprising:

sending, by a second communication node, second signaling information to a first communication node, wherein
the second signaling information comprises information about resources of P types of measurement reference
signals; and
receiving, by the second communication node, the P types of measurement reference signals on the resources
of the P types of measurement reference signals;
wherein the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals comprise a resource of a measurement
reference signal for interference measurement; and P is a positive integer.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the measurement reference signal for interference measurement satisfies at least
one of following characteristics:

configuration information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement carries no con-
figuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter;
a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node carries no spatial filtering
parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
an intersection between a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement and spatial filtering parameters in a predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is empty, wherein
each of the spatial filtering parameters in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is associated with
one signal between the first communication node and the second communication node;
a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is obtained
according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first reference signal sent by the first communication node
to a third communication node;
parameter information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same as
parameter information of a second reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third communication
node;
a parameter type for determining the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same
as a parameter type for determining a third reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third
communication node;
the first communication node sends a fourth reference signal to a third communication node on the resource of
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used for measuring interference of a signal,
which is sent by the first communication node to a third communication node, reaching the second communication
node;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference; or
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference of a first-type signal, which is sent by the first communication node, reaching the second
communication node, wherein the first-type signal and the second signaling information satisfy at least one of
the following: a control channel resource group where control signaling for scheduling the first-type signal is
located and a control channel resource group where the second signaling information is located are two different
control channel resource groups, a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a
frequency domain bandwidth where the second signaling information is located are two different frequency
domain bandwidths, or a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency
domain bandwidth where a channel or signal scheduled by the second signaling information is located are two
different frequency domain bandwidths;
wherein each of the first reference signal, the second reference signal, the third reference signal and the fourth
reference signal is at least one of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation reference
signal, a downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or a synchronization signal.

25. The method of claim 23 or 24, further comprising at least one:

sending, by the second communication node, channel state report information to the first communication node; or
sending, by the second communication node, resource information to the first communication node, wherein
the resource information is information about a resource occupied by channel state report information.
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26. The method of claim 25, wherein the channel state report information satisfies at least one of following characteristics:

the channel state report information is obtained based on the P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information comprises a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, SINR;
the channel state report information comprises information about a performance difference between two of the
P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information is feedback information for an uplink channel state;
a correspondence exists between the channel state report information and the P types of measurement reference
signals; or
the channel state report information is sent by the second communication node to the first communication node
on a downlink channel or signal.

27. A method for receiving a measurement reference signal, comprising:

receiving, by a first communication node, third signaling information sent by a second communication node,
wherein the third signaling information comprises information about an interference measurement resource;
wherein the method satisfies at least one of the following: the first communication node receives a signal sent
by a third communication node on the interference measurement resource determined according to the infor-
mation about the interference measurement resource, an intersection between a parameter type set comprised
in the information about the interference measurement resource and a parameter type set for determining an
uplink reference signal pattern is non-empty, or the first communication node does not receive a downlink
measurement reference signal on the interference measurement resource.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein at least one of the following characteristics is satisfied:

a first signal sent by the third communication node is an uplink signal;
the interference measurement resource is an interference measurement resource corresponding to channel
state report information sent by the first communication node to the second communication node;
the interference measurement resource and a channel measurement resource do not satisfy a quasi co-location
relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter, wherein the interference measurement resource
and the channel measurement resource correspond to same channel state report information;
a quasi co-location reference signal of the interference measurement resource with respect to a spatial receive
filtering parameter is a first quasi co-location reference signal, and a quasi co-location reference signal of a
channel measurement resource with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter is a second quasi co-
location reference signal, wherein the interference measurement resource and the channel measurement re-
source correspond to same channel state report information;
a pattern of the interference measurement resource is a channel state information reference signal, CSI-RS,
pattern;
a pattern of the interference measurement resource is a channel sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern;
the first communication node does not receive on the interference measurement resource a downlink meas-
urement reference signal sent by the second communication node;
the first communication node does not receive a downlink measurement reference signal on the interference
measurement resource; or
an intersection between a resource occupied by the interference measurement resource and a resource occupied
by a measurement reference signal between the first communication node and the second communication node
is empty;
wherein the channel state report information is sent by the first communication node to the second communication
node.

29. The method of claim 27, wherein the third signaling information further comprises at least one of:

type information of the interference measurement resource which at least comprises a first-type interference
measurement resource and a second-type interference measurement resource;
type information of a non-zero power, NZP-interference measurement resource which at least comprises a first-
type NZP-interference measurement resource and a second-type NZP-interference measurement resource;
pattern type selection information corresponding to the interference measurement resource;
information about a group of time domain symbols occupied by the interference measurement resource in one
time unit;
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information about a repetition factor of the interference measurement resource;
a frequency-hopping parameter of the interference measurement resource; or
information about a multi-level bandwidth structure of the interference measurement resource.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the first-type interference measurement resource satisfies at least one of following
characteristics:

receiving, by the first communication node on the first-type interference measurement resource, no uplink signal
sent by the third communication node;
an intersection between a resource occupied by the first-type interference measurement resource and a resource
occupied by a signal sent by the third communication node to the first communication node is empty;
the first-type interference measurement resource comprises a downlink measurement reference signal resource;
the first communication node receives on the first-type interference measurement resource a downlink meas-
urement reference signal sent by the second communication node; or
the first communication node receives a downlink measurement reference signal on the first-type interference
measurement resource.

31. The method of claim 29 or 30, wherein the second-type interference measurement resource satisfies at least one
of following characteristics:

receiving, by the first communication node, on the second-type interference measurement resource an uplink
signal sent by the third communication node;
receiving, by the first communication node, an uplink measurement reference signal on the second-type inter-
ference measurement resource;
the second-type interference measurement resource corresponds to an uplink measurement reference signal
resource;
the second-type interference measurement resource is a non-zero power channel state information reference
signal, NZP-CSI-RS, interference measurement resource;
the second-type interference measurement resource is a non-zero power sounding reference signal, NZP-SRS,
interference measurement resource;
receiving, by the first communication node, no downlink measurement reference signal sent by the second
communication node on the second-type interference measurement resource;
receiving, by the first communication node, no downlink signal on the second-type interference measurement
resource; or
an intersection between a resource occupied by the second-type interference measurement resource and a
resource occupied by a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node is
empty.

32. The method of any one of claims 29 to 31, wherein the pattern type selection information corresponding to the
interference measurement resource is used for indicating a selection between an uplink measurement reference
signal pattern and a downlink measurement reference signal pattern.

33. The method of any one of claims 29 to 32, wherein the first-type NZP-interference measurement resource is an
NZP-CSI-RS, and the second-type NZP-interference measurement resource is an NZP-SRS.

34. The method of any one of claims 27 to 33, further comprising:

sending, by the first communication node, fourth signaling information to the third communication node, wherein
the fourth signaling information is used for instructing the third communication node to send a second signal;
wherein an intersection between a resource occupied by the second signal and the resource occupied by the
interference measurement resource is non-empty, and the occupied resource comprises at least one of a time
domain resource, a frequency domain resource, a code domain resource, or a spatial domain resource.

35. The method of any one of claims 27 to 33, wherein the parameter type set comprised in the third signaling information
comprises at least one of:

a number of ports, a comb offset, information about a time domain symbol in one time unit, information about
a time domain unit of frequency-hopping, frequency domain information, a frequency domain offset of a multi-
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level bandwidth structure, information about frequency-hopping, information about a sequence group hopping
or a sequence number hopping, a sequence generation parameter, or selection information of a pattern type
of the interference measurement reference signal;
wherein the pattern type comprises at least one of the uplink reference signal pattern or a downlink reference
signal pattern.

36. The method of any one of claims 27 to 33, wherein the third communication node satisfies at least one of following
characteristics:

the third communication node is a communication node that accesses the first communication node;
the third communication node is a communication node in a connected state and under coverage of the first
communication node;
the first communication node sends downlink control signaling to the third communication node;
the first communication node sends dedicated downlink control signaling information to the third communication
node; or
the third communication node receives the third signaling information and sends the first signal to the first
communication node on the interference measurement resource.

37. The method of any one of claims 27 to 33, further comprising: sending, by the first communication node, channel
state report information to the second communication node, wherein the channel state report information corresponds
to CC1 channel measurement resources and CI1 interference measurement resources, wherein CI1 and CC1 are
positive integers greater than or equal to 1.

38. A method for receiving a measurement reference signal, comprising:

sending, by a second communication node, third signaling information to a first communication node, wherein
the third signaling information comprises information about an interference measurement resource;
wherein the method satisfies at least one of the following: the third signaling information is used for instructing
the first communication node to receive a signal sent by a third communication node on the interference meas-
urement resource determined according to the information about the interference measurement resource, an
intersection between a parameter type set comprised in the information about the interference measurement
resource and a parameter type set for determining an uplink reference signal pattern is non-empty, or the second
communication node does not send a downlink signal on the interference measurement resource corresponding
to the information about the interference measurement resource.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein at least one of following characteristics is satisfied:

the signal sent by the third communication node is an uplink signal;
the interference measurement resource is an interference measurement resource corresponding to channel
state report information sent by the first communication node to the second communication node;
the interference measurement resource is a non-zero power channel state information reference signal, NZP-
CSI-RS, interference measurement resource;
the interference measurement resource is a non-zero power sounding reference signal, NZP-SRS, interference
measurement resource;
the first communication node does not receive on the interference measurement resource a downlink meas-
urement reference signal sent by the second communication node;
the first communication node does not receive a downlink signal on the interference measurement resource; or
an intersection between a resource occupied by the interference measurement resource and a resource occupied
by a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node is empty.

40. A signal transmission method, comprising:

determining a correspondence between U resource sets and Q objects according to at least one of transmitted
fifth signaling information or a third parameter determination rule, wherein the objects are one of the following:
spatial transmit filtering parameter sets, quasi co-location reference signal sets, sets of combinations of spatial
transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference signals, frequency domain resource sets, reference
signal sets, frequency domain resource divisions of A links, power parameter sets, multiplexing mode sets of
B links, or sets of combinations of C reference signals over C links; and
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transmitting a channel or signal according to the correspondence;
wherein U and Q are positive integers greater than or equal to 1, A, B and C are positive integers greater than
1, and a resource in each of the U resource sets comprises at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency
domain resource, or a reference signal resource.

41. The method of claim 40, wherein the transmitted channel or signal satisfies at least one of the following:

a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first channel or signal on a resource in the resource set belongs to a
spatial filtering parameter set corresponding to the resource;
a second channel or signal on a resource in a resource set and at least one quasi co-location reference signal
in a quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the resource satisfy a quasi co-location relationship
with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter;
a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first channel or signal on a resource in a resource set is obtained
according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter in at least one combination in a set, corresponding to the
resource, of combinations of spatial transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference signals;
a second channel or signal on a resource in a resource set and a quasi co-location reference signal in at least
one combination in a set, corresponding to the resource, of combinations of spatial transmit filtering parameters
and quasi co-location reference signals satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to a spatial receive
filtering parameter;
a set corresponding to a channel or signal on a resource in a resource set belongs to one set, corresponding
to the resource, of Q sets; or
frequency domain resources occupied by channels or signals over the A links on a resource in a resource set
satisfy a frequency domain resource division of the A links corresponding to the resource.

42. The method of claim 41, wherein the first channel or signal and the second channel or signal satisfy at least one of
following characteristics:

the first channel or signal and the second channel or signal are simultaneously sent by a first communication node;
the first channel or signal and the second channel or signal are simultaneously received by a first communication
node;
a time domain resource occupied by the first channel or signal overlaps with a time domain resource occupied
by the second channel or signal;
a frequency domain resource occupied by the first channel or signal overlaps with a frequency domain resource
occupied by the second channel or signal;
the first channel or signal is a channel or signal between a first communication node and a second communication
node; or
the second channel or signal is a channel or signal between a first communication node and a third communication
node;
wherein the first communication node and the second communication node satisfy at least one of the following:

the second communication node sends scheduling information about the first channel or signal to the first
communication node, and the first communication node sends scheduling information about the second
channel or signal to the third communication node; and
the first communication node is a communication node that receives the fifth signaling information, the
second communication node is a communication node that sends the fifth signaling information, and the
third communication node receives control signaling sent by the first communication node.

43. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, wherein determining the correspondence between the U resource sets
and the Q objects comprises at least one of:

determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource sets,
wherein a frequency domain resource occupied by a channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of one of the
Q frequency domain resource sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time
unit belongs;
determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q reference signal sets, wherein a
reference signal corresponding to a channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of one of the Q reference signal
sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs;
determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource divisions
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of the A links, which satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: a frequency domain resource occupied
by a channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of a frequency domain resource set corresponding to a link to
which the channel or signal belongs in one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to one
of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs; or frequency domain resources occupied by
channels or signals over the A links in a time unit satisfy one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions
corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs;
determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q power parameter sets, which
satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: a power parameter set corresponding to a channel or signal
in a time unit is one of the Q power parameter sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets
to which the time unit belongs; the Q power parameter sets comprise a same power parameter type; or the Q
power parameter sets are Q configuration values for a same type of parameter set;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q multiplexing mode sets, wherein one mul-
tiplexing mode comprises a multiplexing mode of the B links, and a multiplexing mode set of the B links in one
resource belongs to one of the Q multiplexing mode sets corresponding to the one resource; or
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q reference signal combinations, wherein one
of the Q reference signal combinations comprises a reference signal corresponding to each of the C links, and
a combination of reference signals over the C links in one resource belongs to a set of combinations of reference
signals over the C links corresponding to the one resource.

44. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, further comprising: not sending or not receiving the channel or signal on
the resource in the U resource sets in a case where the channel or signal on the resource does not satisfy configuration
information of at least one of following characteristics:

a spatial filtering parameter of the channel or signal on the resource in the U resource sets belongs to the spatial
filtering parameter set corresponding to the resource;
a quasi co-location reference signal of the channel or signal, on the resource in the U resource sets, with respect
to the spatial receive filtering parameter belongs to the quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to
the resource;
the channel or signal on the resource in the U resource sets and at least one quasi co-location reference signal
in the quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the resource satisfy a quasi co-location relationship
with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter;
the set corresponding to the channel or signal on the resource in the U resource sets belongs to one set,
corresponding to the resource, of the Q sets; or
frequency domain resources occupied by channels or signals over the A links on the resource in the U resource
sets satisfy the frequency domain resource division of the A links corresponding to the resource.

45. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, wherein determining the correspondence between the U resource sets
and the Q objects comprises at least one of:

determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q channel sounding reference signal, SRS,
resource sets used for a code book;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q SRS resource sets used for a non-code book;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q transmission configuration indicator, TCI,
state pools; or
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q sets of reference signal combinations,
wherein one reference signal combination comprises C reference signals over the C links;
wherein each of the Q SRS resource sets corresponds to one spatial filtering parameter set, and each resource
in the Q SRS resource sets corresponds to a range of spatial filtering parameters; and each of the Q TCI state
pools corresponds to one quasi co-location reference signal set, and each TCI state in the Q TCI state pools
comprises one quasi co-location reference signal;
wherein P is a positive integer and Q is a positive integer less than or equal to P.

46. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, wherein the resource satisfies at least one of following characteristics:

each of the U resource sets has a correspondence with one of the Q sets;
each of the U resource sets has a correspondence with one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions;
one channel or signal only falls within one of the U resource sets;
one channel or signal is unable to fall within more than one of the U resource sets; or
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one set of spatial transmit filtering parameters corresponds to one reference signal.

47. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, wherein the U resource sets satisfy at least one of following characteristics:

an intersection between different resource sets is an empty set;
different resource sets belong to one frequency domain band width part, BWP,;
a union of the U resource sets comprises no non-consecutive resources;
U time domain resource sets appear in turn;
a difference set between different resource sets is non-empty;
one of the U resource sets comprises non-consecutive resources;
one of the U resource sets comprises resources periodically in time domain; or
one of the U resource sets comprises resources periodically in frequency domain.

48. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, wherein each of the frequency domain resource sets comprises I frequency
domain resources, and each of the I frequency domain resources is one of a BWP, a frequency domain bandwidth
comprised in a component carrier, a physical resource block, or a subcarrier;
wherein I is a non-negative integer.

49. The method of any one of claims 40 to 42, wherein at least one of following characteristics is satisfied:

Q is a positive integer less than or equal to U;
a difference set between the Q sets is non-empty;
Q frequency domain resource divisions are different divisions;
the fifth signaling information is physical layer dynamic control information;
the fifth signaling information comprises switching indication information of the Q objects;
information about the Q objects is comprised in higher-layer signaling information;
the agreed rule comprises initiating switching indication information of the Q objects at agreed time;
a difference set between one of the Q sets corresponding to a first time domain resource and one of the Q sets
corresponding to a second time domain resource is non-empty; or
one of the frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to a first time domain resource is different from
one of the frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to a second time domain resource;
wherein the first time domain resource set and the second time domain resource set belong to the U time domain
resource sets.

50. A signal sending method, comprising:

determining a first-type time-frequency resource according to received sixth signaling information or a fourth
parameter determination rule; and
sending a channel or signal according to the determined first-type time-frequency resource;
wherein the channel or signal is unable to occupy the first-type time-frequency resource.

51. The method of claim 50, wherein the sixth signaling information comprises at least one of following information about
the first-type time-frequency resource:

information about a physical resource block, PRB, set;
position information of a time domain symbol occupied in one time unit;
time behavior information;
period information;
period offset information;
information about a set of indexes of subcarriers occupied in one PRB;
a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of D groups of subcarriers occupied in
one PRB, wherein D is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of J groups of time
domain symbols occupied in one time unit, wherein J is a positive integer;
information about a downlink reference signal pattern; or
selection information of a pattern type, wherein the pattern type at least comprises a first-type pattern and a
second-type pattern.
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52. The method of claim 50, wherein the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the second-type
pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern; or
the first-type pattern is a sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern, and the second-type pattern is a channel state
information reference signal, CSI-RS, pattern.

53. A channel or signal receiving method, comprising:

determining a second-type time-frequency resource according to received seventh signaling information or a
fifth parameter determination rule; and
receiving a channel or signal according to the determined second-type time-frequency resource;
wherein the channel or signal is unable to occupy the second-type time-frequency resource.

54. The method of claim 53, wherein the seventh signaling information comprises at least one of following information
about the second-type time-frequency resource:

a number of ports;
a comb offset;
information about a time domain symbol in one time unit;
information about a time domain unit of frequency-hopping;
frequency domain information;
a frequency domain offset in a multi-level bandwidth structure;
information about frequency-hopping;
information about a pattern of an uplink reference signal; or
selection information of a pattern type, wherein the pattern type comprises a first-type pattern and a second-
type pattern.

55. The method of claim 54, wherein the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the second-type
pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern; or
the first-type pattern is a sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern, and the second-type pattern is a channel state
information reference signal, CSI-RS, pattern.

56. A signaling information transmission method, comprising at least one of:

sending, by a first communication node, eighth signaling information to a second communication node, wherein
the eighth signaling information comprises at least one of: information about a first signal set comprising a
reference signal, or information about a second signal set comprising a reference signal; or receiving, by a first
communication node, ninth signaling information sent by a second communication node, wherein the ninth
signaling information comprises at least one of: information about a first signal set comprising a reference signal,
or information about a second signal set comprising a reference signal;
wherein the method satisfies at least one of the following: a first channel or signal and at least one signal in the
first signal set satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to at least one channel large-scale charac-
teristic parameter; or a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a second channel or signal is obtained according
to at least one signal in the second signal set;
wherein the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication node to a third com-
munication node, the second channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by a third communication node to
the first communication node.

57. The method of claim 56, further comprising at least one of:
sending, by the first communication node, tenth signaling information to the third communication node, wherein the
eighth signaling information is used for instructing the third communication node to receive a signal in the first signal
set; or sending, by the first communication node, eleventh signaling information to the third communication node,
wherein the ninth signaling information is used for instructing the third communication node to send a signal in the
second signal set.

58. The method of claim 56 or 57, further comprising:

sending, by the first communication node, the signal in the first signal set over a downlink;
receiving, by the first communication node, the signal in the second signal set over an uplink.
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59. An apparatus for sending a measurement reference signal, comprising:

a first parameter determination module, which is configured to determine parameter information of the meas-
urement reference signal according to at least one of received first signaling information or a pre-negotiated
first parameter determination rule; and
a first signal sending module, which is configured to send the measurement reference signal according to the
parameter information.

60. The apparatus of claim 59, wherein the parameter information comprises at least one of:

a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by
the measurement reference signal in one physical resource block, PRB, wherein M is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time
domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal in one time unit, wherein N is a positive integer;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal;
density information ρ of the measurement reference signal;
information about a PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal;
information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group
comprised in the measurement reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in time domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measurement
reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in frequency domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measure-
ment reference signal;
a number of ports of the measurement reference signal;
a total number of combs of the measurement reference signal;
a comb offset of the measurement reference signal; or
a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set comprised in the parameter information and a parameter
type set required for determining a pattern of a downlink measurement reference signal.

61. The apparatus of claim 59, wherein the parameter information comprises selection information of a parameter type
set; and
wherein the parameter type set comprises at least one of a first parameter type set or a second parameter type set;
the first parameter type set comprises parameter information required for determining a pattern of a first-type meas-
urement reference signal; and the second parameter type set comprises parameter information required for deter-
mining a pattern of a second-type measurement reference signal.

62. The apparatus of any one of claims 57 to 59, wherein the measurement reference signal satisfies at least one of
following characteristics:

the measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal sent over an uplink;
a time domain symbol where the measurement reference signal is located is at least one time domain symbol
in one time unit;
a pattern of the measurement reference signal is a channel state information reference signal, CSI-RS, pattern;
a pattern of the measurement reference signal is a downlink reference signal pattern;
a resource of the measurement reference signal occupies X groups of consecutive subcarriers in one PRB,
wherein X is a positive integer;
a number of subcarriers occupied by a port of the measurement reference signal in one PRB comprises {0.5,
1, 2}; or
a number of ports of the measurement reference signal comprised in a resource of the measurement reference
signal belongs to {1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32}.

63. The apparatus of any one of claims 59 to 61, wherein the measurement reference signal satisfies at least one of
following characteristics:

the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal occupy different subcarriers on a same time
domain symbol;
in a case where the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal occupy a same time domain
symbol, the first channel or signal is unable to occupy a subcarrier occupied by the measurement reference
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signal; or
a priority between the measurement reference signal and a first channel or signal is determined according to
at least one of the first signaling information or the pre-negotiated first parameter determination rule in a case
where a subcarrier occupied by the measurement reference signal overlaps with a subcarrier occupied by the
first channel or signal;
wherein the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by a first communication node, and the first
communication node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal.

64. The apparatus of any one of claims 59 to 61, wherein at least one of following information is associated with whether
a first channel or signal and the measurement reference signal are able to be simultaneously sent on a same time
domain symbol:

the first signaling information;
whether a pattern of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined pattern type;
whether transform precoding is enabled in response to sending at least one of the measurement reference
signal or the first channel or signal;
whether the measurement reference signal is an uplink reference signal over a backhaul link;
whether the measurement reference signal occupies subcarriers at equal intervals in one PRB;
a sequence type used by the measurement reference signal;
whether the measurement reference signal is a measurement reference signal for interference measurement
or a measurement reference signal for channel measurement; or
whether a use of the measurement reference signal belongs to a predetermined use set;
wherein the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by a first communication node, and the first
communication node is a communication node that sends the measurement reference signal.

65. An apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal, comprising:

a second parameter determination module, which is configured to send first signaling information, wherein the
first signaling information comprises parameter information of the measurement reference signal; and
a third signal receiving module, which is configured to receive the measurement reference signal according to
the parameter information.

66. The apparatus of claim 65, wherein the parameter information comprises at least one of:

a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by
the measurement reference signal in one physical resource block, PRB, wherein M is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time
domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal in one time unit, wherein N is a positive integer;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal;
density information ρ of the measurement reference signal;
information about a PRB set corresponding to the measurement reference signal;
information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group
comprised in the measurement reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in time domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measurement
reference signal;
a multiplexing length, in frequency domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measure-
ment reference signal;
a number of ports of the measurement reference signal;
a total number of combs of the measurement reference signal;
a comb offset of the measurement reference signal; or
a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set comprised in the parameter information and a parameter
type set required for determining a pattern of a downlink measurement reference signal.

67. An apparatus for sending a measurement reference signal, applied to a first communication node, comprising:

a first resource determination module, which is configured to determine resources of P types of measurement
reference signals according to at least one of second signaling information received from a second communi-
cation node or a second parameter determination rule pre-negotiated with a second communication node; and
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a second signal sending module, which is configured to send the P types of measurement reference signals
on the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals;
wherein the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals comprise a resource of a measurement
reference signal for interference measurement; and P is a positive integer.

68. The apparatus of claim 67, wherein the measurement reference signal for interference measurement satisfies at
least one of following characteristics:

configuration information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement carries no con-
figuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter;
a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node carries no spatial filtering
parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
an intersection between a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement and spatial filtering parameters in a predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is empty, wherein
each of the spatial filtering parameters in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is associated with
one signal between the first communication node and the second communication node;
a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is obtained
according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first reference signal sent by the first communication node
to a third communication node;
parameter information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same as
parameter information of a second reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third communication
node;
a parameter type for determining the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same
as a parameter type for determining a third reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third
communication node;
the first communication node sends a fourth reference signal to a third communication node on the resource of
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used for measuring interference of a signal,
which is sent by the first communication node to a third communication node, reaching the second communication
node;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference; or
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference of a first-type signal, which is sent by the first communication node, reaching the second
communication node, wherein the first-type signal and the second signaling information satisfy at least one of
the following: a control channel resource group where control signaling for scheduling the first-type signal is
located and a control channel resource group where the second signaling information is located are two different
control channel resource groups, a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a
frequency domain bandwidth where the second signaling information is located are two different frequency
domain bandwidths, or a frequency domain bandwidth where the first-type signal is located and a frequency
domain bandwidth where a channel or
signal scheduled by the second signaling information is located are two different frequency domain bandwidths;
wherein each of the first reference signal, the second reference signal, the third reference signal and the fourth
reference signal is at least one of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation reference
signal, a downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or a synchronization signal.

69. The apparatus of claim 67, wherein the second signaling information comprises at least one of following parameter
information:

a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of M groups of subcarriers occupied by
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in one physical resource block, PRB, wherein
M is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of N groups of time
domain symbols occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement in one time unit,
wherein N is a positive integer;
information about a PRB set occupied by the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a code division multiplexing type of a port of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement;
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density information ρ of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a code division multiplexing length corresponding to one code division multiplexing group
comprised in the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
a multiplexing length, in frequency domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measure-
ment reference signal for interference measurement;
a multiplexing length, in time domain, of one code division multiplexing group comprised in the measurement
reference signal for interference measurement;
information about a pattern type of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement, wherein
the pattern type at least comprises a first-type pattern and a second-type pattern;
selection information of a parameter type set corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement;
a total number of combs corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement; or
a comb offset corresponding to the measurement reference signal for interference measurement.

70. The apparatus of any one of claims 67 to 69, wherein the P types of measurement reference signals satisfy at least
one of following characteristics:

the P types of measurement reference signals further comprise a measurement reference signal for channel
measurement;
the P types of measurement reference signals correspond to a same spatial receive filtering parameter;
the P types of measurement reference signals correspond to different spatial transmit filtering parameters;
each type of the P types of measurement reference signals has corresponding configuration information of a
spatial transmit filtering parameter;
information about spatial transmit filtering parameters of the P types of measurement reference signals is
associated with type information of the P types of measurement reference signals; or
the P types of measurement reference signals are uplink measurement reference signals.

71. An apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal, applied to a second communication node, comprising:

a fourth resource determination module, which is configured to cause the second communication node to send
second signaling information to a first communication node, wherein the second signaling information comprises
information about resources of P types of measurement reference signals; and
a fourth signal receiving module, which is configured to receive the P types of measurement reference signals
on the determined resources of the P types of measurement reference signals;
wherein the resources of the P types of measurement reference signals comprise a resource of a measurement
reference signal for interference measurement; and P is a positive integer.

72. The apparatus of claim 71, wherein the measurement reference signal for interference measurement satisfies at
least one of following characteristics:

configuration information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement carries no con-
figuration information of a spatial transmit filtering parameter;
a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node carries no spatial filtering
parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
an intersection between a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference
measurement and spatial filtering parameters in a predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is empty, wherein
each of the spatial filtering parameters in the predetermined spatial filtering parameter set is associated with
one signal between the first communication node and the second communication node;
a spatial filtering parameter of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is obtained
according to a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a first reference signal sent by the first communication node
to a third communication node;
parameter information of the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same as
parameter information of a second reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third communication
node;
a parameter type for determining the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is the same
as a parameter type for determining a third reference signal sent by the first communication node to a third
communication node;
the first communication node sends a fourth reference signal to a third communication node on the resource of
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the measurement reference signal for interference measurement;
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used for measuring interference of a signal,
which is sent by the first communication node to one or more third communication nodes, reaching the second
communication node; or
the measurement reference signal for interference measurement is used by the second communication node
to measure interference;
wherein each of the first reference signal, the second reference signal, the third reference signal and the fourth
reference signal is at least one of a downlink measurement reference signal, a downlink demodulation reference
signal, a downlink phase-tracking reference signal, or a synchronization signal.

73. The apparatus of claim 71 or 72, further comprising: a fourth information sending module, which is configured to
perform at least one of: sending channel state report information to the first communication node or sending resource
information to the first communication node, wherein the resource information is information about a resource
occupied by channel state report information.

74. The apparatus of claim 73, wherein the channel state report information satisfies at least one of following charac-
teristics:

the channel state report information is obtained based on the P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information comprises a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, SINR;
the channel state report information comprises information about a performance difference between two of the
P types of measurement reference signals;
the channel state report information is feedback information for an uplink channel state;
a correspondence exists between the channel state report information and the P types of measurement reference
signals; or
the channel state report information is sent by the second communication node to the first communication node
on a downlink channel or signal.

75. An apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal, applied to a first communication node, comprising:

a first information receiving module, which is configured to receive third signaling information sent by a second
communication node, wherein the third signaling information comprises information about an interference meas-
urement resource; and
a first signal receiving module, which is configured to perform one of receiving a signal sent by a third commu-
nication node on the interference measurement resource determined according to the information about the
interference measurement resource, a non-empty intersection between a parameter type set comprised in the
information about the interference measurement resource and a parameter type set for determining an uplink
reference signal pattern, or causing the first communication node not to receive a downlink measurement
reference signal on the interference measurement resource.

76. The apparatus of claim 75, wherein at least one of following characteristics is satisfied:

a first signal sent by the third communication node is an uplink signal;
the interference measurement resource is an interference measurement resource corresponding to channel
state report information sent by the first communication node to the second communication node;
the interference measurement resource and a channel measurement resource do not satisfy a quasi co-location
relationship with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter, wherein the interference measurement resource
and the channel measurement resource correspond to same channel state report information;
a quasi co-location reference signal of the interference measurement resource with respect to a spatial receive
filtering parameter is a first quasi co-location reference signal, and a quasi co-location reference signal of a
channel measurement resource with respect to the spatial receive filtering parameter is a second quasi co-
location reference signal, wherein the interference measurement resource and the channel measurement re-
source correspond to same channel state report information;
a pattern of the interference measurement resource is a channel state information reference signal, CSI-RS,
pattern;
a pattern of the interference measurement resource is a channel sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern;
the first communication node does not receive on the interference measurement resource a downlink meas-
urement reference signal sent by the second communication node;
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the first communication node does not receive a downlink measurement reference signal on the interference
measurement resource; or
an intersection between a resource occupied by the interference measurement resource and a resource occupied
by a measurement reference signal between the first communication node and the second communication node
is empty;
wherein the channel state report information is sent by the first communication node to the second communication
node.

77. The apparatus of claim 75, wherein the third signaling information comprises at least one of:

type information of the interference measurement resource which at least comprises a first-type interference
measurement resource and a second-type interference measurement resource;
type information of a non-zero power, NZP-interference measurement resource which at least comprises a first-
type NZP-interference measurement resource and a second-type NZP-interference measurement resource;
pattern type selection information corresponding to the interference measurement resource;
information about a group of time domain symbols occupied by the interference measurement resource in one
time unit;
information about a repetition factor of the interference measurement resource;
a frequency-hopping parameter of the interference measurement resource; or
information about a multi-level bandwidth structure of the interference measurement resource.

78. The apparatus of any one of claims 75 to 77, further comprising: a first information sending module, which is
configured to send fourth signaling information to the third communication node, wherein the fourth signaling infor-
mation is used for instructing the third communication node to send a second signal;
wherein an intersection between a resource occupied by the second signal and the resource occupied by the
interference measurement resource is non-empty, and the occupied resource comprises at least one of a time
domain resource, a frequency domain resource, a code domain resource, or a spatial domain resource.

79. The apparatus of any one of claims 75 to 77, wherein the parameter type set comprised in the third signaling
information comprises at least one of:

a number of ports, a comb offset, information about a time domain symbol in one time unit, information about
a time domain unit of frequency-hopping, frequency domain information, a frequency domain offset in a multi-
level bandwidth structure, information about frequency-hopping, information about a sequence group hopping
or a sequence number hopping, a sequence generation parameter, or selection information of a pattern type
of an interference measurement reference signal;
wherein the pattern type comprises at least one of an uplink reference signal pattern or a downlink reference
signal pattern.

80. An apparatus for receiving a measurement reference signal, applied to a second communication node, comprising:

a third information sending module, which is configured to send third signaling information to a first communication
node, wherein the third signaling information comprises information about an interference measurement re-
source;
wherein the apparatus satisfies at least one of the following: the third signaling information is used for instructing
the first communication node to receive a signal sent by a third communication node on the interference meas-
urement resource determined according to the information about the interference measurement resource, an
intersection between a parameter type comprised in the information about the interference measurement re-
source and a parameter type for determining an uplink reference signal pattern is non-empty, or the second
communication node does not send a downlink signal on the interference measurement resource.

81. The apparatus of claim 80, wherein at least one of following characteristics is further satisfied:

the signal sent by the third communication node is an uplink signal;
the interference measurement resource is an interference measurement resource corresponding to channel
state report information sent by the first communication node to the second communication node;
the interference measurement resource is a non-zero power channel state information reference signal, NZP-
CSI-RS, interference measurement resource;
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the interference measurement resource is a non-zero power channel sounding reference signal, NZP-SRS,
interference measurement resource;
the first communication node does not receive on the interference measurement resource a downlink meas-
urement reference signal sent by the second communication node;
the first communication node does not receive a downlink signal on the interference measurement resource; or
an intersection between a resource occupied by the interference measurement resource and a resource occupied
by a signal between the first communication node and the second communication node is empty.

82. A signal transmission apparatus, comprising:

a determination module, which is configured to determine a correspondence between U resource sets and Q
objects according to at least one of transmitted fifth signaling information or a third parameter determination
rule, wherein the objects are one of the following: spatial transmit filtering parameter sets, quasi co-location
reference signal sets, sets of combinations of spatial transmit filtering parameters and quasi co-location reference
signals, frequency domain resource sets, reference signal sets, frequency domain resource divisions of A links,
power parameter sets, multiplexing mode sets of B links, or sets of combinations of C reference signals over
C links; and
a transmission module, which is configured to transmit a channel or signal according to the correspondence;
wherein U and Q are positive integers greater than or equal to 1, A and B are positive integers greater than 1,
and a resource in each of the U resource sets comprises at least one of a time domain resource, a frequency
domain resource, or a reference signal resource.

83. The apparatus of claim 82, wherein the determination module is configured to perform at least one of:

determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource sets,
wherein a frequency domain resource occupied by a channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of one of the
Q frequency domain resource sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time
unit belongs;
the determination module determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q reference
signal sets, wherein a reference signal corresponding to a channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of one of
the Q reference signal sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit
belongs;
determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q frequency domain resource divisions
of the A links, which satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: a frequency domain resource occupied
by a channel or signal in a time unit is a subset of a frequency domain resource set corresponding to a link to
which the channel or signal belongs in one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions corresponding to one
of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs; or frequency domain resources occupied by
channels or signals over the A links in a time unit satisfy one of the Q frequency domain resource divisions
corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets to which the time unit belongs;
determining a correspondence between U time domain resource sets and Q power parameter sets, which
satisfies at least one of the following characteristics: a power parameter set corresponding to a channel or signal
in a time unit is one of the Q power parameter sets corresponding to one of the U time domain resource sets
to which the time unit belongs; the Q power parameter sets comprise a same power parameter type; or the Q
power parameter sets are Q configuration values for a same type of parameter set;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q multiplexing mode sets, wherein one mul-
tiplexing mode comprises a multiplexing mode of the B links, and a multiplexing mode set of the B links in one
resource belongs to one of the Q multiplexing mode sets corresponding to the one resource; or
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q reference signal combinations, wherein one
of the Q reference signal combinations comprises a reference signal corresponding to each of the C links, and
a combination of reference signals over the C links in one resource belongs to a set of combinations of reference
signals over the C links corresponding to the one resource.

84. The apparatus of claim 82, wherein determining the correspondence between the U resource sets and the Q sets
comprises at least one of:

determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q sets;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q channel sounding reference signal, SRS,
resource sets used for a code book;
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determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q SRS resource sets used for a non-code book;
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q target cell identifier, TCI, state pools; or
determining a correspondence between the U resource sets and Q sets of combinations of first reference signals
and quasi co-location reference signals;
wherein each of the Q SRS resource sets corresponds to one spatial filtering parameter set, and each resource
in the Q SRS resource sets corresponds to a range of spatial filtering parameters; and each of the Q TCI state
pools corresponds to one quasi co-location reference signal set, and each TCI state in the Q TCI state pools
comprises one quasi co-location reference signal;
wherein P is a positive integer and Q is a positive integer less than or equal to P.

85. The apparatus of any one of claims 81 to 84, wherein the transmission module is further configured to: not send or
not receive a channel or signal on a resource in a case where the channel or signal on the resource does not satisfy
configuration information of at least one of following characteristics:

a spatial filtering parameter of the channel or signal on the resource in the U resource sets belongs to a spatial
filtering parameter set corresponding to the resource;
a quasi co-location reference signal of the channel or signal, on the resource in the U resource sets, with respect
to a spatial receive filtering parameter belongs to a quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the
resource;
the channel or signal on the resource in the U resource sets and at least one quasi co-location reference signal
in a quasi co-location reference signal set corresponding to the resource satisfy a quasi co-location relationship
with respect to a spatial receive filtering parameter;
a set corresponding to the channel or signal on the resource in the U resource sets belongs to one set, corre-
sponding to the resource, of the Q sets; or
frequency domain resources occupied by channels or signals over the A links on the resource in the U resource
sets satisfy a frequency domain resource division of the A links corresponding to the resource.

86. A signal sending apparatus, comprising:

a second resource determination module, which is configured to determine a first-type time-frequency resource
according to received sixth signaling information or a fourth parameter determination rule; and
a third signal sending module, which is configured to send a channel or signal according to the determined first-
type time-frequency resource;
wherein the channel or signal is unable to occupy the first-type time-frequency resource.

87. The apparatus of claim 86, wherein the sixth signaling information comprises at least one of following information
about the first-type time-frequency resource:

information about a physical resource block, PRB, set;
position information of a time domain symbol occupied in one time unit;
time behavior information;
period information;
period offset information;
information about a set of indexes of subcarriers occupied in one PRB;
a lowest subcarrier index or a highest subcarrier index in each group of D groups of subcarriers occupied in
one PRB, wherein D is a positive integer;
a lowest time domain symbol index or a highest time domain symbol index in each group of J groups of time
domain symbols occupied in one time unit, wherein J is a positive integer;
information about a downlink reference signal pattern; or
selection information of a pattern type, wherein the pattern type at least comprises a first-type pattern and a
second-type pattern.

88. The apparatus of claim 87, wherein the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the second-type
pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern; or
the first-type pattern is a sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern, and the second-type pattern is a channel state
information reference signal, CSI-RS, pattern.

89. A channel or signal receiving apparatus, comprising:
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a third resource determination module, which is configured to determine a second-type time-frequency resource
according to received seventh signaling information or a fifth parameter determination rule; and
a second signal receiving module, which is configured to receive a channel or signal according to the determined
second-type time-frequency resource;
wherein the channel or signal does not occupy the second-type time-frequency resource.

90. The apparatus of claim 89, wherein the seventh signaling information comprises at least one of following information
about the second-type time-frequency resource:

a number of ports;
a comb offset;
information about a time domain symbol in one time unit;
information about a time domain unit of frequency-hopping;
frequency domain information;
a frequency domain offset in a multi-level bandwidth structure;
information about frequency-hopping;
information about a pattern of an uplink reference signal; or
selection information of a pattern type, wherein the pattern type at least comprises a first-type pattern and a
second-type pattern.

91. The apparatus of claim 90, wherein the first-type pattern is an uplink reference signal pattern, and the second-type
pattern is a downlink reference signal pattern; or
the first-type pattern is a sounding reference signal, SRS, pattern, and the second-type pattern is a channel state
information reference signal, CSI-RS, pattern.

92. A signaling information transmission apparatus, applied to a first communication node, comprising at least one of:

a second information sending module, which is configured to send eighth signaling information to a second
communication node, wherein the eighth signaling information comprises at least one of: information about a
first signal set comprising a reference signal, or information about a second signal set comprising a reference
signal; or
a second information receiving module, which is configured to receive ninth signaling information sent by a
second communication node, wherein the ninth signaling information comprises at least one of: information
about a first signal set comprising a reference signal, or information about a second signal set comprising a
reference signal;
wherein the apparatus satisfies at least one of the following: a first channel or signal and at least one signal in
the first signal set satisfy a quasi co-location relationship with respect to one or more channel large-scale
characteristic parameters; or a spatial transmit filtering parameter of a second channel or signal is obtained
according to at least one signal in the second signal set;
wherein the first channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by the first communication node to a third com-
munication node, the second channel or signal is a channel or signal sent by a third communication node to
the first communication node.

93. The apparatus of claim 92, wherein the second information sending module is further configured to perform at least
one of: sending tenth signaling information to the third communication node, wherein the eighth signaling information
is used for instructing the third communication node to receive a signal in the first signal set; or sending eleventh
signaling information to the third communication node, wherein the ninth signaling information is used for instructing
one or more third communication nodes to send signals in the second signal set.

94. A communication node device, comprising a processor, a memory, and a communication bus; wherein
the communication bus is configured to implement a communication connection between the processor and the
memory; and
the memory is configured to store at least one first program, and the processor is configured to perform the at least
one first program to implement the method for sending a measurement reference signal of any one of claims 1 to 9; or
the memory is configured to store at least one second program, and the processor is configured to perform the at
least one second program to implement the method for receiving a measurement reference signal of claim 10 or 11; or
the memory is configured to store at least one third program, and the processor is configured to perform the at least
one third program to implement the method for sending a measurement reference signal of any one of claims 12 to
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22; or
the memory is configured to store at least one fourth program, and the processor is configured to perform the at
least one fourth program to implement the method for receiving a measurement reference signal of any one of claims
23 to 26; or
the memory is configured to store at least one fifth program, and the processor is configured to perform the at least
one fifth program to implement the method for receiving a measurement reference signal of any one of claims 27
to 37; or
the memory is configured to store at least one sixth program, and the processor is configured to perform the at least
one sixth program to implement the method for receiving a measurement reference signal of claim 38 or 39; or
the memory is configured to store at least one seventh program, and the processor is configured to perform the at
least one seventh program to implement the signal transmission method of any one of claims 40 to 49; or
the memory is configured to store at least one eighth program, and the processor is configured to perform the at
least one eighth program to implement the signal sending method of any one of claims 50 to 52; or
the memory is configured to store at least one ninth program, and the processor is configured to perform the at least
one ninth program to implement the channel or signal receiving method of any one of claims 53 to 55; or
the memory is configured to store at least one tenth program, and the processor is configured to perform the at least
one tenth program to implement the signaling information transmission method of any one of claims 56 to 58.

95. A computer-readable storage medium, storing at least one first program executable by at least one processor to
implement the method for sending a measurement reference signal of any one of claims 1 to 9; or
storing at least one second program executable by at least one processor to implement the method for receiving a
measurement reference signal of claim 10 or 11; or
storing at least one third program executable by at least one processor to implement the method for sending a
measurement reference signal of any one of claims 12 to 22; or
storing at least one fourth program executable by at least one processor to implement the method for receiving a
measurement reference signal of any one of claims 23 to 26; or
storing at least one fifth program executable by at least one processor to implement the method for receiving a
measurement reference signal of any one of claims 27 to 37; or
storing at least one sixth program executable by at least one processor to implement the method for receiving a
measurement reference signal of claim 38 or 39; or
the computer-readable storage medium is configured to store at least one seventh program executable by one or
more processors to implement the signal transmission method of any one of claims 40 to 49; or
storing at least one eighth program executable by at least one processor to implement the signal sending method
of any one of claims 50 to 52; or
storing at least one ninth program executable by at least one processor to implement the channel or signal receiving
method of any one of claims 53 to 55; or
storing at least one tenth program executable by at least one processor to implement the signaling information
transmission method of any one of claims 56 to 58.
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